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Abstract

Abstract
An Intranet support a new or simply an easier information system for all the workers
within a company using internet technology. On the one hand, employees can use Web
technology and very simple tools to provide and navigate information. On the other hand,
the costly and time-consuming business of installing and maintaining software on local PCs
can be avoided by using Browser-based Intranet applications. Ideally, it would be possible
to access all forms of information processing using one and the same Web Nrowser. This
is the aim of the Intranet Project upon which this thesis is based.

Vaiious technologies for developing Web applications are discussed, especially the
Common Gateway Interface (CGI), but it remains very difficult to develop a complex
system using CGI. I present some simple Web applications based on CGI technology which
have been developed for Dresdner Bauspar AG. I also introduce the concept of Workflow
Management Systems (WfMS), which have established themselves as the simple means of
developing and maintaining complex systems in the commercial field, even though such
systems are not common practice in Intranets as yet. I propose the combination of Internet
and WfMS technologies in developing Intranet applications. In a prototypical implementation
of a Workflow application, I illustrate how a simple Web application can be expanded by
integrating Standard Web and Workflow technologies.
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Introduction

Introduction
In the course of the last ten years, the IT branch has seen an unprecedented period of

growth in the World Wide Web (WWW). The basis of the Web is the principle of Hypertext.
Hypertext, a term coined by Ted Nelson in the USA, can be described as text that contains
links to other texts or sources of information. The links in the Web are active, meaning that
when a link is selected, the target of the reference is immediately opened or displayed. This
process is commonly referred to as ‘surfing’.
The development of the hypertext browser. Mosaic, in 1993, suddenly made it very
simple to surf through hypertext documents. The intuitive interface of the browser meant
that no special knowledge of the Web was required in order to surf. A simple click of the
mouse was all that was required to call up new information. 1996 saw the first application
of Web technology within internal company networks, and the term ‘Intranet’ came to be
used to describe such use. Definitions vary as to which particular applications or technologies
belong to an Intranet and, indeed, it is no longer known who originally suggested the term.
An Intranet can be broadly described as an information network which runs according to
Internet conventions; it is only available to a limited circle of users; and it supports internal
company communications processes.

The Dresdner Bauspar AG Intranet Project
The practical work described in this Thesis was carried out for the Dresdner Bauspar AG,
a building society that is a subsidary company of the Dresdner B ank, itself a leading German
financial institution.

The Dresdner Bauspar decided to build an Intranet, in order to supply its own staff with
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the information and IT services which they commonly required. The other alternative
considered at the outset of the project was a solution based on the groupware product, Lotus
Notes. This alternative was fairly swiftly rejected because of the implicit dependence on a
single manufacturer, the overhead incurred by the local installation of Lotus software on
each client computer, and the lack of adherence to Internet standards.

A structure for the information network was developed, beginning with a standard Web
Server. The first information pages were produced as static Web pages, using an HTML
Editor, but it rapidly became clear that simple static pages alone would not be sufficient to
fulfill the requirements of the Dresdner. Research was then undertaken to determine which
dynamic applications would be needed in order to properly serve the information needs of
the company’s employees. As a first step, it was decided that the following applications
should be developed;
A phone book to provide employees with actual information concerning other
employees
Circulars, in order to publish news
A simple feedback system, based on Web forms.
In the course of designing the Circulars, it was also established that a Login System would
be required, in order to enable personalisation.

Having laid down these basic requirements, the technologies available for the development
of Web applications were examined in more detail. It became clear that each manufacturer
offered a slightly different way of achieving the same result. Microsoft favoured the
interface known as ISAPI (Internet Server API) or the Active Server Pages technology.
Netscape offered the NSAPI (Netscape API) and a technology known as Livewire, based
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on server-side JavaScript. In order to be as independent as possible, it was decided that the
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) technology should be used. CGI is offered by all
Webservers and acts as an interface between the Webserver and other applications. An
application which uses the Common Gateway Interface is then known as a CGI Script.

CGI is a relatively simple technology: the Webserver receives a request from a client, for
example a Web form which has been filled out and submitted. The Webserver then starts
the CGI Script and hands it the necessary information, in this case the values of the various
fields in the form. This passing of parameters can be effected through Standard In or over
the command line interface. The output from the CGI Script is then routed over Standard
Out and supplied back to the requesting Browser by the Webserver.

In theory, any programming language that allows input via Standard In and output over
Standard Out can be used to develop CGI Scripts. It is also helpful to be able to read in
Environment Variables from the operating system, because the Webserver can then supply
further information to the CGI Script. In practice however, two forms of programming
language are the preferred tools in this area: interpreter languages such as PERL und
compiler languages such as C and C-i-i-.
Standard practice at Dresdner Bauspar is that no interpreter languages should be
employed: it was therefore decided that C-f-+ should be used. The Dresdner stance on
interpreter languages stems from their intrinsic insecurity. CGI Scripts written in interpreter
languages are installed on the Webserver in the form of source code, making them
immediately accessible to reprogramming should read/write access to the Server be gained.
Furthermore, the performance of compiled scripts is normally accepted to be higher than
that of interpreted languages.

10
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During the search for appropriate CGI function libraries it became apparent that, although
mature C libraries were to be found, there were not really any fully object-oriented C-I-+ CGI
libraries or class collections available. It was therefore decided that a suitable library of C-i-iCGI functions should be developed.

Development Environment
The best compromise between cost, stability and performance for the Webserver was
found to be the combination of Netscape Enterprise Edition on an Intel PC Platform, running
Microsoft Windows NT 4 as operating system.

Microsoft Visual C++ was selected as the development environment. The MS Windows
NT operating system on the Server allowed the Microsoft Foundation Classes to be used as
the basis of the C++ CGI library. As C++ does not supply string functions, or efficient File
In/Out services to enable actions such as reading in templates or serialising objects, the use
of these Foundation Classes made life considerably easier. The MFC also made accessing
databases via ODBC much simpler.

Future-oriented Strategy
Once the first simple applications using CGI technology had been implemented, it was
decided that all applications used at the Dresdner Bauspar AG should be gradually made
Web-aware. This would eventually lead to a situation in which the only software necessary
on the client computer would be a Web browser. The overhead of client-side installations
would be removed, leading to considerable cost-savings in the management of PCs. In
practice, the costs of local software installation and management, such as updates,
contribute around 80% of total expenditure on the purchase and maintainance of a PC. Even
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using an automatic software distribution policy, costs in this area still amount to around 60%
of the total.

However, developing Web applications using CGI technology is very demanding. For
that reason, large applications should, in the future, be developed with the help of
Application Server technology. An Application Server can be seen as a Container for Java
Beans that conform to the SUN J2EE specification.

Use of Workflow Technology
For some time now, developers have been increasingly turning to systems known as
Workflow Management Systems (WtMS) to facilitate the implementation of business
processes. A Workflow can be defined as the computerised facilitation or automation of a
business process.

Workflows are usually defined using a graphic Editor. A series of individual Workflow
Steps are defined and then joined together, each Step in the Workflow typically formed by
an individual application.
The Steps are activities which are either performed automatically or in conjunction with
the User.

The applications themselves may be special programmes, but calling standard software,
such as a text editor, with specific parameters is equally possible. Normally each Step is also
assigned a Role. For example, only a member of the credit department is authorised to grant
credit.

The connection of the different Steps is carried out using Conditions, Loops, Events and
other programming structures. The WfMS then interpretes the Workflow description and

12
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executes and manages the Workflow. This management of the Workflow also includes
forwarding work from one employee to another. This necessitates the identification of
particular employees, who then perform the required roles.

WfMS typically offer the following benefits :
The acceleration of business processes (leaving paper-based business behind)
Increased transparency (all business processes are documented and therefore easily
checked)
More flexibility (the redesign of a process is much simpler than with classicallydeveloped applications)
Binding in existing and standard applications
Special applications, including self-developed programmes, can be integrated into a
Workflow using the API supplied with the WfMS.

Workflow technology can help greatly in the development of complex Intranet applications
as, in theory, only the special Workflow Steps need to be programmed. The connection of
the individual Steps and the assignment of the different User Roles is carried out using a
graphic interface. The transfer of work from one employee to another is carried out by the
WfMS. Exception handling is also made simpler.
Either a standard process is defined, such as „go back one Step in the Workflow in the case
of an error“, or errors are considered during the connection of the individual Workflow
Steps. The latter approach could mean the definition of a maximum time limit for
processing, after which an employee would be informed. The employee could then decide
how the Workflow should proceed.

13
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The requirements which a WfN'IS should fulfill, in order that it can be used to develop
Intranet applications, are described in the Chapter entitled „Special requirements of WfMS
used in the Intranet“. The possibilities for the integration of a WfMS and an Application
Server are also described in this section.

To demonstrate that the definition and development of a complex application can already
be carried out using the WfMS available today, the Chapter „Design and Implementation
of a Workflow Application“ describes how the Circulars application referred to previously
was extended, using Workflow Technology.

14
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Intranet Principles and Technologies

Intranet Principles and Technologies
Basic Technologies

Information networks will be described as Intranets when they are run according to
Internet conventions, are only available to a limited circle of users, and support internal
company communications processes. An Intranet is not defined by its physical boundaries.
The integration of the Internet into an Intranet allows the connection of distributed sites,
linking for example branches or teleworkers (see Figure 2.1-1).

Intranet
Figure

2.1-1

Internet integrated into an Intranet

An Extranet is an Intranet that joins the Intranets of partner companies by means of the
Internet, connecting the internal communications processes of the different companies (see
Figure 2.1 -2).
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Bctranei
Figure

3.1-2

Extranet

The Development History of the Web
The World Wide Web (WWW or Web) began in March 1989, when Tim Berners Lee,
who had developed a hypertext system for information presentation during the 1980’s,
suggested using hypertext in the Internet. Together with his friend Robert Cailliau, Berners
Lee presented a detailed concept for the development in 1990. They named it the World
Wide Web, imagining the information structures of the Web spreading across the whole
world like a spider’s web.
At the launch of the new Web technology around May 1991, only a text-based Browser
was available and people were therefore not overly enthusiastic about the new medium.
After Marc Andreessen presented the NCSA Mosaic graphical Web Browser in February
1993, which ran in X-Windows under UNIX, usage of the Internet began to grow in leaps
and bounds. When the first version of Mosaic for Microsoft Windows was made available
by Chris Wilson and Jon Mittelhauser in September 1993, the real Web breakthrough finally
began to take place.
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Firstly, documents containing pictures could be viewed immediately, without having to
start a seperate application and load the picture or graphic into it. Now it was possible to
search and display any type of information using a graphical user interface without any great
technical knowledge. Before the introduction of the Web, the main use of the Internet was
limited to FTP and Telnet. These programmes were used solely by trained specialists, as
firstly the full address of the target computer must be known in advance, and secondly only
text commands can be used. Other services such as WAIS and Gopher were also largely text
based and not widely used by the lay public.

2.1.1

Web Server / Web Browser

Web Servers
A Web Server provides the means of publishing WWW documents. When a client
requests a document, the Web Server reads it out of its data store and sends it to the client.
Commercial Servers are currently available from Netscape, FTP Software, SUN, Oracle
and Microsoft, etc. Other Servers are freely available, e.g., CERN 3.0A, Apache (the
successor to the NCSA server) and Spinner, all of which are based on the UNIX operating
system. These free Servers are generally the result of University initiatives. There are also
smaller implementations, used mostly by developers to test their own Websites on local
computers.

The various Web Servers differ to :
•

platform, i.e. the underlying operating system

•

performance optimization of the different implementations

•

features offered

•

usage and maintenance.

17
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In practice, various flavours of UNIX and MS Windows NT have established themselves
as the platforms of choice.

Performance is directly influenced by the technology used to handle requests. The
different options available are :
•

start an operating system process for each request as soon as it is received (such
systems are known as “forking-Servers“, as calling a new operating system process
under UNIX is effected with the “fork“ command)

•

start several operating system processes on system start-up, which then divide the
load amongst themselves (“pre-forking Servers“)

•

handle several requests with one operating system process simultaneously, using a
single programme (“monolithic Server“)

•

handle several requests with a single operating system process simultaneously,
assigning each its own Thread (a Thread is a lightweight process without a lot of
overhead). This is known as a “multi-threaded Server“ or “non-forking Server“.

As the creation of an operating system process requires a relatively large amount of CPU
time, a forking Server is the slowest implementation for a Web Server. A pre-forking Server
is somewhat faster, as at any time there are a certain number of processes available, so new
processes must not be created constantly. A multi-threaded Server is a little faster again. The
fastest implementation is the monolithic Server, which, however, is also the most difficult
form of Server to realise and usually suffers from stability problems.

The features offered by the commercially available products do not differ greatly from one
another. One exception here is S-HTTP, which is only supported by a few Servers, in
contrast to SSL which is supported by practically all commercial Web Servers today.

18
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Several options are available for configuration and usage :
•

with ASCII files

•

using dedicated programmes

•

using a Web Client.
The most time consuming method is using text files, as the syntax of the config commands

must be absolutely correct. Dedicated programmes have the disadvantage that configuration
must normally be carried out on the server itself, or at least on a machine which allows the
execution of the config programme. This means a version of the programme is needed for
every platform from which the Server is to be monitored or maintained.
The most efficient method of configuration uses Web technology, i.e. the Web Server can
be configured from all workstations upon which a Web Client is available. In addition, the
Server can provide a seperate port or dedicated Administration Server, as a Server should
not really be maintained through the same interface over which it is being accessed by users.

Web Browsers
Web Browser is the name given to the WWW Clients that act as a front end, presenting
the desired information to the user. Three categories can be defined here :

1)

text-oriented Browsers (see Figure 2.1-3), which present only text information

2)

graphical Browsers with Inline capabilities used, for example, to display graphics
in a document and Plug-In functionality, with which add-in programmes are used to
display document formats not supported by the Browser itself

3)

Browsers, which in addition to the functionality from 2) have the ability to execute
interactive applications in, for example, Java, JavaScript or ActiveX.
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File
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Lynx - a text - orientied Class O Browser

Text-oriented Browsers no longer have any real significance, as the majority of users
today have workstations capable of displaying graphics.

A typical Class 2 Browser is NCSA-Mosaic, which was also the first Browser capable of
displaying graphics. This programme is today still widely used in the UNIX world, but does
not have the functionality of a Class 3 Browser. This can be claearly seen in Figure 2.1-4,
where Mosaic is displaying an HTML document containing a JavaScript. Mosaic is still
available for all major platforms.
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2.1-4

NCSA Mosaiv - a Class © Browser

At the moment, the most widespread Class 3 Browser is Netscape Navigator, which is
shown in Figure 2.1-5, displaying a document which also contains JavaScript. Netscape is
also available for all major platforms. In the MS-Windows arena, MS Internet Explorer is
veiy widely installed, but is only available on the Microsoft platform, for Windows 3.x,
Windows9x, NT, 2000 and ME, and on the Apple Macintosh. Internet Explorer is pictured
in Figure 2.1-6, where it is displaying the same document as in Figure 2.1-13. Internet
Explorer also offers the functionality of a Class 3 Browser.
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A Web Browser is not only capable of displaying Web Documents, but also integrates all
the other technologies available in the Internet, such as FTP and Email (see Figure 2.1-7).
This means just one client software is needed in order to be able to access all the different
types of information. The functionality of a Browser can be extended to include abilities not
present in the basic Browser itself by using Plug-Ins. These could include, for example:
•

Audio player

•

Video player

•

Compression programme

•

Display programme for unsupported picture formats

•

Display options for further document formats, such as PostScript or Adobe Acrobat.

Some Plug-Ins, which have been programmed as fully-integrated modules, mn in the
Browser without the user noticing anything at all, e.g., extensions for graphics formats.
Other types of Plug-Ins use background applications, e.g.. Audio players, of which the user
is also normally completely oblivious. Normal applications, which have not been written
to integrate into the Browser, can however also be brought in as Plug-Ins. For example,
decompression utilities, used to decompress previously packed material, can be started
from the Browser and supplied with the files to decompress.
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Web - browser as universal client for internet applications

Protocol Is Used

[Kya96], [Tan89], [San90]

The technologies that have become international standards in the Internet, i.e. the
protocoil and application layers (see Figure 2.1-8) [San90], [Kya96] are used unchanged in
Intranets. As the two base protocoil layers, the Bit Transport and Security layers, contain
practically all the different standards on the market, such as Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI
and ATM, progressing from previous LANs to Internet technology is relatively simple. The
Network and Transport layers are covered by TCP, IP and UDP. These protocolls are now
on offer from all the manufacturers of network operating systems. In the following section.
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the most important protocolls in an Intranet are briefly summarised.

2.1.2.1

The Internet Protocol IP

The Internet Protocoll (IP) is the basic building block of the Internet. There are currently
two versions in use in parallel: Version 4 (IPv4) and Version 6 (IPv6).
IP is packet-oriented, connectionless and unverified. Packet-oriented means that all the
information to be transported is divided into data packets. In IPv4, the packets have a
maximum length of65.535 bytes. However, in practice much smaller packets are commonly
used, as certain layers beneath the IP layer can only cope with smaller packets; if IP is used
over Ethernet, for example, the maximum length is only 1.500 bytes. In addition, certain
Gateways only accept packets up to a maximum length of 566 bytes.
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Connectionless means that each packet is handled by itself, and transport takes place
independent of previous or following packets of related data. In an extreme situation, each
packet could take a completely different route to the same destination, and the order in which
the packets arrive may not be the same as the order in which they were sent.
Unverified means that IP does not contain any mechanism for ensuring that packets lost
en route are re-sent. This task must be performed by a higher layer.
IPv4 only has a 32 bit address, allowing a maximum of 4.294.967.296 unique addresses,
a total which pales into insignificance when compared with the explosive growth of the
Internet in recent years. Because the available Internet addresses will all soon be allocated,
IPv6 has been designed with a 128 bit address, giving a maximum of 3,4*10^* addresses.
“Enough to supply every cubic metre of the world with about 1,600 addresses“. [Jam97]
IPv6 also offers better performance, using, among other techniques, header optimisation.
Moreover, the protocol is designed to fulfill the heightened security requirements of today.

2.1.2.2

The Transport Control Protocol TCP

The Transport Control Protocoll (TCP) transports data using a verified full-duplex
connection. Seen from the user’s perspective, the data is not transported in blocks, but as
a data stream. The protocoll divides this stream into different sized segments, according to
the network capacity and the resources of the computers involved, and then transports them
in a way which is transparent to the user.
The connection is verified using sequence numbering, checksums, receipts with timing
and segment repetition. The nth packet in any stream is acknowledged with a receipt, which
means a sender can send n packets before receiving a receipt. This guarantees a higher
throughput over long distances, as the sender does not have to wait for a receipt acknowledging
each packet sent.
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The amount of unacknowledged data which can be sent is called the window size and is
calculated in terms of the number of sendable bytes, not the number of sendable packets.
The receiving system can adjust the window size to fit the available buffer memory size.
Window size is negotiated at initial connection time, but can be changed by the receiver at
any time using a receipt, allowing window size to be dynamically adjusted to conditions on
the network and/or on the communicating systems.
The sequence and receipt numbers order the packet within the data stream that is
currently being exchanged through a connection. The sequence number is used in the send
direction and the receipt number in the receive direction. Upon connection, the sender gives
an initial sequence number, which is then incremented with each packet sent. If the sequence
number increases beyond the maximum supported, it is reset to zero.
There are currently three TCP options defined :
•

0:

End of option list (indicates that a list of options is at an end)

•

1 ;

No operation (used to fill out an option list to the next word border)

•

2:

Maximum segment size (definition exchanged upon initial connection; when

this option is not used, any segment length is allowed by default)
In practice, only the Maximum Segment Size option is actually used, but in theory a whole
list of such options is possible: the standard is defined as one byte for the option type, one
byte for the length of the word and then the value itself. This would allow the protocoll to
be extended to include other functions, but this has hitherto not been put to use.
The Fill-Bits fill up to the full 32 bit border with zeros, so that the data always begins on
a 32 bit word border.
The Header Length indicates how long the protocoll header is, measured in 32 bit words.
In combination with the sequence number, the Urgent Pointer forms a pointer to a byte that
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marks the beginning of particularly important data.
The Codebit indicates exactly which fields in the protocoll header need to be evaluated.
In addition, they are used during initial connection and disconnection, and also to reset a
connection.
The Checksum is used to verify transport. All transmitted data is added together as 16
bit words and then the one’s complement of this sum is calculated. During the calculation,
the field used for the checksum is treated as a zero.
In order to increase the reliability of the transmission, a Pseudo-Header is assembled in
addition to the actual data, and this is then calculated into the checksum (see Figure 2.1-9)
LKya96]. This pseudo-header is not itself transmitted, but given to the underlying IP layer.
The inclusion of the pseudo-header in the checksum stops IP from delivering the packets
wrongly and helps to prevent undetected data loss, as the pseudo-header also contains the
total length.

0

10

24

16

31

Receive port

Send port
Sequencenumber

Acknowledgenumber
Headerlength

Reserved

Window size

Codebits

Checksum

Urgent Pointer
Fillbits

TCP Options
Data

Figure

2.1-9

Format of a TCP / IP - packet

The Port Numbers specify a communications endpoint on a computer being addressed
through IP. Hosts could in theory assign their ports at will, but in practice there are various
standard ports which are always used for particular applications (see Figure 2.1-10)
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[San90]. These standard ports are described as “well-known port numbers“. To enable a
user to address a generally available service, the service must possess a well-known port
number.

0

8

16

31

Internet - Senderaddress
Internet - Receiveraddress
NULL

Figure

Figure

2.1.2.3

Transportprotocol

2.1-10

Packetlength

TCP-and UDP-pseudo - head

Service

Portnumber

telnet
ftp
smtp
http
ssl

23
20 and 21
25
80
443

2.1 - 1 1

Some well-defined port numbers

File Transfer Protocol FTP

The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is used to transfer files from a host provider (FTP Server)
to a Client computer.
FTP Servers allow anonymous access to users with the identity “anonymous“ and the
user’s own address as password: because of this, they are known as Anonymous FTP
Servers. However, FTP Servers can also restrict access to registered users, limiting the user
group to a specific number.
FTP is normally used with an interactive programme, which offers commands for the
despatch, receipt, deletion and renaming of files, as well as the set-up, deletion and changing
of directories. FTP transfers commands over the TCP port 21 and data over the TCP port
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20. The protocoil works in two different inodii: Text Mode and Binary Mode. In the former,
text files are transferred as lines of text, seperated with Carriage Returns and Newlines,
which allows transmission between different platforms. In Binary Mode, a file is transferred
unchanged.
TFTP, the Trivial File Transport Protocoll, is very similar to FTP but uses the connectionless
UDP protocoll as transport layer.

2.1.2.4

The Domain Name System DNS

The Domain Name System (DNS) is the hierarchical name structure of the Internet and
serves to divide the entire Internet into different domains. The Top Level Domain contains
only a few entries and lists the domains of different organisations (see Figure 2.1-12)
[Kya96] or geographical domains (see Figure 2.1-13). The Top Level Domain is at the far
right of a name.
The next hierarchical level identifies, for example, a company, the next a department and
so on. The number of Sub-Domains is not limited, as long as the total length of the domain
name does not exceed 24 characters (see Figure 2.1-14).

Commercial
University
Governement
International
Organisation
Military Organisation
Network Organisation
Non ProfitOrganisation

com
edu
gov
int
mil
net
org

Figure

2.1-12

Names of top - level - organizations
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de
dk
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fr
uk
us
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Ireland
Belgium
Switzerland
Germany
Denmark
Spain
France
GreatBritain
USA
2.1 - 1 3

Excerpt from geographical top-level domain

stud.math.cit.ie
ie

Top Level Domain
(geographic: Ireland)

cit

FirstSubdomain
(Cork Institute of Technology)

math

Second Subdomain
(Department math)

stud

ThirdSubdomain
(students)

Figure

2.1 - 14

Subdomain structure in DNS (fictional, not used at CIT)

User IDs are attached with the @ symbol to the front of the domain name (see Figure 2.1
15).

UserlD(g)Domainname
e.g., :
robert(g)loew.com

Figure

2.1 - 15

Personal addressing in DNS

To make distributed management of the domain names possible, each sub-domain has at
least one Name Server (DNS Server), which holds the names of all the computers in its
domain, plus the names of all subordinate domains (see Figure 2.1-16). These Domain
Name Servers translate the domain names into the corresponding IP addresses.
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In order to speed up the translation process, local DNS Servers retain all recently-used
pairs of names and addresses in a memory cache. After a period of use, the local DNS Server
can answer the majority of DNS queries out of its own cache, which greatly improves
response times. It is then only a question of configuration as to how much memory is
allocated to the cache on the DNS Server, and after what period of time entries there are
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marked as outdated, no longer required or simply deleted. The more memory is allocated
for the cache, the faster the response time. A so-called secondary DNS Server can be used
to remove some of the load from the main DNS Server and to provide back-up in case of
problems.
2.1.2.5

Hyper-Text Transport Protocol HTTP

The Hyper-Text Transport Protocol (HTTP) is the common language of Web Servers and
Clients and is therefore explained here in slightly more detail. HTTP was originally
developed to transport HTML documents, but is now capable of transmitting any kind of
data block.
The most important requirements considered in the development of HTTP were :
a)

to minimise the server load due to HTTP requests, as normally a lot of users are
simultaneously connected to the server

b)

to optimise speed.
The minimisation of server load was achieved by the definition of a stateless protocoll,

i.e. the transmission of a packet is completely independent of the packets preceding and
following it. The HTTP communication between an HTTP Client and Server is ended
directly after the first request and the response to it (see Figure 3.1-17) [Kya96].
Communication takes place according to the following schema :
•

Client -> Server :
creation of a TCP/IP connection,
transfer of the HTTP request

•

Server -> Client:
transfer of the HTTP response.
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termination of the TCP/IP connection by the Server or the Client (as long as the case
does not involve TCP Caching, as explained below).
This means that the Server does not have to save and manage any information about
connections that exist or are being created, or keep connections open, all of which would
massively increase the load on the Server.

Figure

2.1 - 17

Principle of a stateless HTTP - connection

Speed has been gained by using a stateless protocoll, but also by using a technique which
would at first seem to negate the idea of a stateless protocoll: TCP Caching. This technique
involves the maintenance of a single TCP connection throughout the course of several
sequential HTTP transfers: as long as the Client is in agreement, the Server does not end the
connection as normal. Currently, TCP Caching is to be found on relatively few Clients and
Servers, but it can be expected to increase in importance as Intranet technology becomes
widespread. It reduces the overhead on a network and also the amount of time used up
ending and creating connections. A typical document, as shown in Figure 2.1-18 could
consist of several data blocks, and it would therefore normally be transmitted over the
network using several pairs of HTTP request/responses.
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1a)

HomeF^ge-htm

izcf

^r^w.
KTTPaient
HTTPSefver

4a)
irmmm
: lrilinii|^i^Mci<taoram3.aF

TCP Connection
H
4b)

Sequence of events:

The user requests the document "HomePage.htm".
la) The client establishes a TCP - connection to the server and asks for the
document "HomePage.htm" using a HTTP-request.
lb) The server responds by sending the HTML-file "HomePage.htm" attaching the
message "OK". Subsequently the connection is closed.
2a) The client displays the HTML - document and, recognizing that it contains an
inline-graphics, requests that graphics, too. He establishes a TCP - connection
to the server and requests, using a HTTP - request, the graphics
"Inlinegraphic.diagram1.gif".
2b) As a response, the server sends the graphics "diagram1.gif" from the directory
"Inlinegraphic", attaching the status - message "OK". Afterwards the
connection is closed.
3a) The client presents the graphics and recognizes that it contains yet another
inline - graphics. He requests them by establishing a TCP - connection and
generating a HTTP - request for the graphics "Inlinegraphic.diagram2.gif".
3b) The servers response contains the graphics "diagram2" he found in the directory
"Inlinegraphic" and the status - message "OK". The connection is then closed.
4a) The client displays the recieved graphics and notices that the document
contains a further graphics, that is to be requested. Having established a
connection to the server, he asks for the graphics "Inlinegraphic.diagram3"
using a HTTP - request.
4b) The server sends the graphics he retrieved from the directory "Inlinegraphic" as
a response with the attached status - message "OK" and drops the connection.
Finally, the client is able to display the document completely with all inline graphics.

Figure

2.1 - 18
Partition and transmission of a composed document
using separate HTTP - messages without TCP - caching
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Figure 2.1 - 19
Partition and transmission of a composed document
using separate HTTP - messages with TCP - caching, in a single TCP - connection

An HTTP packet, here called a message, always has the protocoll header shown in Figure
2.1 -20. This header contains different information depending on the packet type. A message
can also contain a header plus an Entity. This is a term used to describe the information block
to be transmitted : for example an HTML document, a GIF graphic, a JPEG picture, an
MPEG video sequence, a Java Applet or other data in a self-specifying format, or a byte
sequence without further specification. The header holds extra information, such as the
acceptable document format, depending on the packet type.
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HTTP-Version

HTTP-Version

Statuscode

Header

Header

Entity

Entity

Figure

2.1 - 20

Text

HTML - protocol, request left / response right

The packet types are differentiated first by the direction of communication:
•

Request: From Client to Server

•

Response : From Server to Client.

Secondly, according to the Method contained in the packet:
•

GET : The Client calls an entity from the Server

•

HEAD : Instead of calling the complete entity, only the information belonging to it

is called from the Server, e.g. file type, size, date of last change etc. The Server sends exactly
the same information back in the header as it sends for a GET-Method.

•

PUT : This puts an entity onto the Server. This can be used to place documents onto

a Server using the attached URI. At the moment not many Clients feature this functionality,
but this is sure to change rapidly as Intranet technology spreads, because, for instance, it
gives each employee in a company the opportunity to place information on a Server, just by
using a HTTP Client. Some firms are actually already considering whether this technique
could replace dedicated Fileservers.

•

POST : Similar to PUT, in that an entity is transferred to the Server, but different in

that the entity does not simply replace its predecessor but is assigned to the attached URI,
supplementing or extending the original. Special processing on the Server is necessary for
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this, such as the provision of Gateways, and the POST method is therefore primarily used
for processing forms.

•

DELETE ; This deletes the entity with the attached URI from the Server.

•

LINK : Enters the URIs of associated documents into the Meta-Information of the

document identified with the attached URI. Amongst other things, this can be used by a
search engine to find further relevant documents.

•

UNLINK: Deletes supplementary relation previously attached by a LINK, removing

it from the Meta-Information of a document.

A request message contains a return URI as well as a method. This is normally just the
local part of the address, i.e. the directory and filename on the Server. If a full path is given
for the URI, the Client is asking the Server to forward the message on. A request also
contains the HTTP version that the Client is capable of interpreting, e.g. HTTP/1.0 or
HTTP/1.1.

A response message contains the HTTP version number of the message, which is not
necessarily that of the Server. If a Server receives an HTTP/1.0 request message, it should
return an HTTP/1.0 response message and not an HTTP/1.1 response, as the Client only
understands HTTP/1.0.

The Status Code contained in a response, can be divided into the following five classes:

•

Information (Value Ixx), not currently used, but provided for future use

•

Request Successful (Value 2xx), requested action carried out

•

further Client Action Required (Value 3xx), further steps are necessary to complete
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the action

•

Client Error (Value 4xx), syntax error in request, no authorisation for the request,
URI not found, or other error stemming from Client

•

Server Error (Value 5xx), internal Server error, missing function etc.

As well as the status code, a text is supplied that briefly explains the code and can be
displayed by the Client. A selection of the status codes and their explanations is shown in
Figure 2.1-21.

200:
201:
202:
204:
301:
302:
304:
400:
401:
403:
404:
500:
501:
502:
503:
Figure

OK
Created
Accepted
No Content
Moved Permanently
MovedTemporarily
NotModified
Bad Request
Unauthorized
Forbidden
Not Found
Internal Server Error
Not Implemented
Bad Gateway
Service Unavailable

2.1 - 21

Selection of HTTP status codes

Headers are optional, i.e. a message does not have to contain a header at all. They can be
divided into four classes: General header. Request header. Response header and Entity

header.

The General header contains extra details about the transmitted message and has the
following content:

•

Date : The Date header should be delivered with every message that contains an

entity, and indicates the time at which the message was sent, e.g.: Date: Wed, 26 Feb 2000
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12:50:25 GMT

•

Message ID : Forms a unique code for the message and is created individually by the

sender, i.e. there is no standard format or process. The message ID should be used whenever
entities which must be unequivocally identifiable are transported, such as emails or Internet
news. A messsage ID could for example comprise Hostname, Date and Time :
Message-ID : 26022000125025.001 @math.cit.ie

•

MIME Version : HTTP messages can be built according to the MIME standard and

indicated like this: MIME Version: 1.0

•

Forwarded : An HTTP message, which has been forwarded by stations in between

the sender and the receiver, can list the path taken in this header. Each forwarding Server
enters its address and, optionally, its software version into the header as it passes the
messsage along, e.g.:
Forwarded : by http://www.cit.it/(Netscape Enterprise 2.0) for backup.cit.ie

A Request Header is only used in request messages and contains the desired characteristics
of the entity requested, e.g. the document format; information about the requesting Client,
e.g. software and version; and optionally the address of the user. Several request headers of
the same type can follow on from each other, but a header can also contain several values,
separated with commas.

Request headers have the following content:
•

Accept : The Client uses the Accept header to negotiate the data format of the

requested entity with the Server. The formal specification of the Accept header and several
examples are shown in Figure 2.1-22.
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Definition of Accept - Header
Accept: type/subtype[; q=quality][; mxb=maxbytes]

Description of the Definitions
type :

Type of Information (e.g., text)

subtype : Format of the Information (e.g., html)
quality :

Priority of the Format as number between 0.0 and 1.0

mxb :

Use a Format if the Filesize is less than maxbyte Byte

(defined in RFC 1590)

Some Information types with their formats:
text /

— plain
-— html

simpleText
HTML Document

image/

— gif
— jpeg

Graphic as GIF
Graphic as JPEG

audio/

-— basic
— wav
— x-midi

Audio in Basic format
Audio as WAV
Audio as Midi

Example Accept Header:
Accept: image/gif; q=1.0; mxb=1024
Accept: image/jpeg; q=0.9
(Please send the image as GIF with maximum 1024 Byte, if not
possible send the image as JPEG)
Accept: text/html; q=1.0
Accept: text/plain; q=0.5
(Please send the text document as FITML, if not possible send it
as plain text)
Accept: audio/basic; q=1.0
Accept: audio/*; q=0.2
(Please send the audio file in Basis Format, if not possible send it
as another format)

Figure 2.1 - 22

Accept - header : Specification and annotation
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Accept Language: Contains a list of the languages preferred by the Client, optionally

with quality value between 0.0 and 1.0. For example, a user wishing to receive a document
in a particular language indicates this to the Server as follows : Acccept Language: de;
q=1.0, fr; q=0.7; en; q=0.5. If the Server has a Spanish version with a quality of 1.0, an
English version with a quality of 0.95 and an automatically translated German version with
a quality of 0.3, the Server multiplies the two values for each language and calculates for
the German version 1.0*0.3= 0.3; for the English document the quality 0.5*0.95=0.465; the
Spanish and French receive the quality 0, as the Spanish value was not given and the French
is not available. In this case the Client receives the English version of the document, as it
received the highest quality value.

•

Accept Charset: Normally an entity is transferred in the ISO 8859-1 chaiacter set,

but if a Client also accepts other character sets, it can indicate this to the Server

•

Accept Encoding : The Client can use this header to indicate to the Server that it is

able to process encoded information, or information that has been packed inside another
format, e.g.: Accept Encoding: compress, gzip

•

If Modified Since: When the information requested by the Client is still cached, this

header allows a qualified GET request to be carried out. The Server then asks whether the
document has been changed since the last time it was cached: if this is the case, the Server
sends the altered document, otherwise a response message without an entity is returned with
the status code 304 Not Modified, e.g.: If Modified Since: Wed, 26 Feb 2000 12:50:25 GMT

•

Authorisation: The Server is able to ask for proof of ID from the Client or user, when

particular documents are requested. The Client sends this data to the Server in an
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Authorisation Header. The authorisation method must be known to the Client or have been
made known to it by the Server during a previous request, e.g. in a response to an
unauthorised request with the status code 401. For example : Authorisation: Basic
bWVpZXI6c21 lcnRlbjEwMg== This authorisation appears encoded but is in fact just
processed with a basic method, which can be reversed very easily. Should this message be
sent over a insecure line, unauthorised persons could recognise user names and passwordssee the description of security mechanisms below.

•

User Agent: The Client can enter a definition of the Client software here plus the

version used, which can be read by the Server in order to deliver a document tailored to this
Client, e.g.: User Agent: Netscape/3.0

•

Pragma : The Client can give the Server or Proxy Server commands using a pragma

header. At present, only one command is used: Pragma: no-cache This indicates to a Proxy
that the Client does not want information from a cache, but from the original Server, which
means that the Client is certain to receive the very latest version of the document available.

•

From : Contains the email address of the Client, when this featire has been anabled

by the Client

•

Referrer: Details the URI from which the Client is requesting the current document,

which allows an information provider in the Internet to find out how the user is moving
around. If, for example, the document “location.htm“ is requested with Referrer: http://
www.cit.ie/home.htm it indicates that the document “home.htm“ contains a link to
“location.htm“, which the user has activated.
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Response headers are only found in response messages and contain the following :
•

Public : This allows the Server to indicate to the Client which methods the Client can

use to access the requested URI, apart from the standard methods, e.g.: Public: OPTIONS,
MGET, MHEAD

•

Retry After: A Server that is unable to answer a request for a short time; for example,

because the load is currently too high, returns the status code 503 Service Unavailable. It
informs the Client at which point the Client could try again with the Retry After header, e.g.:
Retry After: Wed, 26 Feb 2000 12:50:25 GMT or Retry After: 240 In the first example, the
Server is telling the Client to try again after this point in time, whereas in the second
example, the Server is indicating a retry should be attempted after a certain amount of time
has elapsed, here 240 seconds.

•

Server : Briefly indicates the Server software, e.g.: Server: NetscapeEP/2.0

•

WWW Authenticate : Using this header, the Server indicates to the Client that the

Client will only get the requested document after the Client has carried out authentication.
The Client must use the process indicated in the Authentication header, and obtain
authorisation for the area indicated in ‘realm=xxx’, e.g.: WWW Authenticate: Basic
realm=“ZAr‘
In any following requests from the Client to the Server for the same URI, the user reference
and password must be supplied in the Authorisation header (see Security Mechanisms
below).
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Entity Headers contain information about the entity contained in a message, and are
therefore only used in messages which actually contain entities. They can contain the
following information :

•

Content Type : This entity header is compulsory when the message contains an

entity. It lists the information type and the format used (see Figure 3.1-22). In addition,
further specifications can be added to the header, e.g.: Content Type: text/html; version=2.0;
charset=ISO-8859-2

•

Content Length : The length of the entity in bytes

•

Content Language : Language used in the entity (see Request Header Language)

•

Content Encoding : (See Request Header Accept Encoding)

•

Content Transfer Encoding: If an HTTP message is transferred by another medium,

for example email, an additional encoding to the basic Content Encoding is often necessary.
For example, a compressed HTML document which has been packed with gzip cannot be
transferred by email, as email only handles 7 bit characters. The compressed information
is therefore transferred in another format, for example a MIME format. The receiver of the
message must firstly convert back from the Content Transfer Encoding method and then,
in a second step, from the Content Encoding method.

•

Last Modified : This is the time at which the entity was last changed. This could, for

example, be the time the file was last changed or alternatively a state-change description
from a database (format as Request Header - If Modified Since).

•

Expires : Indicates the time up until which the entity is valid. This aids in the

management of caching mechanisms, as a Client or a Proxy Server can take information
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from a cache without checking with the Server as to whether it has been updated (format as
Request Header If Modified Since).

•

Version : This header contains a description of the entity’s version and is provided

for the version management of documents in the future.

•

Derived From: Describes the source document from which this document is derived

and could be used for document management in the future.

•

Location : Informs the Client, by means of the status code 3xx, that the entity is

located at another URI, e.g.: Location; http://www.aida.backup.fh-darmstadt.de

•

URI: Extension of the Location Header. The Server informs the Client by means of

the status code 3xx, that the entity is available in different versions at a different URI, e.g.:
URI: <http://www.aida.backup.fh-darmstadt.de/location.gif>; vary=“type,language“, <http:/
/WWW.aida.backup.fh-darmstadt.de/location.html>; vary=“user-agent,charset,version“This

example shows that a route description in GIF format can be found at the URI “http://
www.aida.backup.fh-darmstadt.de/location.gif ‘ in different languages, and that an HTML
formatted version is available at “.../location.html“, which is optimised for different Clients
using different character sets in different versions. Using the URI Header, a Client can
suggest to a Server which URI to use for the file being created.

•

Allow : In response to a request which has been refused because it calls a method not

available for the specified URI, the Server can let the Client know which methods currently
are allowed for the URI.
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Link : Corresponds to the Link element in a HTML document, but is not currently

used. This header would allow information to be allocated links, which are not supported
internally, such as links to pictures.

•

Title : Corresponds to the Title element in HTML, but is not currently used.

HTTP Security Mechanisms
These consist solely of the option to only send documents when the Client presents the
correct authorisation by means of the Request Header. The Server responds to unauthorised
requests with the status code 401 and, using the Response Header WWW-Authenticate, tells
the Client exactly which authentication using which method is required. At present only the
Basic Authentication Method is in use, which is, however, extremely easy to decode: e.g.
on a UNIX computer, using the command “echo bWVpZXI6c21 lcnRlbjEwMg==“ I
mmencode -b -u. An example of a communication secured in this manner is pictured in
Figure 2.1-24.
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Submission of a HTML Document ,JHomePage.htm" with inline
graphic Xogo.gif", which was stored at February the 26. 1997
at 12 : 50 in the Browser Cache
Client -> Server :

GET /HomePage.htm HTTP/1.0
Accept; text/html; q=1.0, text/plain; q=0.2
User-Agent: Netscape/3.0
If-Modified-Since: Wed, 26 Feb 1997 12:50:25 GMT
Server -> Client

;

HTTP/1.0 200 Document follows
MIME-Version: 1.0
Server: NetscapeEP/2.0
Date: Fri, 28 Feb 1997 09:25:13 GMT
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 2562
Last-Modified: Thu, 27 Feb 1997 18:05:46 GMT
<html><head>

</html>

Client -> Server :

GET /Logo.gif HTTP/1.0
Accept: image/jpeg; q=1.0, image/gif; q=0.8
User-Agent: Netscape/3.0
If-Modified-Since: Wed, 26 Feb 1997 12:50:25 GMT
Server -> Client:

HTTP/1.0 304 Not Modified
Server: NetscapeE P/2.0
Date: Fri, 28 Feb 1997 09:26:32 GMT
Last-Modified: Wed, 08 Jan 1997 11:02:21 GMT
Now the user clicks on the link in ,HomePage.htm" to get the
document ,JMews.htm", which is not stored in the Browser
Cache yet
Client -> Server :

GET /News.htm HTTP/1.0
Accept: text/html; q=1.0, text/plain; q=0.2
User-Agent: Netscape/3.0
Referer: http://www.zai.fh-darmstadt.de/HomePage.htm
Server

->

Client:

HTTP/1.0 200 Document follows
MIME-Version: 1.0
Server: NetscapeEP/2.0
Date: Fri, 28 Feb 1997 09:32:41 GMT
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 486
Last-Modified: Thu, 27 Feb 1997 23:48:21 GMT
<html> <head>
Figure

... </html>

2.1-23

HTTP - example transmission (a)
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Example transmission of HTML Document ,Phone-list.htm" that
needs internal users right (the same communication as described
in Figure 2.1 - 23 has finished; after a Klick on a link in
,>lomePage.htm" thefollowing communication starts:).
Client -> Server :
GET/Phone-list.htm HTTP/1.0
Accept: text/html; q=1.0, text/plain; q=0.2
User-Agent: Netscape/3.0
Server -> Client :
HTTP/1.0 401 Unauthorized
Server: NetscapeEP/2.0
Date: Fri, 28 Feb 1997 09:38:56 GMT
WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm="internal"
Client -> Server ;
GET /Phone-list.htm HTTP/1.0
Accept: text/html; q=1.0, text/plain; q=0.2
User-Agent: Netscape/3.0
Authorisation: Basic bWVpZXI6c211cnRlbjEwMg==
Server -> Client :
HTTP/1.0 200 Document follows
MIME-Version: 1.0
Server: NetscapeEP/2.0
Date: Fri, 28 Feb 1997 09:39:35 GMT
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 1258
Last-Modified: Mon, 17 Feb 1997 14:35:51 GMT
<htm l>
<head>
</htm l>

Figure 2.1 - 24
HTTP - example transmission (b)
including transmission of a secured document

Two methods have been developed to make HTTP more secure :

Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
SSL was developed by Netscape and forms an additional layer between the Transport and
Application layers, i.e. between TCP and HTTP.

Secure HTTP (S-HTTP)
S-HTTP was developed by Terisa Systems and extends HTTP with cryptographic
functionality.
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SSL and S-HTTP are based on a combination of the RS A Public Key method and symmetric
encoding such as DES or RC4. The two development companies have now agreed on a
common strategy: Terisa now supports both S-HTTP and SSL. The combination of SSL and
S-HTTP has been given the protocoil name of https, so its use in transferring information
can be recognised from a URL. Which method is used depends on the configuration of the
Client and Server systems, although SSL is supported by practically all commercial Clients
on the market.

There are a few other important protocoils on the Internet:
•

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is used to transfer electronic post

•

POP3 / IMAP are used to pick up electronic post from Mail Servers

•

Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is used to communicate with a process running
elsewhere

•

Point - to - Point - Protocol (PPP) transfers the data packets of different protocoils
over serial cables

2.1.3

How the Web Functions

The Web is based on HyperText, which can be described as text which contains links to
other texts. Links in the Web can point to all types of information, e.g., another text in the
same document, another document, a text in another document, a file, an email address, a
sound sequence, a video sequence. Through the addition of multimedia elements, hypertext
documents become hypermedia documents. Therefore, when hypertext is referred to in this
work, this should be understood to include both hypertext and hypermedia.
In contrast to references in books such as lexicons, the links in the Web are active. This
means that when a link is selected, for instance by clicking on it with a mouse, the target of
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the reference is immediately opened or displayed. If the thus opened document also contains
links, these can in turn be followed further (see Figure 2.1-25) [Kya96]. This process is
known as surfing and fits the natural approach of people far better than sequential reading
in a book.

Figure

2.1-25

Hypertext - principle

The starting point of an information source in the Web is described as a HomePage. In the
Internet, this page usually contains a kind of index or overview of the information on offer
in the form of active links, alongside a brief summary of the information provider. In an
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Intranet the page should, wherever possible, offer links leading directly to the source of the
desired information.

The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
This is a unified concept for addressing of any kind of Internet resource. An Internet
resource is any kind of object in the Internet: for example, a file or a Telnet session on a
remote computer. URI’s are sub-divided into URN’s and URL’s (see below).

Uniform Resource Names (URN)
A URN uniquely describes an object in a network independent of the physical whereabouts
of the object. This method of addressing allows the most cost-effective instance of a piece
of information to be used, such as a copy of a file on a nearby FTP Server, instead of the
original, which happens to be further away. However, URN’s are still not completely
specified and therefore cannot be used at the moment. Various groups are working to
finalise the specification as a matter of urgency, as it would offer various benefits, namely,
•

Location independent access: only the name of the resource is required, not the

location of the computer hosting it, e.g. a resource with the name Netscape Navigator could
be called.
•

Improved availability: the information required is collected from the nearest available

point, so non-availability due to a computer being switched off is no longer a concern.
•

Performance and distribution optimisation: information could be copied to different

computers sited, for example, in all the branches of a large corporation. Once the underlying
Naming System has been informed of the existence of the copies, all Clients can access the
information in a distributed fashion, i.e. each computer would access the copy held in the
local branch, without reference to the centrally-held original.
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Conceivably, different versions of the same information could be made available in

different locations. For example, if a menu was placed in an Intranet under the URN
“Menu“, but each branch provided different information under this same URN, an
employee who accessed the URN would be presented in each case with the menu of the
nearest canteen.
•

Independence from information type. A URN provides access to information,

independent of the type of information being provided. For example, a URN offers access
to a file by FTP or to a Website, without the user having to know which it is going to be
beforehand. This means an information provider can offer a software update over FTP when
this is appropriate: at all other times, the URN just leads to information about the update,
such as an order form.

The Uniform Resource Locator (URL)
The URL details the address of a computer upon which an Internet resource can be found.
Also included are the port used, the exact directory path to the resource, the protocoll to be
used to call the resource and, optionally, the parameters (see Section 2.2.1.1 CGI Scripts)
that can be given to the resource when it is called. The exact order is shown in Figure 2.126 [Kya96] and Figure 2.1-27 [Kya96]. If no port is given, the standard port used for the
given protocoll is used by default. If no file name is given, the standard file used on the
Server in question would be called. In the case of Web pages, this would typically be the
Homepage.
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In theory, any kind of Internet resource can be addressed through an URL. A selection of
the applicable protocolls is listed in Figure 2.1-28, and various examples are shown in
Figure 2.1-29.

ftp://............. ........File Transfer Protocol
http://........... ........HypertextTransfer Protocol
mailto://........ ........Electronic Mail Address
telnet://......... ........Reference to an interactive
........Telnet Session
https://.......... ........Secure Socket Layer
shttp://.......... ........Secure HTTP
Figure

2.1 - 28

Protocols used in URLs
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HomePage of CIT
http://www.cit.ie
Route description to IT
department of Fachhochschule Darmstadt:
http;//www.zai.
fh-darmstadt.de/anfahrt.htm
FTP Download example:
ftp://ftp.cit.ie/download/
info.zip
Email to Robert Loew :
mailto://robe rt@loew.com

Figure

2.1-29

URL examples

2.1.4

Description Languages

2.1.4.1

Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML)

HTML is the description language of Web documents. It was developed from the
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and introduces formatting commands
known as Tags to the actual text elements. Tags are interpreted by the system displaying the
information and translated into a graphical display. A simple HTML page with a background
picture, a heading, a graphic, a table, a horizontal line, a Web link and an email link is shown
in Figure 2.1-32 (source code) and Figure 2.1-30 (graphical display). Although the
interpreted display contains a mixture of different sized font types, inline graphics, links,
tables, lines etc., the source code consists purely of text !
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HaHiiMHaHiBBam
fio

fiookMiitu

QpHomt

JiiracGMy

welcome
303

OE

This is a simple HTML page with some standard - HTML-Tags.

'

The more complicated HTML tags follows now :
This is a table :

ig;

ILine i Row 1 jUne 1. Row 2 Jne 1, Row 3
.[Line 2 Row 1 Line 2 Row 2 Line 2 Row 3
june 3 Row 1 [Line 3 Row 2 Jne 3 Row 3
This is a horizontal line

This is a link : Link to Microsoft
This isi a //fykXo send a EMail . Mail to Robert Loew
ibocum^Oone

Figure

2.1-30

f

A HTML page and its graphical representation

lt-l0lxi
£il«

yittw

fio

gookMNvfcs

fiptiorai

fiiroctoijf

^tfindow

fiolp

welcome
SDresdner Bauspar AG
This is a simple HTML page with some standard - HTML - Tags.

The more complicated HTML tags follows now :

Figure

2.1 - 31

The HTML page from Figure 2.1 - 30 in graphical
representation without inline graphics
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<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML/7EN">
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type"
content="text/htnnl; charset=iso-8859-1 ">
<title>HomePage DreBau lntranet</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF">

<h1 align = "center">welcome</h 1>
<p align="center"><img src="images/sign,gif" alt="Dresdner
Bauspar AG" width="200’' height="40"></p>
<p>This is a simple HTML page with some standard HTML - Tags.</p>
<h3>The more complicated HTML tags follows now :</h3>
<p>This is a table :</p>
<table border="2" bgcolor="#FFFFFF">
<tr>
<td>Line 1, Row 1</td>
<td>Line 1, Row 2</td>
<td>Line 1, Row 3</td>
</tr>

<tr>
<td>Line
<td>Line
<td>Line
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line
<td>Line
<td>Line
</tr>
</table>

2, Row 1</td>
2, Row 2</td>
2, Row 3</td>
3, Row 1</td>
3, Row 2</td>
3, Row 3</td>

<p>This is a horizontal line :</p>
< h r>
<p>This is a link : <a href="http://www.microsoft.com">
Link to Microsoft </a></p>
<p><tt>This is a</tt> <i>link</i> to
<b>send <u>a </u> EMail</b> :
<a href="mailto:robert(5)|oew.com">
Mail to Robert Loew </a></p>
</body>
</html>

Figure

2.1 - 32

HTML source code of a HTML page
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The syntax of HTML is relatively simple. There are two types of tags: standalone tags and
paired tags. For paired tags, the character series <tag> turns an HTML mode on and the
character series </tag> turns it off again; tag is used here as a placeholder for any real HTML
command. These are known as start and end tags. Some of the standalone tags and the start
tags of paired tags contain options: the syntax is then <tag option 1 option2 option3>.
The two types of types are re-united in the latest standard for HTML: HTML 4.0, or
XHTML, only contains paired tags, even if, as in the case of the <BR> tag, there is never
anything between the start and end tags. This syntax has been rationalised to include the
shortcut <BR />, which would in this instance stand for <BR></BR>.

An HTML page consists of three structure levels :
•

the complete HTML document, framed with <HTML> complete document</HTML>

•

the header information of the document, framed with <HEAD>header information</
HEAD>

•

the body of the document, framed with <BODY>body and content of document</
BODY>.
In Figure 2.1-32, these structural levels are printed in bold italic.

We describe HTML tags, based on the example shown in Figure 2.1-32.
•

<!DOCTYPE ... > is placed at the start of an HTML page and describes the HTML

version used. Shown here is IETF, which stands for Internet Engineering Task Force; DTD
HTML, meaning the Document Type Definition for HTML, which is the description
language defined in SGML for HTML without a version number. This means that the
HTML does not use any of the extensions of higher versions of HTML.
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<!— ... —> is generally used for comments, which are then not interpreted with the

other tags and text
•

<META... > further document information, such as details of content and date of last

change. Shown here is information about the content type, which is HTML text using the
ISO-8859-1 character set
•

<title>... </title> details the title of the document that will, in the interpreted view of

the document, be shown in the title bar of the document
•

<body ... > the options of the start tag of this tag can detail the formatting of the

background. Here the picture file “images/house.jpg“ has been used, together with the
background colour white, which is written as #FFFFFF.
•

<hl> ... </hl> defines that level one of the Headline hierarchy will be used in this

position. The headline levels hi through to h6 are defined in HTML, and the greater the h
number is, the smaller the text size displayed.
•

<p>... </p> marks a paragraph. <p> could previously be used as a standalone tag. This

should now (see above) be written as <p /> to conform to HTML4, but still defines the start
of a new paragraph.
•

<tag align = “center“> represents an option applied to a tag, within which all content

will be centred. Other options include left and right.
•

<img src = “file_URL“ alt = “alternative_Text“ width = “Width“ height = “Height“>

enables the display of the picture identified in file_URL, to the width and height defined in
the other tags. The alt option provides text which will be shown if the picture is not
displayed.
•

<table> ... </table> displays a table with the options given in the start tag. Here a line

width of 2 and a backgraound colour of white (#FFFFFF) are being used.
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•

<tr> ... </tr> a table row.

•

<td> ... </td> a table column.

•

<a Options> ... </a> is an anchor element, used to transform a text or graphic into a

hyperlink. There are two options: firstly, href=“link_URL“, which produces an active
hyperlink pointing towards the URL named link_URL. In this example one link points to
the HomePage of Microsoft and another to an email address. The second option is
name=“marker“, which sets a marker inside a text file, which can then itself become the
target for another link.
•

<i> ... </i> text enclosed by these tags is displayed in italic.

•

<b> ... </b> text enclosed by these tags is displayed in bold.

•

<u> ... </u> text enclosed by these tags is displayed with an underline.

•

<tt> ... </tt> text enclosed by these tags is displayed in a typewriter font, i.e. each

character occupies the same width. Courier is normally used.

2.1.4.2

extensible Markup Language XML

The extensible Markup Language (XML), like HTML, is a Markup language derived
from the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). The common roots can be
clearly seen in the very similar syntax. However, XML is a subset of SGML whereas HTML
represents an application of SGML.

XML provides only a way to structure and describe data. The meaning of the data
contained forms no part of an XML file. The strength of XML lies in the multitude of
technologies and languages which can interpret this data and, in so doing, convey its
meaning. Without these technologies and languages, XML’s functionality is very limited.
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Seperation of Information and its Representation / Interpretation
In contrast to HTML, XML allows data and its representation to be cleanly seperated. To
display HTML documents a Browser interpretes the embedded tags, such as <b>...</b>.
The Browser is constructed to display the text enclosed in these tags with the corresponding
formatting: in this case, the text between <b> and </b> would be displayed in bold. Because
of the mixture of formatting information and data, it is very difficult to tell which elements
are data and which are formatting. Added to this, the structure of an HTML document is very
difficult to establish. For example, a members list could be structured as a table, without one
even realising it (see Figure 2.1-33).

<table border="l">
Name Forename
Phone
Email
<tr>
Loew Robert
+49 177 266 80 77 robert@loew.com
< th>Name</th>
< th>For enaine< / th>
Murphy Brendan +353 21 4326249 bmurphy@cit.ie
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loew</td>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>+49 177 266 80 77</td>
<td>robert@loew.cora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
< td>Murphy</1d>
<td>Brendan</td>
<td>+353 21 4326249</td>
<td>bmurphy@cit.ie</td>
</tr>
</table>

Figure

2.1 - 33

Example illustration of a member - list using HTML
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!-- begin DTD for example -->
<iDOCTYPE members [
<iELEMENT members (person)+>
<!ELEMENT person (Name, Prename,
Phone, Email)>
<!ELEMENT Name (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Forename (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Phone (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Email (#PCDATA)>
]>

<!-- end DTD for example -->
<members>
<person>
<Name>Loew</Name>
<Forename>Robert</Forename>
<Phone>+49 177 266 80 77</Phone>
<Email>robert@loew.com</Email>
</person>
<person>
<Name>Murphy</Name>
< Forename>Brendan</Forename>
<Phone>+353 21 4326249</Phone>
<Email>bmurphy@cit.ie</Email>
</person>
</members>
D:\msc_rr\Robert\sout‘ces\xml\adrJtab_leJ^sm^ t Hicr
J

Datei

Bearbeiten

I 4“ -

1'^

Ansicht

Favoriten

iij

Extras

Z

r ®

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
<!D0CTYPE members (View Source for full doctYpe...)>
<members>
- <person>
<Name>Loew</Name>
<Forename>Rober1</Forename>
<Phone>+49 177 266 80 77</Phone>
<Email>rober1@loew.com</Email>
</person>
- <person>
<Name>Murphy</Name>
<Forename>Brendan</Forename>
<Phone>+353 21 4326249</Phone>
<Email>bmurphy@cit.ie</Email>
</person>
</members>
•y

S Arbeitsplatz

Fertig

Figure

I

2.1 - 34

Example illustration of a member - list using XML
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In XML, the structure of the document can be laid down, for example by using a DTD.
The syntax of the DTD is part of the XML language. A definition of this type is to be found
in the upper part of Figure 2.1-34. The data follows the DTD in the XML document (see
Figure 2.1-34).
If the DTD is ommitted, but the XML specification is still adhered to, one refers to the
XML as ‘well-formed’. XML documents that include a DTD and adhere to this DTD in their
structure, are termed ‘valid’ XML.

Meta-language for the Definition of Markup Languages
New Markup languages can be defined using XML. These are also known as XML
applications. The syntax, structure and meaning of these tags is defined either with a DTD
or an XML Schema.
Examples of XML Applications include
•

WML (Wireless Markup Language) for the display of Online Information on very
small screens, such as mobile phones

•

MathML for mathematical formulas [XMLmathOO]

•

CML for chemical formulas [XMLchemOO]

•

SVG for Vector Graphics [XMLvectOO]

Definition of XML Applications
The structure of a class of XML documents (an XML application) is laid down either by
a DTD (see above) or a Schema. A Schema describes the structure of a class of XML
documents in a similar way to a DTD, but uses its own XML syntax rather than the DTD
syntax. The advantage of this approach is that a programmer must not learn two different
syntaxes to achieve the goal of creating an validatable XML file, as is the case with a DTD:
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he now simply applies XML syntax to the Schema as well as to the XML data file.

Processing XML Applications
An XML Parser is a programme that reads an XML file and delivers the contents in the
form of a DOM or a SAX. A validatiing Parser also checks the correctness of the data by
using the corresponding DTD or Schema.

DOM (Document Object Model)
The DOM is an Object Model. It describes the elements contained inside a document from
an XML application as Objects for processing with an object-oriented programming
language such as Java. The DOM provides a complete tree structure containing all the
elements of an XML document and is therefore unsuitable for very large XML files.

SAX (Simple API for XML)
SAX is an Application Programmers Interface (API) for the processing of an XML
application with the help of an object-oriented programming language such as Java. SAX
delivers one XML object after another in adatastream and is therefore suitable for very large
XML files.

Style Sheets
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets)
Defined by the W3 Consortium, CSS is a simple format for style sheets to be used for the
display of HTML and XML documents.

DSSSL (Document Style Semantics Specification Language)
DSSSL is a very powerful and therefore extremely complex language for the specification
of the display of SGML documents.
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XSL (extensible Style Language)
XSL allows the definition of a stylesheet that defines how the content of an XML
document should be displayed by a Browser or other programmes. XSL is more powerful
than CSS and DHTML: Using XSLT (Transformation), an XML file can be transformed
into another XML file. Particular elements can then, for example, be ommitted in the second
file, or elements can be put into a different order, or new elements can even be added to the
file. Using XSL-FO (Formatting), the layout of the display of the elements can be defined.

Display in Web Browsers
Future Web Browsers will display XML files direct on screen, and be able to print them
out when a Stylesheet is included that defines how the individual elements should be
displayed or printed. The first step in this direction is represented by Microsoft Internet
Explorer Version 5 (using XSL Stylesheets or CSS) and also by Netscape Version 5 and
Mozilla (using CSS).

To this end both the XML file that contains the data and the XSL or CSS file that contains
the display information are saved on the Web Server. It is possible to display the same
content in different layouts; for example, for large or small screens, or for black & white or
colour printers.

If the same information has to be available to everybody, including those people who do
not have XML-aware Web Browsers, the data must be available on the Server in normal
HTML format as well. For this purpose, a programme can be used which automatically
renders the XML files into HTML files on the basis of the styles contained in the XSL (for
example Cocoon [XMLcocOO]).
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2.2

Developing Interactive Intranet
Applications

2.2.1

Server side technologies for client server solutions

2.2.1.1

Common Gateway Interface (CGI)

Dynamically constructing HTML documents using CGI is the simplest method of
creating and displaying dynamic documents. Here, a standardized Gateway Interface
enables the user to interact with software known as a Gateway Programme.
The standard interface to this programme is called the Common Gateway Interface

(CGI). The Gateway propgrammes that are executed on the Server are known as CGI
Scripts. The standardization of the interface means that CGI Scripts should be executable
on any Web Server.

An HTML document, written especially for the purpose, transfers the programme
parameters to a Web Server, which then executes the Gateway Programme (CGI Script)
using these parameters. The Programme parameters are processed by the CGI Script and the
output sent to stdout. The Web Server then forwards this output to the Browser of the Client
that initiated the request (see Figure 2.2-1) [Kya96].
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CGI Scripts can be written in any programming language, but the compiled languages C
and C++ and the interpreter language PERL (Practical Extraction and Language) are most
often used as they are available on all of the important Server Platforms. The function of a
CGI Script will now be explained, using an example written in C / C++. This is then followed
by a short overview of PERL.

CGI Scripts in C / C++
The simplest interaction with a CGI Script is calling it, using a URL to which one has
attached the relevant Parameters. For example :
http://www.test.org/cgi-bin/cgitest.exe?Hello+this+is+a+test.
As blank spaces are not allowed in a URL, the parameters are seperated by a “+“. The “?“
seperates the actual URL from the parameters. The CGI Script executed here is shown in
Figure 2.2-2 as source code, together with the results generated. Using this method, a CGI
Script can be executed via a link using different conditions (such as a menu with the day as
a parameter : http//cafe.test.org/cgi-bin/menu.exe?Monday), but it cannot, however, be
connected to a Form.
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#include <stdio.h>

CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997

int main (argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];

Parameter 0 : l:\wwwroot\cgi-bin\cgitest.exe

{

Parameter 2 : this

Parameter 1 : Hello

int i ;
Parameter 3 : is
printf("Content-type:");
Parameter 4 : a
printf(" text/html\n\n");
Parameter 5: test
printf("<HTML>\n");
[387by(»8 reirf" '
printf("<HEAD>\n");
printf("<TITLE>CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997</TITLE>\n");
printf("</HEAD>\n <BODY>\n");
printf("<H1>CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997</Hl>\n");
for(i=0;
i<argc;
i++)
{
printf("<H3>Parameter %u : %s </H3>\n", i, argv[i]);
printf("</BODY>\n</HTML>\n");
return 0;

Figure

2.2 - 2

CGI script handing over parameters in a command line

There are two methods of transferring parameters from the Web Server to the Gateway
Programme :
•

using the command line parameters with the “GET“ method

•

using the standard input with the “POST“ method.

The CGI Script to be executed is specified inside the <form> tag in the HTML document,
in the option “action". The method to be used (either GET or POST) is indicated in the option
“method". The CGI Script will now respond based on these inputs.
Normally a CGI Script is written to respond to both methods, but the POST method should
be used when large amounts of data have to be transferred, as command line parameters
were not designed for long strings. In particular, they are also then dependent on the
operating system in use on the platform. Figure 2.2-5 shows a CGI Script that displays the
input entered by a user into a Web Form when the Send button is clicked, according to the
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method used. The Form used is shown in Figure 2.2-4, both as HTML and as it displays in
a Browser. The output from the CGI Script link is shown in Figure 2.2-4: on the left as
executed using the GET method and on the right after a POST. This was achieved by setting
the option “method“ in the HTML source code shown in Figure 2.2-3 to “GET“ and then
to “POST“.

□HU

^Web Form with CGI - Netscape
' File

Edit

View

Go

Communicator

Help

Example Web Form with CGI
Surname: |
First name: [”
Send

^lo«ium6iFD;

m

\

<htm l>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type"
content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<title>Web Form with CGI</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor=''#FFFFFF">
<h1 align="center">Example Web Form with CGI</h1>
<form action="http://test.loew.com/cgi-bin/cgitest.exe"
method="GET"
name=“example form">
<p>Surname : <input type="text" size="20"
name = "Su rname"></p>
<p>First name : <input type="text" size="20''
name="Firstname"></p>
<p><input type="submit" name="Send"
value = "Send"></p>
</f o rm >
</body>
</htm l>
Figure 2.2 - 3

A simple web form
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]Oi>^
£ila
I tocdtiort jhttp //test. toew com/cgl bin/cgltest.eVe7Surname*LoewaiPirst^^^^^

IREQUEST_NIETHOD : GET

Input via commandline in QUERY_STRING :

Figure

2.2-4

£ooki»afk«

Options

HmvAotf

Ufifindow

__

Q?

Oolp

CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997

|

REQUEST_METHOD : POST

|i

Input via standard i/o :

Sumame=Loew&Firslname=Robert&Send=Send

|

yiew

j Location: [http//testkjew.com/cgi^in/cgitesLexe

CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997

1274 bytes read (stalled)

£dtt

Sumame=Loew&Firstname=Robert&Send=Send

IMsaJ |265 bytes read

|

Output of the CGI script depicted in Figure 2.2 - 5
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<stdio.h>
<io.h>
<string.h>
<stdlib.h>

extern char *getenv();
int main (argc, argv, env)
int argc;
char *argv[];
char *env[];
{

char *request_method = NULL;
char *content_length = NULL;
int i_content_length = 0;
int i;
char *p = NULL;
char buffer[1024];
/* check Request Method (GET or POST) */

request_method = getenv{"REQUEST_METHOD");
printf("Content-type: text/html\n\n");
printf("<HTML>\n");
printf("<HEAD>\n");
printf("<TITLE>CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997<ATITLE>\n");
printf("</HEAD>\n”);
printf("<BODY>\n”);
printf("<H1>CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997</H1>\n");
printf("<H3>REQUEST_METHOD
request_method);
/* if Request Method

%s</H3>\n",

POST */

if(strncmp(request_method,"POST",4)==0)
{
/• read the number of counted characters in CONTENT_LENGTH */

content_length = getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH");
i_content_length = atoi(content_length);
for(i = 0; (i<i_content_length && i<sizeof(buffer)); i++)
{ buffer[i] = (char)getchar(); }
buffer[i+1] = ‘\0';
printf{"<H3>lnput via standard i/o : ");
printf("</H3><p>%s</p>'', buffer);
}
else
{
/♦ read string in QUERY_STRING »/

p = getenv("QUERY_STRING");
printf("<H3>lnput via commandline in ");
printf("QUERY_STRING : </H3><br><p>%s</p>\n", p);
}

printf("</BODY>\n</HTML>\n\n");
return 0;

Figure

2.2 - 5
CGI script that, depending on the method,
displays the parameters handed over
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As can be seen in Figure 2.2-4, when using the GET method, the Browser displays the
command line parameters in the location field upon execution. In contrast, the execution of
a POST displays only the name of the CGI Script. This means that if the POST method is
employed, a user cannot see the parameters supplied to the CGI Script. This is useful when
one wants to send extra parameters, known as “hidden attributes“ as well as the others: for
example, a document number used by the system internally (see further below).
The CGI standard not only defines how to call Scripts, it also defines a range of
environment variables which can be accessed by a CGI Script. These contain infonnation
about the Request received from the Client and also about the Server executing the
programme. The Script shown in Figure 2.2-6 reads these environment variables and
displays them, as shown in Figure 2.2-7/8.

^include <stdio.h>
#include <io.h>
extern char *getenv();
int main (argc, argv, env)
int argc;
char 'argyll;
char 'envd;

{
int i;
printf("Content-type: text/html\n\n');
printf("<HTML>\n");
printfC<HEAD>\n");
printfC<TITLE>CGI Test (c) R. Loew ");
printf("1997</TITLE>\n");
printfC</HEAD>\n");
printf("<BODY>\n");
printf("<H1>CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997");
printf("</H1>\n");
printfC<H2>Environment variables
printf("</H2>\n");
for(i=0; env[il != NULL; i++)
{ printf("%s<br>\n", env[il); )
printfC</BODY>\n");
printf("</HTML>\n");
return 0;

Figure

2.2 - 6

CGI script reading the environment variables
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^j( Netscape - (CGI Test (c) R. Loew 19971
Fte

Edit

View Go Bookm«k$ flptions Direclory \Vndow Help

Go to: |http://test.loew.conn/cgi-bin/cgienv.exe?Surname=LoewiitFifs(name=Robert8cSend=Sen ^

IE3I

CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997
Environment variables:
CONTENT_LENGTH=0
HTTP_CONNECTION=Keep-Alive
HTTP_USER_AGENT=IV!ozilla/3.01Gold (WinNT; I)
HTTP_HOST =test .loew.com
HTTP_ACCEPT=image/gif. imagey^-xbitmap, image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, T
HTTP_REFERER=http:/,1est.loew.com/cgLenv.htm
QUERY_STRING=Sumame=Loew&Firstname=Roberl&Sencl=Sencl
SERVER_SOFTWARE=Netscape-Enterprise/3.6 SP2
SERVER_PORT=80
SERVER_NAME=test,loew.com
SERVER_URL=http:/ytest.Ioew.com
SERVER_PROTOCOL=HTTP/1.0
SCRIPT_N.AME=/cgi-bin/cgienv.exe
REQU EST_M ETHO D=G ET
GATEWAY_INTERFACE=CGI/1.1
REMOTE_HOST=192.168.0.201
REMOTE_ADDR=192.168.0.201
HTTPS=OFF

* i

Ilia

Figure 2.2-7
Illustration of the environment variables that were
obtained using the CGI script after a "GET" method request
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^ Netscape - (CGI Test (c| R. Loew 1997]
£i)e

£dk

Yiew

£o

gookmaiks

Qptions

Qirectofy

Wndow

Help

I lie Go to; | http: //test. loew. com/cgi-bin/cgienv. exe

CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997
Environment variables:
CONTENT_LENGTH=39
CONTENT_TYPE=applicationA(-www-form-urlen coded
HTTP_CONNECTION=Keep-Alive
HTTP_USER_AGENT=IVlozilla/3.01Gold (WinNT; I)
HTTP_HOST=test.loew.com
'I HTTP_ACCEPT=image/gif. imagey^-xbitmap. image/)peg. image/pjpeg, */*
HTTP_REFERER=http://test.loew.com/cgLenv.htm
SERVER_SOFrWARE=Netscape-Enterprise/3.6 SP2
SERVER_PORT=80
SERVER_NAME=lest.loew com
SERVER_URL=http;/Aest.loew.com
SERVER_PR0T0C0L=HTTP/1.0
SCRIPT_NAME=/cgi-bin/cgienv.exe
REQUEST_MErHOD=POST
GATEWAY_INTERFACE=CGI/1.1
REM0TE_H0ST=192.168.0.201
REMOTE_ADDR=192.168.0 201
HTTPS=OFF

i
Mi

I Document: bone’
Figure 2.2 - 8
Illustration of the environment variables that were
obtained using the CGI script after a "POST" method request

The environment variables can be divided into three groups:
a)

Server Details

•

SERVER_SOFTWARE : Name and version of the software

•

SERVER_NAME : Server machine name as Hostname, DNS Alias or IP Address

•

GATEWAYJNTERFACE : CGI version

•

SCRIPT_NAME : Relative (to the Alias) name of the executed CGI Scipt

b)

Client Details

•

SERVER_PROTOCOL : Name and version of the protocol

•

SERVER_PORT : The TCP port on which the Request was received

•

REQUEST_METHOD : The methods “GET“ and “POST“ as discussed above.

Also possible are the other methods from the HTTP protocol
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PATH_INFO : This hoids path information which may have been attached to the

URL For example, if a Script is contained in /cgi-bin/script.exe, one can supply a path in
the form /cgi-bin/script.exe/PATHNAME. This may also be a virtual path, meaning it does
not reflect the physical directory path, but starts from the Alias.
•

PATH_TRANSLATED: Translates the Alias name of the Script file into a physical

directory path, e.g. Aliasname/Diploma would be translated to :
E:\WebShare\wwwwroot\Diploma

•

QUERY_STRING : Execution parameters for the CGI Script, when either the GET

method is triggered by a form, a search-form supplies a search criterion or a context sensitive
picture is clicked. Figure 2.2-7 shows the value of QUERY_STRING because GET has
been used, whereas in Figure 2.2-8 the variable does not appear, because it is not defined
by the POST method

•

REMOTE_HOST: Hostname of the Client. This may be blank if the Client does not

posses a name
•

REMOTE_ADDR : IP Address of the Client

•

AUTH_TYPE : Authentication method used by a secure script

•

REMOTE_USER : User name for secure documents, with which the user is

registered on the Web Server
•

REMOTE_IDENT: User name requested by the Web Server from the authorization

service on the Client computer, if one is present
•

CONTENT_TYPE : If the Request uses the POST method, then the type of the

accompanying data is given here (see Figure 2.2-8)
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CONTENT_LENGTH : The length, in bytes, of the data delivered via the standard

input. In Figure 2.2-7 this value is 0, as no data has been supplied via the standard input,
whereas in Figure 2.2-8 the value reads 39, as 39 bytes of information can be read in.

c)

HTTP Request Header Details
As well as the previously listed environment variables, the Server supplies the CGI Script

with all the HTTP Header information received from the Client. It adds “HTTP_“ to the start
of this information and replaces all hyphens with an underscore

for example

HTTP_USER_AGENT.

Web Forms offer the possibility of delivering hidden data. Normally, this information
is u.sed by a CGI Script in order to identify the requesting document. This is actually also
possible by using the HTTP_REFERER, but this is not supplied by all Web Browsers. For
example, a standard Form could be developed for requesting brochures, which could then
be adapted according to the different products. The same CGI Script would be used in each
case, but would supply a different brochure according to the document number supplied in
the Form making the request.
If hidden data is being sent the POST method should be used, so that the user cannot detect
which data is being supplied to the Web Browser by the Form. As this information does not
have to be secure in the same way that personal details do, this is not a legal problem. Figure
2.2-9 shows an example of the transfer of hidden data.
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Command line parameters and the hidden field are visible
because the "GET" - method was used.v
- [CGI Test (c) B. Loew 199/
Die

£(»

yie**

6o

Bookroatks

Option*

LocdtiwT:|http://test.loew.com/cgi^in/cgitest.exe7HiddenDoclD=102&SurnatTie=Loew&Firetnamg=RoberMT-[

aa/iiasasaai

CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997
REQUEST_METHOD : GET
Input via commandline in QUERY_STRING :
HidderiDoclD=102&Sumame=Loew&Firstname=Robert&Send=Send

ix/iSll l3b3byesread(sloillecl)

"~™

Command line parameters are not visible because the "POST" method was used.

BgiiTMIfliiliHiaL
Eiie £dit Vien Jgo gookmatkx
_

Option*

pifectoif

^mdow

........ .............-................................. ' itistm

'

Molp

LocaSoa jhttp://test.loew com/cgi-bin/cgitest.ax*

Tiia

CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997
REQUEST_METHOD ; POST
Input via standard i/o :
HiddenDoclD=102&Sumame=Loew&Firstname=Robert&Send=Send

ra-?

(149 bytes read

^

As a demonstration, the HTML - document depicted in figure
2.2 - 3 was modified in the following fashion :
<form action="http://test.loew.com/cgi-bin/cgitest.exe"
method="GET" name="Exampleform">

<input type="hidden" name="HiddenDoclD"
value="102">
<p>Surname : <input type="text" size="20"
name = "Su rname"></p>
<p>First name : <input type="text" size="20"
name="Firstname"></p>
<p><input type="submit" name="Send"
value="Send"></p>
</f o rm>

Figure

2.2 - 9

Hidden fields in forms, the uppermost using the "GET" method,
the lowermost using the "POST" method
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HTTP Forms
Forms were not discussed in the section “The HyperText Markup Language (HTML)“,
so they will be briefly summarized here. In principle, all that is needed to produce an HTML
Form is a text editor. However, as this is a rather tedious task, it is assumed that a graphical
editor is being used, which allows the construction of Forms in a graphic manner using menu
commands, whilst displaying the Form as the Browser will later show it. For this reason,
only the most important details of the HTML Form will be discussed here.
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<htmI>
<head>
<meta http-equiv='Content-Type'
content=“text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<title>Web Form with different Input Elements</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF">
<h1 align="center'>Web Form with different Input Elements</h1>

Intranet Principles and Technologies
i.loixt

m

£!• £dl

(^lions Ctioctofy

Web Form with different Input Elements
input type password |

n^ut type test

<form action=“http://intranet_1/cgi-bin/cgitest.exe"
method=“POST“ name="example_form'>
<p>input type text : <input type="text" size=“20"
name="myText“>
input type password :<input type="password"
size=“20" name="myPassword“></p>
<p>textarea ; <textarea name="myTextArea"
rows="3"
cols=“20“></textarea></p>
<p><input type="checkbox" name=“myCheckbox"
value="ON“> Checkbox (On or Off)</p>

testarea Lii
P Checkbox (On c Off)
^ Radiobxaton 1 ^ RaAcbuttoa 2 ^ Radobutton 3

5 line menu

[2

sensitnre cnga^

3 giulaple hne r

:OI

J send button

reset b’ja<«i

|

i DoouMne (^oM

<p><input tvpe="radio" checked name='myRadiobuttons* value='1">Radiobutton 1
<input type="radio'' name=“myRadiobuttons" value="2“>Radiobutton 2
<input tvpe="radio" name=“myRadiobuttons" value=“3">Radiobutton 3</p>
<p>one line menu : <select name="myOneLineMenu“ size="1“>
<option selected>1</option>
<option>2</option>
<option>3</option>
</select>
multiple line menu : <select name="myMultipleLineMenu* size=“3“>
<option selected>1</option>
<option>2</option>
<option>3</option>
</select></p>
<p>sensitive imgage : <input type="image" name="mylmage" src=“images/sign.gif’
align="bottom* border='0’>
send button : <input type="submif name=“Send* value=“Send‘>
reset button : <input type="reset“ name="Reset* value="Reset"></p>
</fo rm>
</body >
</html>

Metscepe-fCGITesti'c) R Loew 1997
£iie £<»
Help

yiew

fio

gookreaitix

Jlptiont

yfmdow

fie Edit
Help

^ Location: jhttp7/in(^anet_1/cg^blnycgltest.eK8

fiookmaiks

fiptionx

fiiiector;

\yindow

-31 IS

REQUEST METHOD : POST

Input via standard i/o :

Input via standard i/o :

myText=Texl
&myPassword=PASSWORD
&myTextArea=first%20line%OD%OAsea)nd%20line
&myCheckbcK=ON
&myRadiobuttons=2
&nn^neLineMenu=2
&myMultipleLineMenu=3
&mylmage.x=102
&rnylmage.y=19

myText=Text
&myPassword=PASSWORD
&myTextArea=lirst%20line%0D%0AsecDnd%20line
&myCheckbcK=ON
&myRadiobuttons=2
&myOneljneMenu=2
&myMultipleLreMenu=<3
&Send=Send

2.2 - 10

fio

CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997^^

REQUEST METHOD : POST

Figure

yiew

Location' jhttp: //intianet_1 /cgi biiVcgitest exe

CGI Test (c) R. Loew 1997

fd bytes read (stalled)

l-Tbixi

- [CGI Test (ci R. L oew 1997]
giteclocy

l&by^ reaid {^aiie^

:'Saf

Web - form with several constructors defined in HTML

(upper left corner: H/vATL source<ode, upper right the form as it is displayed in a browser, lower part: Output of the
CGI script reacting to a push on the send button (left) and reacting to o push on the sensitive picture (right)
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Amongst other things. Forms can contain the following constructs: (Display convention:
values in square brackets [...] are optional)

•

Text entry fields <input type “text“ size=“length“ name=“name“>

•

Password fields <input type “password“ size=“length“ name=“name“>

•

Text areas (multiple lines of text) <textarea rows=“rows“ cols=“columns“
name=“name“>

•

Checkboxes (on or off) <input type “checkbox“ name=“name“ value=“on“>

•

Radio buttons (Choice 1 from n) <input type “radio“ [checked]name=“groupname“
value=“value“>

•

Menus (Pairs of tags, similar to <table>...</table>) <select name=“name“
size=“number_of_visible_entries“> <option [selectedJ>menuentry</option> [...]</
select>

•

Sensitive graphic (clicking on a graphic of this type sends the coordinates of the
mouse click, see Figure 2.2-10) <input type=“image“ name=“name“ src=“pic_file“
border= “border_thickness“ width=“width“ height=“height“>

•

Send Button <input type=“submit“ name=“name“ value=“value“>

•

Reset Button <input type=“reset“ name=“name“ value=“value“>

The database connection represents a special form of the CGI Script. In the professional
sphere, data is normally held in a database, a procedure which should also be adhered to in
an Intranet. CGI Scripts are used here as a bridge to the information held in a database (see
Figure 2.2-11).
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There are various tools or strategies that have been developed by different database
manufacturers, with the aim of making it easier to connect HTML documents or CGI Scripts
to databases. Some database manufacturers even suggest saving all HTML documents and
their associated files (e.g. graphics) in the database, and forgetting the file system entirely,
which offers some advantages. The question of data backup is then solved, for instance, as
databases are normally already part of a general backup strategy. However, one should not
overlook the issue of performance. The database load will be of a completely different order
of magnitude: picture hundreds of employees in an Intranet, calling up HTML documents
from the database several times a day. These probably all feature inline graphics, such as
the company logo and background pictures. This is in stark contrast to the previous norm,
when all that was called up were the datasets needed for the specific tasks of the employees.
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HTML documents generated dynamically by CGI offer the option of being able to use
multimedia elements. This is achieved by the simple insertion of a multimedia tag into the
HTML. (Multimedia is defined here as the simultaneous use of different media, such as text,
graphics, language, video etc.) However, the embedded pictures etc. must be present as
files. The above-mentioned databases also allow the dynamic generation of multimedia
elements, known then as “Information Assembly“.

PERL as a language alternative to CGI development
PERL. (Practical Extraction and Report Language) was developed in 1987 by Larry Wall.
PERL is an open language that is estended with each new version of the interpreter. As it
is a script language, a programme written in PERL is not compiled for a particular platform,
but processed by an interpreter when it is executed. Since version 5.0, PERL has also
supported the concept of object-orientation.

The aims of PERL
PERL was not developed for the construction of complex applications, but the simplest
possible realisation of data processing automization, employing a lot of tricks in the process.
Accordingly, the syntax of PERL is vastly different to that of a standard language such as
C/C-i-f-, Pascal or other 4GL languages. Although PERL is based on C, it cannot be directly
compared to it.

PERL Interpreter
The Interpreter is Freeware and can be found on the Internet in various different compiled
forms, covering most platforms and operating systems. The C source code for the Interpreter
is also on the Internet, which means that exotic platforms which have no pre-compiled
version of the Interpreter are also supported.
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Variables and Datatypes
•

Scalar Variables

PERL understands simple variables, known as scalars, which may contain character strings
or numbers and begin with a dollar sign “$“, for example &name. As PERL is not typed,
a scalar may contain either numbers or characters in the course of a programme. If a scalar
only contains valid numbers (i.e. figures and a decimal point), numeric operations may be
carried out on it. In the same way a number can also be treated as a string of characters.
Strings of characters are entered in inverted commas.

•

Lists

Lists are strings of linked scalars. They begin with a @. The lists in PERL correspond to
arrays in languages like C and Pascal.
In a similar manner to C, lists can be pre-loaded with values, e.g.:

QListOfNames = ("Loew","Bleimann","Stynes","Coombes");
Lists can also be dynamically generated. This is effected by means of the push element,
which adds elements onto the end of the list, e.g.:

for($i=l;$i<100;$i++)
{ push(@List_from_l_to_100, $i); }
for(@List_from_l_to_100)
{ print $_,

"\n"; }

A special production method enables lists to be filled with figures or characters from start
to finish, e.g.:

@List_from_l_to_100 = (1 .

. 100 );

@List_from_a_to_z = ("a" .

. "z");
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Lists are accessed, as in C, using the operator []. The first element of the list has the index
0! For example, the first letter from the a-z list of characters:
print $char_from_a_to_z [0];

•

Hashes

A hash in PERL is an associative list, also known as a map in some development
environments. A hash begins with a percent sign

In a hash, elements always appear

in pairs. The first element is the hash name, the second the value, e.g.:
%Person =

("Name",

"Loew",

"PreName",

"Robert",

"Phone","+491772668077","Email","robertOloew.com");
print "the member ",$Person!'PreName'},"
Person!'Name, " has Phone ",
" and Email ",

•

",

$Person!'Phone,

$Person!'Email'};

References

References correspond to Pointers to predefined datatypes, irrespective of whether they are
hashes, scalars or lists. They are defined with the desired datatype (scalar, list or hash) and
first get the type reference when they are assigned. E.g.:
$name = "Loew";
$Reference_to_name = \$name;

Predefined Variables
An impression of the PERL language can be gained by a brief look at some of the more
specialized predefined variables. The complete list can be found in the full PERL
documentation.
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contains the actual value during a search, e.g.:

@List_from_l_to_100 =

(1

.. 100);

for (@List_froin_l_to_100 )
{ print $_,

"\n";

}

•

$]

contains the version number of the PERL Interpreter being used

•

@ARGV contains the parameters given when the Script was called

•

%ENV

contains the complete environment

Language Elements
PERL contains the usual language elements for conditions (if / then / else), loops (while
/ until) (do... while / until)(for), jump commands (goto / continue), assignments (=), numeric
comparisons (== />=/<=/>/<), calculations (+ / - / * / 7’ / % / ++ /—/+=/-=) and logical
operations (&& / II).
There are however the following additional elements which are specific to PERL:

•

Text string links

using the

operator, one character string can be attached to another, e.g.:

$Name = "Loew";

$PreName = "Robert ";

$Text = $PreName; $Text = $Text.$Name; print $Text;

•

Comparisons of text strings
eq

:

two text strings are equal

ne

:

two text strings are not equal

gt

:

the first text string is alphabetically greater than the second

It

:

the first text string is alphabetically less than the second

ge

:

the first text string is alphabetically greater than or equal to the second
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le

:

the first text string is alphabetically less than or equal to the second

=~

:

compares a scalar to a regular expression (see below)

Regular expressions

Regular expressions are exactly defined search patterns used for characters and character
strings. They can be used, for example, to search and process variables. The UNIX
command “grep“ works in a similar way to the regular expressions in PERL.
Examples of individual characters :
(1) /a/

# finds

(2) /[ab]/

# finds

(3) /[A-Z]/

# finds upper case (Capital) letters

(4) /[0-9]/

# finds numbers

(3) Ad/

# finds numbers - the same as ( 4)

(6) AD/

# finds everything except numbers

(7) /[0-9JW

# finds numbers or minus signs

(8) /[\[\]]/

# finds everything which contains square brackets

(9) /[a-zA-Z0-9J/

# finds letters, numbers or underscores

(10) /[\w]/

# finds letters, numbers or underscores - the same as ( 9)

(11) /[\W]/

# finds everything except letters, numbers or underscores

(12) /[\r]/

# finds the character command for carriage return (DOS typical)

m/

# finds the character command for line feed

(14) /[\t]/

# finds the character command for tabulator

(15) /[\f]/

# finds the character command for new page

(16) /[\s]/

# finds blanks and the control characters from (12-15)

(13)
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# finds everything except blanks and the control
# characters from (12-15)

(18) /[^aouAOU]/

# finds everything that does not contain German Umlauts

(19) /[^a-zA-Z]/

# finds everything which does not contain characters

(20) /[ab]/s

# finds ‘a’ or ‘b’, including over more than one line

Examples of text strings :
( 1) /aus/

# finds ‘aus’ - also in ‘Australia’ oder ‘Hausmann’

(2) /aus?/

# finds ‘aus’ etc. - but also ‘au’ und ‘auf’

(3) /a./

# finds ‘ab’ and ‘an’ (‘a’ followed by any character)

(4) /a+/

# finds ‘a’ und ‘aa’ and ‘aaaaa’ (one or any number of ‘a’)

(5) /a*/

#finds ‘a’ and ‘aa’ and ‘aaaaa’ and ‘b’#(noneorany numberof‘a’)

(6) /Ha.s/

# finds ‘Haus’ and ‘Hans’ but not ‘Hannes’

(7) /Ha>s/

# finds ‘Haus’ and ‘Hans’ and ‘Hannes’
# (one or many characters of any type)

(8) /Ha.s/

# finds ‘Haus’ and ‘Hans’ but not ‘Hase’

(9) /Ha.?s/

# finds ‘Haus’ and ‘Hans’ and ‘Hase’

(10) /x{ 10,20}/

# finds sequences of between 10 and 20 ‘x’

(11) /x{10,}/

# finds 10 or more ‘x’ in sequence

(12) /x.{2}y/

# finds only ‘xxxy’

(13) /HansW

# finds ‘Hans’ but not ‘Hansel’

(14) Abaus/

# finds ‘aus’ or ‘aussen’ but not ‘Haus’

(15) Abaus\b/

# finds ‘aus’ but not ‘Haus’ and also not ‘aussen’

(16) AbausVB/

# finds ‘aussen’ but not ‘aus’ and also not ‘Haus’

(17) /^Hans/

# finds ‘Hans’ only at the start of the search area
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(18) /Hans$/

# finds ‘Hans’ only at the end of the search area

(19) /^\s*$/

# finds lines that consist only of blanks or similar

(20) /$Name/

# finds the contents of the Scalar $Name

(21) /aus/s

# finds ‘aus’ over several lines

Examples with alternatives:
( 1)

/alb/

# finds ‘a’ or ‘b’ - identical to /[ab]/

( 2)

/mitlohne/

# finds ‘mit’ und ‘Schmitt’ but also ‘ohne’ and ‘Bohne’

•

Simple either/or searches

The following construct can be used as an alternative to if/else:

$name = "Robert Loew";
$contain_loew = $naine

/Loew/ ?

"contain Loew" : "does not contain Loew";
print "Name ", contain_loew;
•

Character string operations
index (variable, searchstring)

the position in a character string at which the character or character string appears next
rindex (variable, searchstring)
indicates the position in a character string in which a character or character string appears
for the last time
substr character or character string (variable, startindex, countchar)
‘startindex’ defines the position in the search string contained in ‘variable’, from which the
number of characters specified in ‘countchar’ will be read and returned. The indexing begins
with zero. If countchar is not specified, all characters in variable from startindex onwards
will be returned.
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search and replace
powerful, advanced search and replace routines can be defined using the operator “variable
=~ s/searchpattern/replacepattern/[options]“ ‘searchpattern’ is again a regular expression,
‘replacepattern’ replaces the strings found within ‘variable’
There are two possible options :
- g searches and replaces all results (otherwise only the first is replaced)
- i searches and replaces characters irrespective of whether they are in upper or lower
case (otherwise the search is case sensitive)
The following example replaces all letters with the number 0 :

$Text = "bla bla 123 bla";
$Text =~ s/[a-z]/0/gi;
print $Text;
•

List sorting
@sortedList = sort (@unsortedList)

sorts the unsorted List

@sortedList = reverse (@unsortedList)

sorts the unsorted List in reverse
order

•

File operations
opening files
open (handle, “<file.txt“)

opens file.txt file for reading (indicated with <)

open (handle, “>file.txt“)

opens file.txt file for writing (indicated with >)

open (handle, “»file.txt“)

opens file.txt to append information
(indicated with »)

closing files
close (handle)
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handling problems during open
a)

Checking if open was successful with if
(if not successful, an alert will be generated)
if (open (handle,

"<file.txt") == false)

{ print "file.txt not found\n" }
b)

Perform action if opening not successful
open (handle,

"<file.txt")

||

startfunction "file.txt not found\n"
(Normally the function “die“ will be executed, in which case the process will be ended
with an alert, in this case “file not found“.)
•

Reading in files

Files can be read in line by line or character by character Input in lines lends itself well to
reading in text or configuration files, which are themselves line-oriented.
For example :
a)

reading the file ‘inbox.dat’ line by line into the List ©Lines
©Lines = ("");
open(MAILDAT,"<inbox.dat")||die"Mail file not foundXn";
while(<MAILDAT>)
{ push(©Lines,$_); }
close(MAILDAT);

b)

reading the file ‘test.txt’ character for character und counting how often the vowels
occur
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("a","e","i","o","u");
(0,0,0,0,0);

open(FILEHDL,"<test.txt") I I die "test.txt not found\n";
while(($ActChar = getc(FILEHDL)) ne "")
{

for($i=0;$i<=4;++$i)

if($ActChar eq $Vowels[$i])

$Count[$i]++;

close(FILEHDL);
for($i=0;$i<=4;++$i)

print "$Vowels[$i] exists $Count[$i]

\n";

}

Writing files
print handle “text“ : The string “text“ will be written into the file whose handle was
loaded into ‘handle’ when it was opened
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Advantages of CGI
a)

Use of well known technologies. Developers can work with the programming
languages they already know and understand. They need only be trained in particular
aspects which are important in the development of Web applications, such as for
example working with HTML Forms.

b)

The use of compiled CGI Scripts means high performance for processor intensive
tasks.

Disadvantages of CGI
a)

One system process is started for each CGI Script run. This represents a considerable
overhead on the Server.

b)

Processing with CGI Scripts is stateless, meaning that if several steps are to be carried
out one after the other, the status of the completed stages must be recorded. For
example, in the case of a shopping basket system for online ordering, it must be
ensured that each additional item ordered by uploading an Order Form is actually
placed in the shopping basket of the correct customer.

2.2.1.2

Fast CGI

Fast CGI avoids creating a seperate system process for the execution of each CGI Script.
This is possible by using a Plug-In in the Web Server that executes registered Fast CGI
Scripts. Theoretically, a Fast CGI Script consists of an endless loop, which, when called by
a Web Browser, is handed the parameters of the call by the Fast CGI Plug-In. The actual CGI
Script is then executed inside this loop.
Apart from avoiding the ‘one script:one process’ problem, this procedure also has the
advantage that the data needed can be cached. A CGI Script has to find itself the necessary
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data each time it starts, but this is carried out only once with a Fast CGI Script. Fast CGI
Scripts are now offered by various manufacturers for almost all HTTP Servers on a huge
range of operating system platforms.

2.2.1.3

Java Server Pages pSP)

The JavaServer Pages technology provides a textual description for the creation of a
response from a request. The technology builds on the following concepts :

•

Template Data
Substantial portions of most dynamic content is actually static. The JSP technology

allows for the natural manipulation of this data.

•

Addition of Dynamic Data
The JSP technology allows the addition of dynamic data to template data in a way that is

simple yet powerful.

•

Encapsulation of Functionality
The JSP technology provides two related mechanisms for the encapsulation of functionality:

the standard JavaBeans component architecture and the tag library mechanism. A JSP page
is represented at execution time by a JSP page implementation object and is executed by a
JSP container. The JSP page implementation object implements a Servlet. The JSP
container delivers requests from a client to a JSP page implementation object and responses
from the JSP page implementation object to the client. The JSP page describes how to create
a response object from a request object for a given protocol, possibly creating and/or using
some other objects in the process. [SunJSPOO]

The disadvantage of using this approach is the difficulty in maintaining JSPs due to the
mixing of interface design and programming code.
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Java Servlets

Sun developed the Java Servlet API with their Web Server Jeeves, a Server written
completely in Java. To enable the dynamic maintenance of Jeeves, the programers created
an API for small programme fragments, which they named Servlets. In the same way that
Applets are small programme fragments that need to run in a Browser environment. Servlets
implement modules of Server logic that rely on the rest of the Server to run.
The Servlet API, now called the Java Servlet Development Kit (JSDK), survived after
de velopment work on both Jeeves and its successor, the JAV A Web Server, was discontinued,
and became a component in its own right. JDK 1.2, also known as Java 2, saw the
establishment of the Servlet API as a standard extension of Java.

The Servlet API is defined by Sun as a collection of interface and abstract classes. A
Servlet is not a stand-alone programme and has no control over its own execution. Like an
Applet, it has no main() function; its methods are called by a more senior programme, the
Server itself. This receives calls from the Internet and calls in turn the service() function of
the servlet in order to process the requests. The Servlet API provides a class called the
GenericServlet which accepts calls from any protocol. To process a request, the service()
function is given a ServletRequest and a ServletResponse object as arguments. If the Server
is a Web Server it will be processing HTTP requests. The Servlet API contains special
classes designed for this protocol. The service() function of the HTTPServlet still handles
all requests, but, according to request type, it distributes them further to other specialized
methods: doPost(), doGet(), doHeadQ etc., (see Figure 2.2-12) [SunJSVOO].
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HTTP Servlet

The higher ranking HttpServletRequevSt and HttpServletResponse objects give the Servlet
functions access to the request data. The URL or parameters that were delivered can be
picked up in this way from the HttpServletRequest object. Amongst other things, the
HttpServletResponse object provides functions to set the Header and an Output Stream into
which the response can be written. The Servlet would here normally respond with HTML,
but other data formats are also possible. A Servlet could, for example, dynamically generate
a picture as output.

A minimal Servlet is shown in Figure 2.2-13.
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import java.io.*;
import javax.servlet;
import javax.servlet.http;
public class HelloWorld extends HttpServlet
{

public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req ,
HttpServletResponse res)
throws ServletException, lOException
{

res.setContentType("text/html");
PrintWriter out = res.getWriter ();
out.println {"<html><head><titie >Hello World!")
out.println ("</title></head>") ;
out.println ("<body><hl>Hello Worldl</hl>");
out.println ("</body></html>");

Figure

2.2-13

"Hello world" servlet

Servlet programmers can make use of a great number of Java libraries, covering
practically all purposes, so they do not have to continually re-invent the wheel.

Servlet Engines
There is a large number of execution environments for Java Servlets, known as Servlet
Engines. These are available in a variety of guises: built into Web Servers; as extensions to
particular Web Servers; as extensions from third parties for use in more than one Web
Server; as part of Application Server suites, or even in embeddable form for inclusion in
other programmes.
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Web Application Server

Systems known as Java Application Servers range from Servlet environments through to
Enterprise Java Beans Servers, and may include support for CORBA. There are of course
Application Servers that are non-Java, but as these do not conform to any standard, they will
not be discussed here.

Definition of Application Server
A pragmatic definiton is that a Java Application Server is a package, normally a class
library, which extends the Servlet API upwards and downwards, offering functions that are
often required. It should provide an application with a framework allowing access down to
databases and persistence, but other functions that are often required, such as writing
logfiles and reading configuration files, should also be made easier. Looking upwards, the
Application Server should allow the presentation of dynamic content which is a bit more
elaborate than println(). The generation of dynamic XML/HTML should also be supported.
A package of this kind can save a programmer an awful lot of work. It does not make sense
to use a complete Component Transaction Monitor for one small Web application.
However, if the application is to be highly scalable, it may be sensible to use an extensible
component model, for example, the Enterprise Java Beans Server.

Commercial Systems
Many manufacturers now offer Application Servers. Almost all commercial systems now
offer support for both the Servlet API and the Enterprise Java Beans API. The use of these
systems makes it possible to use the EJB component technology. The most well-known
products are ;
WebSphere Application Server from IBM
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WebLogic from BEA Systems
Oracle Application Server
iPlanet from Netscape

OpenSource Application Server
Enhydra is an Application Server that was originally developed by Lutris, known
previously as Lutris Business Server. Enhydra is written completely in Java and
provides interfaces to many Web Servers.
Locomotive from Leverage Information Systems pays particular attention to scalability
and makes it possible to run many Locomotives simultaneously, with the requests
being divided amongst them. Locomotive has its own Web Server, virtual sessions
and a system called the Bean Directory System. The System makes it possible to reuse
Server components. For the dynamic production of Websites, Locomotive uses its
own language, which is bound into HTML and is known as STEAM.
JBoss
JBoss is already being used in several productive environments, for example, at
France Telecom. As one of the first Open Source Application Servers, JBoss offers
complete EJB conformity.

J2EE
With its Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition, Sun set the standard for how Application
Servers should work in the future.When selecting an Application Server, care should be
taken to ensure that it either conforms fully to the J2EE specification, or that the
manufacturer is at least committed to conformity (see also 2.2.3.2 Enterprise Java Beans).
[SunEEOO]
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Microsoft Active Server Framework

Together with its IIS (Internet Information Server) Web Server, Microsoft delivers a
technology called Active Server Pages. Here, VBScript code is placed in the HTML code,
and this is then interpreted and executed by IIS before the page is sent out. The Browser
making the request then receives plain HMTL.

This suffers the same problem that besets JSPs: MS Active Server Pages are also difficult
to maintain. Apart from this, MS IIS is required, which is only available on the Microsoft
Windows Platform.

The main reason why Active Server Pages are so often used, is because there are so many
development tools for them. For example, MS FrontPage is all that is needed in order to bind
database queries into Active Server Pages. Using the tools contained in MS Visual Studio,
simple eCommerce applications can be developed without a huge amount of effort.
However, the resulting application can be difficult to scale in the future.

2.2.2

Client side technologies for client server solutions

2.2.2.1

JavaScript

JavaScripts are small programmes, written in JavaScript, which is similar to Java. They
are embedded in HTML documents and are locally executed there. They are often used for
the validation of data entered into Forms, for example, checking if a value lies in a particular
region. However, JavaScripts can also be used for local calculations and the output of these
operations. In Figure 2.2-14 a small JavaScript is shown, which determines and displays the
local date and time. The output of this Script using different Browsers is shown in Figure
2.1-4, Figure 2.1-5 and Figure 2.1-6. In order to suppress the output of the source code of
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JavaScripts in Browsers that do not support this technology, the technique shown in Figure
2.2-15 can be used. The result of not using this tactic is shown in Figure 2.1-4: the source
code is simply displayed by the Browser. A Browser which is unable to process JavaScript
ignores the <script> and </script> tags as unknown tags and interpretes all the lines that lie
between the <!— and —> tags as comments.

<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv-'Content-Type"
content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1 ">
<title>Browser - Overview</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor-"#FFFFFF">
<h1 align»'center'>welcome</h1>
<p align»"center’><img src-'images/sign.gif
alt-'Dresdner Bauspar AG’ width-’200’ height»’40‘></p> <hr>

<h3>Java Script to display date and time :</h3> <p>

<script language="JavaScript''>
d = new Dated
myDay = d.getDateO
myMonth = d.getMonthO + 1
myYear = d.getYearO + 1900
document.writeC'date : " + myDay +
+ myMonth + "
+ myYear + "<p>")
myHour = d.getHoursO
myMinute = d.getMinutesO
document.writeC time : " + myHour + " : " + myMinute)
</script>
</ p >

</body>
</html>

Figure

2.2 - 14

Displaying date and time using a JAVA script

<script language="JavaScript">
<!- Begin to hide script contents from old browsers.
the cript follows at this position
// End the hiding here. ->
</scri pt>
Figure

2.2 - 1 5

Hiding a JAVA script from browsers unable to process scripts
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JavaScripts are interpreted by the Browser, which means they must always be embedded
in the HTML document.

JavaScripts are unable to create any new classes, they can only use the existing standard
classes. Although this significantly limits the functional possibilities, in practise it is not that
relevant. JavaScript should not really offer too much functionality: it should be just a simple
means of adding particular extensions to an HTML document. For this purpose, the standard
classes are adequate.

The standard syntax of JavaScript looks as follows :

objectName.methodName( parameter.
where ‘objectName’ represents the name of the standard object being used (e.g. document
for the actual document); ‘methodName’ stands for one of the methods available in this
object (e.g. write for the output of a string); and ‘parameter’ is a parameter to be given to
this method.

Functions can be defined and called in JavaScripts (see the function ‘calculate’ in Figure
2.2-16). Output can also be directed to a particular window of a Browser. For example, by
using window.defaultstatus=“text“, a message can be displayed in the status line of a
Browser. JavaScript allows all HTML formatting commands in text output, e.g., in bold or
italics, via function calls.
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<input type="text" name="Data"
size=20>
<input type="button"
value="calculate"
onClick="calculate(this.form)">
<P>
Result:
<input type="text"
name=Result size=20>
</form>

<script language="JavaScript">
<l~ Begin to hide script content from old browsers

window.defaultStatus=
"Roberts primitive calculator"
function calculate(f)
{

</body>
</html>

if (confirm("Are you sure you
want to calculate " +
f.Data.value + "?"))
{

f.Result.value =
eval(f.Data.value)

[El

[JavaScript Application]

}

Are you sure you want to calculate 1 +5?

else
{
OK

alert("Please try again!!!")

f~li^bbrechen

}

}
[JavaScript Application]

//End the hiding here ~>

</script>
<form>
Please enter data for
calculation (e.g. 10+5) :

Please try again!!!

f

Calculator with Java - Script - Netscape
File

Edit

View

go

gommunicator

OK

iB@Bl

.

Help

Please enter data for calculation (e.g. 10+5): h+5
Result: |

||

calculate

j ^

Ij

Jll

^ -1

jRcAwsfts primitive calculator

j=m>» 1

^Calculator with Java - Script - Netscape
File

Edit

^ew

go

Communicatof

Help

Please enter data for calculation (e.g. 10+5): h+5

1 calcu!^ 1

Result:
.................................................
*

2i

iRoberts primitive calculator

The upper browser window shows a browser window after the values to be
calculated are entered and before the calculate button is clicked. After the button is
clicked, the message box queries whether the calculation should be executed. If the
OK button is clicked, the lower browser window is displayed; if not, the Java alert
box appears.
Figure

2.2 - 16

A simple calculator using JAVA script
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In general, JavaScript is closely linked to HTML, so practically everything that is
displayable in HTML can also be displayed using the corresponding JavaScript function
call. The embedding of JavaScripts into HTML Forms is carried out with the FORM Array.
Here the Forms appearing in the HTML are numbered sequentially, beginning with 0. They
can therefore be accessed using document.forms [number]. The elements contained in the
Forms are then treated in a similar manner : for example, to access the second element of
the first Form in the document, use the expression document.form[0].element[2] (see
Figure 2.2-17).
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<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type"
content='text/html; charset=iso-8859-T>
<title>Form use from JAVA Skript</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor=‘#FFFFFF'>

<script language="JavaScript">
<1-- Begin to hide script contents from old browsers.

function fill()

{
document.forms[1].elements[0].value =
document.forms[0].elements[0].value
}
// End the hiding here. -->

</scri pt>
<H3>Form 1 :</H3>
<fo rm>
Source : <input type="text" name=source size=20>
<input type="button" value="fill value in form 2" onClick="fill()"><p>
</f o rm >
<hr> <H3>Form 2 :</H3>
<f o rm>
Destination : <input type="text" name=destination size=20>
</form>
</body >
</html>

^Form use from JAVA Skiipt - Netscape

l-lnlxl

file £dit View go Cornmunicator Help

file £dil yiew go Communicator Help

□sE

Form 1 :

Form 1 :
Sourc.^

^ Form use from JAVA Skrtpl - Netscape

:

fill value in form

Form 2 :

2

|

Source ; fiTTJs
(

fi.!l..ys.i.ti.e..jii>..f.o.rm..?L...li

Form 2 :

De^>tination : F
Destination : flTslra”

Figure

2.2 - 17

A Java script works with forms using form objects

A further interesting feature of JavaScript is its use of Cookies. A Cookie is a string which
is saved in the Cookie file on a Client computer. This is used to store data in a persistent state
on the Client. As HTTP is a stateless protocol, it is unable to store information over the
course of several Client requests. This makes, for example, the assignment of a user to a
Client very difficult. In this case, a JavaScript could display a login dialogue box, into which
the user must enter a username and password. These would be checked by a CGI Script and
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then stored in a Cookie string.
A Cookie always has the following format:
name=wert; expires=expiryTime;
For example User=r_loew; expires=Tue, 13 Mar 2000 112:00:00 GMT would mean that
the user r_loew is valid until 13th March 2000 at 12.00 o’clock GMT.
However, the use of Cookies is limited, as a user can configure his Browser to disable
Cookies and the number that can be stored is limited. Cookies can also be deposited on a
Client by a CGI Script using the HTTP protocol. In this case the Domain name, a pathname
specifying the URLs for which the cookie is valid and also the constant ‘SECURE’ can be
saved as well.

2.2.2.2

Java Applets

In contrast to JavaScript, Java is a compiler language. A Java programme is first written
and then translated with a compiler, which produces machine-independent Pseudocode,
known as Byte Code: this is then processed by a Browser.
The finished programme is called an Applet. The Applet is requested by an HTML
document from the Web Server and transferred to the Client. A Byte Code Interpreter, which
has been a standard component of all Browsers since version 3, executes the code on the
Client. This technique, also known as a virtual java machine, means that the code is platform
independent and can be executed on any computer that has a suitable Browser or similar
software installed. Other implementations of a java virtual machine are also possible, for
example, a network computer, which possesses no hard disk of its own and loads a java
virtual machine out of its boot ROM on startup.
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Java offers all the advantages of object orientation, such as classes and inheritance. It also
contains powerful abilities for graphical output in a Browser and, in theory, all the
capabilities of C++. However, in order to make the language simpler. Pointers and Macros
were eliminated, so normally an Applet in Java is easier to produce than a programme in
C++.
Using Java, a lot of functionality overhead can be transferred to the Client Browser. For
example, the rendering of complicated, possibly animated graphics can be carried out in the
Browser. The display of a pie chart can, for instance, be effected by simply delivering the
data which need to be represented. It is anticipated that many of today’s applications will
in time be offered in the form of Java Applets. In order to achieve this, the applications must
be divided up into smaller functional entities, allowing functions to be loaded only when
necessary. Figure 2.2-18 shows a comparison of JavaScript and Java.

JAVA Script

JAVA

interpreted by the client
(notcompiled)

compiled bytecode is loaded
from the server, and executed
on the client

object - based, uses
embedded and extendable
objects but no classes or
inheritance

object - oriented, applets
consist of classes that make
heavy use of inheritance

code is embedded into
HTML

applets are transferred
separately from the HTML document, but they are
invoked from within the
document

types of variables are not
declared

types of variables are declared

dynamically linked, object references are checked at
run - time

statically linked, object references have to exist upon
compilation

Figure

3.2 - 1 8

JAVA Script compared to JAVA
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The technologies are similar in that they are both not able to access resources outside of
the Browser environment. This means that it is not possible to save data to local media or
to read it from there (apart from in the form of Cookies, which are managed by the Browser
and do not offer a Java Applet or JavaScript the chance to access local media). Since Java
SDK 1.x, this safety has been relaxed somewhat, in order to allow access to some local
resources: this is known as the Sandbox principle. Upon startup, an Applet presents a
certificate to the user, allowing him to decide whether access to particular resources should
be allowed or not.

2.2.2.3

Active X Controls

Microsoft developed what it calls Active X Controls to provide Client-side technology.
However, this technology has a major disadvantage: for these controls to work, MS Internet
Explorer must be used as Browser and it must be Version 4 or newer. ActiveX Controls can
be developed with all programming languages, including Delphi from Inprise. A Control
needs a so-called Container in order to execute: this can be provided by Internet Explorer
or a local Windows Programme. The first time an ActiveX Control is needed it is
downloaded and saved on the local Client in a special Directory called the OCX Cache. The
advantage of this approach is that the download is only necessary when a newer version of
the Control has been installed on the Server. The disadvantage is that a local installation
often requires access rights that employees in large companies do not possess. In terms of
safety, an ActiveX Control has exactly the same access rights as the user, including access
to local Resources and the network. Real certification for ActiveX Controls is not available,
as the technique used by Microsoft is extremely open to misuse.
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2.2.3

Technologies for distributed applications

2.2.3.1

CORBA

CORBA represents the most flexible form of communication betweeen Web Client and
Application Server. In this case the Web Server does not have to provide the functionality
of the Server components. This functionality is instead offered by various so-called
Component Servers in the form of Components, which are able to communicate with each
other. The Components used have the advantage of being language independent, meaning
that, in theory, they can be written in any language. However, in practise, the implementation
of CORBA standards is now most often carried out in C++ or Java.
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) specified by the Open
Management Group provides an infrastructure for the communication between objects in
distributed heterogenous environments.

Common
Facilities

Application
Objects

o
ject Retjuest Broker (

ooo
Object
Services

Figure

2.2 - 19

Object Management Architecture (OMA)

The framework architecture shown in Figure 2.2-19 [OMG90] defines the four components
of the so-called Object Management Architecture (OMA):
•

An Object Request Broker (ORB) provides basic functionality, representing a kind

of post distributor between the different Objects.
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Object Services are the basic services or interfaces for the implementation and use

of Objects in distributed environments. They implement the technical aspects of Classes
and Objects and contain: - a Naming Service, which maps names to Object references Event Management, which enables the asynchronous communication of state changes in
one Object to another Object - a Lifecycle Mechanism, which allows the creation, deletion,
copying and movement of Objects - the option of Persistent Objects, which offer interfaces
allowing Objects to be made persistent - a Relationship Service, which looks after the
relations between Objects - a Transaction Service, providing safe pan-Object Transaction
processes - Concurrency interfaces, allowing more than one Client simultaneous access to
an Object - the option to export Objects using datastreams, plus the option to import using
Externalization - a Security Service, which controls access to the objects - a Time Service,
which provides time synchronization for distributed systems. In addition, further Object
Services for Query, Object Properties, Licensing, Object Change Management, Object
Collection, Object Trader and Object Startup should be added. The term “low-level
services“ is used to describe the Object Services.

•

Common Facilities, which provide optional services that are useful in many different

applications. These are described as “higher-level services** as they offer services directly
to the applications. These Common Facilities are divided into two groups : Horizontal

Common Facilities, which are used by many different applications systems, e.g. printing,
help systems etc., and Vertical Common Facilities, which provide services specific to a
particular branch, e.g. special services for use in financial systems.

•

Application Objects, which are the interfaces that provide the application specific

functionality. These Objects comprise :
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Programming Language Objects, which provide a kind of language independent
class library - Components, which provide services both as technical components, such as
database access, or factual components, providing addresses for example
Business Objects, which constitute the topmost level of a distributed system, e.g.
Contract, Customer etc.
The CORBA model is a concrete implementation of the Object Model specified in the
OMA, as it defines the following concepts :
•

Objects identify themselves with unique, unchangeable references. They possess

Types and have, by virtue of Implementations, a particular semantic
•

Requests are calls from a Client by means of a message, and consist of an Object

reference, an Operation name and Parameters
•

Types have one or more Implementations (e.g. per platform or language) and a

unique, unchangeable Identity
•

an Interface corresponds to a Type, and each instance of a Type possesses at least one

Interface, which is written in IDL (see below)
•

Operations describe possible actions that a Client can request as a service

•

Implementations carry out necessary tasks so that a Service can fulfill a Request.
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2.2 - 20

Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)

In addition the CORBA standard defines:
•

the structure of the Object Request Broker (ORB Structure), shown in Figure 3.2-

20 [Sch90]
•

the Interface Definition Language (IDL), which is a universal interface language,

independent of platform or programming language, and offers only the ability to write
descriptions (i.e. without variables etc.)
•

the ORB Core, which locates the target Objects of the Requests received and passes

the Requests on to them, although CORBA does not define how an ORB should be
implemented. For example, the ORB could be in the operating system, it could be an ORB
in a Client and Object Implementation, as a Network ORB or a Library ORB
•

the Call Types, i.e. the possibility of static or dynamic Calls (see below)

•

the Object Adapter, which forms the interface between the ORB and an Object

•

the Interface Repository, which holds the Interface Descriptions of registered OMG

IDL Interfaces, which can be called at runtime via standardized interfaces in order to create
dynamic Requests
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the Impiementation Repository, which holds information for the localization and

activation of Object Implementations via the ORB

•

ORB Interoperability, which describes the mechanisms with which different ORBs

can communicate with one another, i.e. how a Client Object from ORB A accesses a Server
Object on ORB B

One advantage of CORBA is that it is possible to implement Calls to Server Objects
dynamically and statically in the Client Object.

The static calling of Server Objects has the advantage of a simpler implementation, but
the Classes and the callable Operations on the Server must be known at the time that the
Client is developed. To call a Server Object statically, a so-called Stub is generated using
the IDL description of the Server Object Interface, which is then bound to the Client. This
Stub is generally implemented in the same programming language as the Client. It receives
the Requests on the Server and translates them into CORBA Calls, i.e. the Programmer does
not notice that he is calling a remote Object (at least, when he is provided with the Stub).

The dynamic calling of a Server Object has the advantage that an Object does not have
to know the specific interfaces of the Object that it wants to access, but accesses the Object
via a standardized interface, in order to get the syntax to Call an Operation at runtime. This
means that Server Objects can be used that are unknown at the time the Client is compiled.
An example of this approach is a request from a user who wants to work with an Object,
which he must first localize. In order to do this, he has to tell the Client which Server Object
he wants, but he does not have to know the Interfaces and Operations. Unfortunately, there
is still no standardized way of describing the role of an Object. This makes it difficult to write
a Client that, for example, asks an ORB if there is a Server Object to enable the printing of
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address labels, receives the corresponding Object reference and then commissions the
Object found to print an address onto some labels.

The CORE A technology does, however, provide sufficient functionality for most of the
demands of a distributed system, which is a good reason for employing it in an Internet/
Intranet situation.

There now exist Implementations of COREA which are, for example, relatively easy to
access from Java. There are also a number of Erowser and Web Server manufacturers who
have announced that they will be building an ORE into their products, meaning that the
functionality of the ORE does not first have to be transported to the Client (for example, in
the form of a Java Applet). Netscape 4.x had a build-in ORE, the Sun Plugin for some
Erowsers also.

2.2.3.2

Enterprise Java Beans

Enterprise Java Eeans is a component model for the development and use of Java
applications, built on the basis of an object-oriented, multi-tier architecture.

A component model should enable the reuse of pieces of software that belong together in
terms of function. These pieces are the so-called components. Enterprise Java Eeans
extends the Java Eeans model with Server-side components. The programme logic in this
instance is held in components on the Server, which allows for quick, centralized updating
in the face of changing requirements.

Enterprise Java Eeans try to save a programmer work by defining the middleware
interface. They form the middle layer of a three layer or multi-layer architecture between
the interface and the data. The programme logic components installed here should be easily
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scalable and distributable. Enterprise Java Beans satisfy this aim just by using the
capabilities of Java. An application developer is presented with an infrastructure which
looks after Transactions, Persistence, Object Lifecycles, Remote Access and Security.

In Enterprise Java Beans, a Client, a Container and a Bean communicate using RMI
(Remote Method Invocation). The protocol on which this runs is, however, not defined in
the Enterprise Java Beans specification. Quite apart from RMFs own protocol, other
protocols are explicitly allowed. In particular, HOP is considered here, in order to enable
interoperability with other architectures, e.g. CORBA. In any case, for the Bean or
application developer, this is all transparent. He simply programmes in Java and RMI runs
over HOP.

The Enterprise Java Beans specification defines two different types of Bean: Session
Beans and Entity Beans.

Session Beans
A typical Session Bean has the following characteristics :
It is executed for one single Client
It can take part in transactions
It alters information in the underlying database
It does not represent data that is shared by many Clients, although it can manipulate
such data
It is relatively short-lived
It is destroyed by a crash or a restart on the Server
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Entity Beans
A typical Entity Bean has the following characteristics :
Represents data in the database
Can be used by many Clients at the same time
Supports Transactions
Is usually long-lived
Survives crashes or restarts on the Server

In contrast to CORE A, Enterprise Java Beans defines Java as the programming language
to be used. The advantages of the ‘write once, run anywhere’ concept also shine through in
use on the Server: moving to higher performance hardware is particularly simple. The
advances being made in JIT (Just-in-Time) Compiler techniques, in which the software is
compiled before it is executed, mean that the poorer performance in comparison to CORE A
should be improved. Good integration with CORBA means that a gradual transition to an
Enterprise Java Beans system is very simple.
One major advantage is the simpler handling offered by Enterprise Java Beans. As all the
necessary Remote Interfaces are generated automatically, less work-intensive transitory
stages are needed and the programming becomes more ‘natural’.
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Microsoft .NET

According to Microsoft, .NET represents the MS way to Internet programming, with
which global applications can be realised.

MSIL (Microsoft Intermediate Language)
As with Java, there is a machine independent code, MSIL. The main task of MSIL is,
however, not platform independence but programming language independence. This inbetween code is based on a runtime system, for which all the programming languages used
generate their code. This code defines how components call other components: this is
possible both inside a process and across process or computer boundaries. The runtime
system contains several Just-in-Time Compilers, so that the code generated by the
programming environment does not have to be interpreted Byte for Byte.

Datatypes
In order to make the exchange of data in the .NET world a bit easier, particular data types
have been defined for use. There is only one type of string, alongside other recognised types
such as boolean, byte, integer (16, 32 and 64 bit), real (32 and 64) and a decimal value for
financial calculations.

"Managed Code"
Microsoft calls the code in the runtime system “Managed Code“, because it manages
itself. The following characteristics are defined :
Version Management When a component is called, the correct version of the code is
automatically called, although several versions of this code may be present on the
same computer
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Security System Only authorised components are allowed to call other components
Marshalling Automatic transfer of data between processes and/or computers
Garbage Collection Automatic clearance of Objects in memory to which no further
references exist

C#
Microsoft has developed C# as system language, and this best illustrates the characteristics
of .NET. C# is based on C/C++, but some characteristics of C++ have not been included (C#
does not use multiple inheritance, for example). However, C# has also been given a few new
features, such as Property Member variables, as in Delphi. C# was developed by Anders
Heijlsberg, who was also responsible for Borland Pascal and Delphi.

Programming Language Independence
Microsoft is porting C++ and Visual Basic to .NET. However, because .NET is
completely open, several other manufacturers have announced that they will also be porting
their languages. Because of the characteristics of .NET, development is possible in
complete independence of the features offered by a particular language. It is possible, for
example, to inherit a class written in C++ into Visual Basic and to use it in a PERL script
as well.

•NET Availability
The first programming languages and runtime environments for .NET cannot realistically
be expected before the middle of 2001. One Pre-Beta is, however, already available. The
first runtime environments for non-Windows platforms will in all likelihood take a while
longer to be released, as .NET is naturally being developed for Microsoft’s own platform
first - it will, for example, replace the Windows API.
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The C++ CGI Library consists of two C++ Classes :
a)

The CGI Class offers :
An absctraction of the CGI Interface
further general library functions that simplfiy working with C++ Scripts.

b)

The CEmail Class facilitates the despatch of Emails from CGI Scripts.

2.2.4.2

The Abstraction of the Common Gateway Interface in the CGI Class

As soon as a User using a Browser sends a form off, or selects a URL which targets a CGI
Script, the corresponding CGI Script is started. The Webserver passes the information
delivered by the Browser to the CGI Script being called, using the procedures laid down in
the Common Gateway Interface. The Script then processes the information. The high level
of abstraction offered by the Common Gateway Interface means that the specific procedures
necessary for the development of a CGI Script are hidden from the applications developer.

Simply creating an instance of the CGI Object, mean the following actions are carried
out:
The Form variables are read in
Any Cookies delivered by the Browser are read in
Any special characters in the Form variables or Cookies, e.g. blank spaces,
communicated with %20, are converted

The Methods provided in the CGI Object then allow access to this information.
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The following three Methods are used to read the value of a variable :
a)

Reading a Form variable

CString GetFormValue(CString key)
b)

Reading a Cookie

CString GetCookieValue(CString key)
c)

Reading an Environment variable

static CString GetEnvValue(CString key)
The Compare Function can be used to compare the value of a Form variable (FormKey)
with another parameter, a String (With):

BOOL Compare(CString FormKey, CString With)
Various Functions are included for Cookie management, including :
a)

Setting a Cookie

void

SetCookie(CString Name, CString Wert,
int Expires=EVER, CString Path="/");

b)

Setting a Cookie with a JavaScript

void

SetCookiePerJavaScript(CString Name,
CString Wert, int Expires=EVER,
CString Path="/");

c)

Deleting

all Cookies (from the current Server)

void

DeleteAllCookies(BOOL Ausgabe = TRUE,
CString TRENN = "<br>");

Fully functional CGI Scripts can be written, just by using the few Methods described here.
The other Methods from the CGI Class and CEmail Class are included in the Appendix.
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General Library Functions in the CGI Class

To simplify the development of CGI Scripts still furth, the Functions are also offerd for
the following areas :
a)

File management / Working with HTML Templates
Reading / Writing text files
Reading, manipulating and outputting HTML files

b)

Date, time and ID management
Actual time / actual date
Creaing unique IDs
Reading the date and time (of creation) from a unique ID

c)

Security
Encoding and decoding of strings

d)

String processing
Replacing characters or sequences of characters
Finding characters or sequences of characters in a String
Converting ints to CStrings and vice versa

e)

Registry management
Managing the Windows NT Registry

2.2.4.4

Email despatch

The CEmail Class provides all the Functions needed to send Emails (with the exception of
Attachments). In order to send an Email, a CEmail Object instance is created, which is then
filled with information using the following Functions :

void SetSubject(CString subject)
void SetTo(CString to)
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void SetToAddress(CString toaddress)
void Setinhalt(CString inhalt)
If so desired, the Sender information can be filled using:
void SetFrom(CString from)
void SetFromAddress(CString fromaddress)
The following Function then despatches the Email:
BOOL Send();
2.2.4.5

Example of Use

Figure 2.2-21 shows a short section of code that should make clear how strong the
abstraction offered by the C++ CGI Library is. This example covers the followoing steps
in the process :
a)

Reading a Form sent in by a Browser

b)

Displaying the values that were entered in the Form in a Browser

c)

Sending an Email to an address previously entered into the Form
Figure 2.2-24 shows the output from the CGI Script and Figure 2.2-25 picutres the Email

which is sent at the end.
The Code shown in Figure 2.2-21 really is the only thing that the application developer
has to programme in order to carry out all the tasks listed above!
The only additional items needed are the HTML Form, shown in Figure 2.2-23 as source
code and in Figure 2.2-24 in a Browser, and also the HTML Template, which is shown in
Figure 2.2-26 as source code.
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////.////////////////////
// File
: main.cpp
#include <afx.h>
#include "const.h"
#include "cgi.h"
#include "EMail.h"
int main (int argc, char *argv[], char *env[])
{

CGI
CEmail

cgi;
mail;

// show Template
cgi.TemplateAnzeigen("i:\\msc\\templateX\display_formvars.html");
// set mail properties and send the mail
mail.Setinhalt(cgi.GetFormValue("comment")) ;
//
mai l.SetSubject(cgi.GetFormValue("subject")) ;
//
mail.SetTo(cgi.GetFormValue("sendto")) ;
//
mail.SetToAddress(cgi.GetFormValue("sendtoadress"));//
mail.Send();

content
subject
send to
send to adr,

return 0;

Figure

2.2-21

C-t-t CGI Library : C-i-t source code
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<html>
<head><title>C++ CGI Library Demo
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF''>

(c)

Intranet Principles and Technologies

R. Loew</title></head>

<table border=''0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0“ width=" 100%">
<tr><td width="100%'' bgcolor=" #C0C0C0">
<strong><big>C++ CGI Library DEMO</big></strong><br>
<small>€> Robert Low 2000</small></fontx/td>
</tr><tr><td>&nbsp; </td></tr>
<tr>
<td>
<strong><br>Email send</strong>
<form method="POST" target="_self" name="show_cgi_lib_Form"
action="http://appsrv.loew.com/cgi-bin/show_cgi_lib.exe">
<input type="hidden" name="REIHENFOLGE"
value="subject,comment,sendto,sendtoadress">
</-- REIHENFOLGE is a German keyword
in the C++ CGI
Library which means sequenz -->
<table border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="100%">
<tr>
<td>Send To Name</td>
<td><input name="sendto" size="40" maxlength="64"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send To Email Address</td>
<td><input name="sendtoadress" size="40"x/td>
</tr>
<tr><td>&nbsp; </td><td>&nbsp; </tdx/tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td><select name="subject" size="l">
<option selected value="website comment">
website comment</option>
<option value="error submit">error submit</option>
</select></td>
</tr>
<tr><td>&nbsp; </td><td>&nbsp; </td></tr>
<tr>
< td>Comment</1d>
<td><textarea rows="10" name="comment" cols="40">
< / textareax / td>
</tr>
<trxtd>&nbsp; </tdxtd>&nbsp; </tdx/tr>
<tr>
<td>&nbsp; </td>
<tdxinput type="submit" value="Send name="send">
<input type="reset" value="Reset name="Reset"></td>
</tr>
</table> </form> </td> </tr> </table>
</body>
</html>

Figure

2.2 - 23

C++ CGI Library : HTML Form source code
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C++ CGI Library : Output of CGI Script
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<html><head>
<title>Display Results of C++ CGI Library Demo</title></head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF">
<table border="0" cellpadding="5" cellspacing="0" width="100%">
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#C0C0C0"><strong><big>
Display Results of C++ CGI Library DEMO</big>
</strong><br><small>© Robert Low 2000</small></font></td>
</tr>
<tr><td>&nbsp; </td></tr>
<tr><td><blockquote>
<table border="0" cellpadding="5" cellspacing="0" width="100%">
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#CCFFCC">Subject : <b> <!-- subject --> </b></td>
</tr>
<tr><td>&nbsp; </td></tr>
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#FFFFCC">Coinment :<br> <!-- comment --> </td>
</tr>
<tr><td>&:nbsp; </td></tr>
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#FFFFCC">Send To :
<!-- sendto --> </td>
</tr>
<tr><td>&nbsp; </td></tr>
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#FFFFCC">Send To Address
sendtoadress -->
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</blockquote></td></tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>

Figure

2.2 - 26

C++ CGI Library : HTML source code of Template
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Intranet Applications using Basic
Technology

For the Dresdner Bauspar AG Intranet project, the following Intranet Applications were
developed using the various technologies described in Chapter 2: Login for personalization,

Feedback System to work with Web forms in a simple way. Circulation letters to publish
news, a Phone book to provide employees with actual information regarding other
employees. Security proxies, browser-based mail and a Directory service. Some
diagrams in this chapter are therefore partly annotated in German.

3.1

Login

Requirement
Employees should be able to sign in to the Intranet Server, in order to receive personalized
information. This means that a procedure must be selected that will work with all standard
Browsers, without requiring the installation of software on the Client computers themselves.

Design
After the Login Information has been entered into a HTML Form and posted to the
Intranet Server, the details are compared to a User database. Following this, the employee
data is saved locally on the employees Client in the form of a Cookie.
The security of the Cookie information must be assured with the help of the operating
system. It must be guaranteed, that each employee only has access to his own Cookie.
The Cookies deposited can now be used by all Apllications on the Intranet Server. To
avoid misuse of the Cookies, the UserlD is included in plain text and also encoded form.
Applications can then compare the two values, in order to determine whether someone has
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changed or simply substituted the ID in a Cookie.
Using a JavaScript embedded in an oft-read HTML file - the Navigation Strip was used
here - ensures that the locally saved information is regularly updated.
The following information is saved on the Clients :
UserlD in unencoded form and in encoded form
Employee name (formed from surname plus forename), used for personal greetings
and to automaticylly fill out forms
Email Address and Telephone number, used to automatically fill out forms

—1 qi
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Simple form processing
(Feedback System)

Requirement
One of the tasks performed most often in an Intranet is to collect Forms filled in by
employees, and then to publisht the results on the Intranet or forward them to a particular
employee by Email. This means that a generic tool must be provided, which adjusts
dynamically to requirements. The creation of a HTML Form would suffice for the adddition
of a category (a column).

Design
A general purpose Feedback Archive was created, divided into 'Fields', each of which
represents an HTML Form. As soon as a new HTML Form is filled out and sent to the HTTP
Server, the Feedback System creates the corresponding Field. The Field is identified with
the URL of the HTML Form making the request. The despatch of further Forms then creates
further Entries inside the relevant Field. Each of these Entries is identified with an ID, which
is created from the date and time of despatch, followed by a random number.
If a Field then has to be published in the Intranet, the CGI Script that has to execute is
simply given the identifier of the relevant Field, i.e. the URL of the HTMl that made the
request.
An example of this is the following call: (see Figure 3.2-6)
http://WWW.cit.ie/cgi-bin/feedback.exe?feedback+http://stud
.cit.ie/loew/msc/website_comment.htm

A special Admin tool is needed to configure the characteristics of a Field (see Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.2-5). This makes remote administration possible using a Web Browser. The
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following characteristics can be set:
The appearance of a Field upon display (Font, Typesize, Background colour)
The recipient's address upon sending an email in the course of adding information to
a Field
The number of days after which the information should be automatically deleted
The response text that the sender of a Form sees.

The source code of an HTML Form for the Feedback System is shown in Figure 3.2-3.
The lower portion of code shows how the User name is filled from the information held in
the Cookie (the Cookie is created by the Login - see 3.1).
After the Form has been sent, the text is displayed that was entered using the Admin tool,
followed by the content entered into the Form (see Figure 3.2-2). The automatically sent
Email is shown in Figure 3.2-7.
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<html>
<head><title>Website CoiTiment</title></head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF">
<table border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" width="100%">
<tr><td bgcolor="#C0C0C0">Website Comment DEMO<br>
<small>© Robert Low 2000</small></td></tr>
<tr><td>&:nbsp; </td></tr>
<tr><td>
<form action="http://appsrv.loew.com/cgi-bin/feedback.exe"
method="POST" name="WebsiteCommentForm">
<input type="hidden" neime=''anzeige" value= "From, Comment">
<input type="hidden" name="formulartyp" value="feedback">
<input type="hidden" n2nne="reihen£olge" value="name,comment">
Please comment our Website
<table border="0" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="10" width="90%">
<tr><td>Comment</td>
<td><textarea name="comment" rows="10" cols="40"></textarea>
</td></tr>
<tr><td>Name</tdxtdxinput type="text" size="40" name="name">
</tdx/tr>
<trxtdx/tdxtdxinput type="submit" name="Senden" value=" Send ">
</tdx/tr>
</table>
</f orrax/tdx/trx/table>
<script language="JavaScript"><!-function getCookie(name)
{

var search = name + "="
if (document.cookie.length > 0)

{
offset = document.cookie.indexOf(search)
if (offset != -1)

{
offset += search.length
end = document.cookie.indexOf(";", offset)
if (end == -1)

{
end = document.cookie.length

}
return unescape(document.cookie.substring(
offset, end))

}
// put username in form automatically
var username = ""
username += getCookie("username")
if(username != "undefined")
{document.forms[0].Name.value=username}
// --x/script>
</body>
</html>

Figure

3.2-3

Feedback System : Example HTML form source code
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Circulation letters

Requirement
Almost all companies use Circulars for employee information. In most cases Circulars
have a legal or obligatory character. Circulars should therefore be provided by a dedicated
system, but in simple cases the Feedback System shown in Section 3.2 can be used.

Design
Following on from the Login in Section 3.1, an employee fills in an HTML Form, putting
in the content for the Circular (see Figure 3.3-1). After perhaps checking a preview of the
Form (Figure 3.3-2), the employee sends it off. To ensure the security of the procedure, the
employee selects a colleague or senior person who has the authority to publish (see Figure
3.3-3), who then receives an email request to publish the Form (see Figure 3.3-4). This
person checks the content of the Circular and then publishes it by uploading it to the Server
(Figure 3.3-5).
A static HTML page is generated on the Web Server with the content of the Circular and
it is also saved into the Circulars Archive. For performance reasons, the current News List
is created as a static HTML page (see Figure 3.3-6). An entry is then added to this page,
which lists the Headline, the author, the author's department and the subject of the Circular.
A click on the link beneath the headline is sufficient to open the static HTML page of the
corresponding Circular (see Figure 3.3-7).
In addition a trigger is activated, saving the ID of the last News item to be read in the local
Cookie of the employee. It can therefore be ascertained at any time if the employee has seen
the actual version of the News List.
The same NewsID is inserted into the Navigation strip (see Figure 3.3-1), which is also
generated as static HTML. Here the ID serves to indicate to the employee that he has not
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seen the actual version of the News List, using a blinking News button.
The Circulars saved in the Circulars Archive (see Figure 3.3-9) can be searched at any
time. A list of all the Circulars that have been written is also available (see Figure 3.3-8).

Figure

3.3 - 1

Circulation letters : Create a new circulation letter

Thafs tne content of ttvs circulation leaer
I

Figure
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3.3 - 2
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Circulation letters : Preview of new circulation letter
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Circulation letters : Forwarding a circulation letter
to the next user for correction
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Circulation letters : New circulation letter in list of the news
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Circulation letters : Archive
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Phone book

Requirement
Most companies maintain a telephone/availability list. Traditionally, these are distributed
to employees in paper form. This is often found to be out of date, as todays organisations
are subject to rapid change. For example, new employees may join or people are not in the
office for long periods (maternity leave, secondment to partner companies etc.). An Intranet
can help to improve the actuality of the information contained in the telephone book and
present it to the employees. However, one should not forget the advantages of a printed
version.

Design
The employee data is managed in a central database, accessible over ODBC. The data in
this employee database is copied to an archive situated on the Intranet HTTP Server, using
a nightly batch process. This helps to avoid performance problems on both the HTTP Server
and the DB System: otherwise each CGI Script start, inititiated by a user making a request,
opens a connection to the employee DB over ODBC. The archive contains the data needed
for the telephone book and is accessed by a CGI Script, which processes requests made via
HTML Forms.
The following criteria should be avaiable for searches (see Figure 3.4-1):
First letter of surname
Department ID
Open text search on forename / surname combination
Open text search on job description

The search result should be returned in the form of an HTML table, containing the
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following information (see Figure 3.4-2) :
Surname, forename
Availability info such as telephone and fax numbers, mail address
Department name
Employee location
Link to further details about employee (see Figure 3.4-3).

It would be helpful to have a method which made information about employees available
all over the Intranet. A parameterized request, also employed in the Link mentioned above,
is used for this purpose.
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Phone book : Example Search Response 1
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Security Technology for role-dependent
information access (Security Proxy)

In this part I will show internal security aspects of an intranet solution for a company.
Intranet means a new or just an easier information system for all office workers within a
company based on internet technology. The basic question to be solved is : How to ensure,
that the users have access to exactly this part of the information system which is relevant
for their work ?

Requirement
Each user may only look at that information for which he is registered. Therefore user
roles are defined to describe the users activities, such as chairman, webmaster, administrator,
marketing expert, book-keeper etc.
Security relevant information is related to user roles, controlling who may look into this
information. This includes for example, the possibility that specific information can be
related to multiple user roles.

Design
User registration by webform with userid and password
(see Figure 3.5 - 1)
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Users, who want more than the standard public domain information in the intranet have
to register themselves to the system. To do so, the following steps are implemented :
•

User sends a webform to the Webserver (1)

•

Validation of userid and password (CGI script)

•

Requesting the intranet directory server (which synchronize itself with the MS
Windows NT Domain) checking userid and password (LDAP communication) (2)

•

Assign one ore more user roles using the intranet user database via the intranet
directory server (LDAP communication) (3)

•

Write the userdata (userid, user roles and personal data e.g. name, phonenumber) to
the cookie file on the local workstation (4)
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Provision of information by the webmaster
First, the webmaster has to create the information document using an HTML editor. Then,
the classification of the security level is necessary. If the information is not security relevant
then it is public domain and can be filed in the normal intranet WWW server. If not every
user may look into this information, links to it can be hidden using the information hiding
features of our “security proxy” which only displays the link to the information if the user
has the required user role.

If the information is security relevant then the following steps have to be done :
•

Assign one or more user roles to this information.

•

Add a folder to the intranet security WWW server or use an existing folder if there is
any which has the same allowed users than the new document. (So you are able to
build groups of documents in one folder with the same restrictions.)

•

If a new folder has been created then create a security file named “.sec” including the
assigned user roles for the new document and put it to the folder. (If an existing folder
is used then you use the existing security file within this folder.)
The format of the security file is very easy : It contains all user roles that are allowed
to look at this informations separated by new line (ASCII 13, ASCII 10).
There is a list of all existing user roles reachable from a CGI script which uses the
intranet directory server to copy and paste the user roles into the security file.

•

Put the information document to the folder.

•

Add a link to the new document to the starter document from which the new document
has to be reachable.
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Requesting security relevant data
We use two kinds of WWW server (see Figure 3.5 - 2) :
•

An (standard) intranet WWW server for all public domain informations.

•

A security intranet WWW server for all security relevant informations which is only
reachable via a “security proxy”.
If an user requests security relevant informations from the security intranet WWW server

the “security proxy” checks whether the user is assigned to one needed user role for this
information. In the case the user is assigned to a needed user role the “security proxy” sends
the information to the user, otherwise it sends an “unauthorized message”.

©

©

©

E38i

©
iimii

EC

©

IHHillH

WWW client

d

WWW client
security
proxy

WWW
server

requesting security relevant informations

requesting public
domain informations

Figure

security
WWW server

3.5 - 2

The two kinds of WWW server

Security Proxy
In a market survey we searched a security tool that can solve our security problems. But
every solution we found couldn’ t fit all our problems or caused new problems as for example
software installation on client side. So we decided to develop our own solution called
“security proxy”.
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Working Principle
The “security proxy” gets a request for a document and if the requested user is entitled to
see this document the “security proxy” reads the document from a standard WWW server
and sends it to the user.
For checking whether the user is entitled to see the requested document, the “security
proxy” can use the cookie file, which has been created by the user registration or the basic
authentification dialog that every standard WWW browser provides. If the requesting user
is inside the building the cookie file is used to authentificate the user. For other users
(outside) the basic authentification method is recommended.
To divert the requests for security relevant informations to the “security proxy”, the
“security proxy” must be registered in the DNS server instead of the really security WWW
server. In addition you can enter the IP address of the “security proxy” in the security WWW
server configuration as the only IP address which can read data from this server.

Features
•

working with all standard WWW servers and WWW browsers

•

centralized user database (using a standard directory service via LDAP)

•

scalable : you can use one (or more with Dynamic DNS ) “security proxy” for every
security WWW server

•

no software installation on client side

Architecture
(see Figure 3.5 - 3)
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Security Proxy Architecture

An user WWW client requests informations from the security proxy (1)
the security proxy requests the security file in the related folder from the security
WWW server (2)
if the user comes from outside the building or has not registrate himself (has no valid
cookie file) he is asked for his user id and password by sending HTTP state 401 to the
WWW client and the WWW client passes the requested user id and password to the
security proxy using the basic autentification method (3)
the security proxy requests the intranet directory service whether the user informations
in the cookie file or the user id and password from step (3) is ok and which user roles
are related to this user (4)
if the user roles required for the requested information are related to the requesting
user the security proxy requests the wanted informations from the intranet security
WWW server (5)
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the security proxy passes the wanted information to the WWW client or if the user has
not the needed user role, the security proxy passes an unauthorized access message
to the WWW client (6)
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Web / Mail Integration
(Browser-based Mail)

Requirement
Special mail clients are normally used to read, work on and send email.
However, for employees who are dependent on the mobile receipt and processing of
mails, sales personnel, for example, it can be beneficial to use the services of a standard Web
Browser for reading and sending email :
•

Mails can be viewed in a kind of preview, without attachments. This reduces
download time

•

Problems due to access over Firewalls, which normally lock out SMTP, POP oder
IMAP, are avoided, as access is via standard HTTP, allowed by practically all
Firewalls

•

If the employee is at a client or business partner's premises which has Internet access,
he can read his mail directly on their system.
Mail Gateways over the Worldwide Web are now provided as a service by many different

companies, such as GMX. However, it can be sensible for a company to maintain its own
Mail Gateway for reasons of data security.

Design
For the sake of simplicity, a Mail Gateway was constructed on the basis of Netscape Mail
Server 2.0. This system saves all mails received in an individual directory for each user.
Using an HTML Form, the System asks a user for his user ID and password (see Figure 3.61). This combination is used to locate the correct directory of the Mailserver. The files stored
in this directory are read and returned in interpreted form in answer to the Form received
(see Figure 3.6-2).

_
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Mail Gateway : Form to get / send Emails
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Mail Gateway : List of Mails

The Netscape Mailserver saves each mail received as an individual file in MIME format.
All that remains to be done is to display the content, author and subject of the mail. A further
line is attached to the display of each mail, which contains a link, with which any attachment
can be downloaded to the local computer.
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Today different systems are used for the administration of employee information. We
have the usually centralised Human Resource Management Systems, the different accounting
systems used by varying operating systems (e.g. Windows NT, UNIX and mainframe
accounts), the access mechanisms to different information systems (e.g. protected parts of
Intranet servers), the special repositories (e.g. email server and workflow management
systems), the single application accounts (e.g. document management systems, user
helpdesk).
In the near future. Public Key Infrastructures (PKI) and certifying systems will also need
to be administered. In fact, private branch exchange or physical access systems often
manage their own data stocks.
The aim of this part of our project is to show how all kinds of employee information
infrastructures can be integrated in a single service. All applications should be able to
process this information using standardised methods.

Requirements
The following requirements have been set for the system :
integration of all information regarding employees,
simple information management in the form of hierarchical structures that are adapted
to the particular organisation,
location transparency,
flexible, extendable information structure,
usage of existing standards,
integration of methods already used to synchronise different information infrastructures
(i.e. the Network Information Service [RFC2307] (NIS)).
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Employment of a Directory Service (DS)
Using existing directory services is a solution for many infrastructures that are waiting to
be integrated.
In the Internet and Intranet area the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
[RFC2251] has been enforced as a standard interface to directory services. Compared with
ISO’s X.500 standard, LDAP is easier to implement and to use. While traditionally
administering their own user information, more and more systems will offer at least one of
these two standardised interfaces.

Central Directory Service
The administration of big data stocks is expensive if a Central Directory Service is
employed. This is because data sets must be modified either at a central point or using a
special application to ensure that every manager of a DS can only modify the information
for which he is responsible.
Furthermore, access to the directory service can be performed over a long distance. This
can, e.g., in the case of Virtual Private Networks (VPN), result in security problems and loss
of performance. Caching information from the directory service on different locations of the
enterprise has proven to be ineffective since accounting information tend to be short-lived
(i.e. password changes can be claimed every x days).

Peripheral Distributed Directory Service
The employment of many local directory services allows a better, easier and more
competent management of smaller amounts of information. Data is more up-to-date as
employees and software systems can independently modify information as required.
For example, to change their password, employees use the change password facility
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provided by the operating system; they may not be aware that the operating system
automatically advises the directory service to change the password too.

The physical proximity of the directory service to systems that use the information of the
DS prevents a loss of performance, a phenomenon common with big networking distances.
Security is also enhanced since security- relevant data seldom pass the VPN.

At the moment, using the LDAP standard, the only way to replicate directories of the same
structure is via the LDAP Duplication/Replication/Update Protocols (LDUP) [RFC2251 ].
Using this kind of replication the contents of a directory service can be assimilated by other
directory services. Unfortunately, the method has the following crucial disadvantages :
Two directory services matched using replication must have symmetric structures.
All Information must be kept redundantly on different places. During replication the
whole data must be transmitted through the network, which leads to a higher network
load.
Between modification and the next replication, information is not up to date
throughout the network.
A method must be found, which guarantees that during replication, modifications on
existing data can only be made by authorised sites (e.g., after an employee moves from
one place to another, which department is authorised to modify his data ? Will it be
the administrator of the new department or the replication mechanism, which
replicates the information from the new department to the old department ?).
There is a danger of wiretapping since there are some points in the network (e.g.
modem port of the router) where all security relevant enterprise information pass
during the replication process.
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Meta Directory
A Meta Directory is a superior instance of a directory, which uses different data sources.
There are different Meta Directory Models ;
The Replication Model, where all data from all sources will be read and replicated.
The Online Model, where every request of a DUA is answered by reading the
requested information from the data source.

Up to now Meta Directories, which use a Central Directory, have the same disadvantages
concerning performance and security problems like the Central Directory Service.

The use of this Replication Model implies the same actuality problems like those of the
Peripheral Distributed Directory Service.

A Hierarchical Peripheral Distributed Directory Service
Assuming a Peripheral Directory Service exists, a system may nevertheless not know the
appropriate local directory service to access. One solution is to use broadcasts. In this case,
every system that requires information from nonlocal directory services has to implement
the broadcast functionality.

The Hierarchical Distributed Directory Service (HDDS) aims to offer applications access
to nonlocal directory services. It uses standard protocols exclusively.

A HDDS implementation consists of 1 to n peripheral, distributed, arboreal arranged
directory services with a root directory service. A system using HDDS , also called a
Directory User Agent (DUA), can address one and only one directory service. For example,
in Figure 3.7-1, all systems of the computing department can directly access only the
’’ds.comp.dep.cit.ie” Directory Service.
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root
ds.cit.ie

Figure

3.7 - 1

Hierarchical Distributed Directory Service (HDDS)

Using existing standard interfaces of directory services, e.g., NIS, [RFC2307] the DUA
requests information about a certain employee via LDAP from the known Directory
Service. If the requested information is available to the directory service, it will be
forwarded to the DUA. Otherwise, the following steps, which form the technical innovation
of the HDDS, occur :
a)

The solicited directory service requests information using a special Plugin. The
request is send via LDAP to the next higher directory service in the hierarchy. The
DNS name of the latter is obtained by omitting the sub-domain (prefix) of the original
DS. For example, by dropping the sub-domain “comp” in the name ’’ds.comp.dep.cit.ie”
of the DS of the computing department, one gets the name of the next higher DS,
namely ’’ds.dep.cit.ie”.
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If the next higher directory service is unable to furnish the requested information step
a) is repeated.

c)

When the information is found, it is passed to the requesting node by a directory
service, which may have received it from a directory server in the hierarchy.If the
query reaches the root node, this node will reply with a pointer to the actual
information, if the latter exists. Otherwise, a message that the required information is
non-existent is returned to the requesting node. All requests concerning the directory
service will be processed by the Plugin used. The Plugin of the directory service
queried by the DUA, gets a reference.
This reference points to the name of a certain directory service, depending on the

requested information, and can be queried using LDAP. Many directory services can be
involved in the request process. At all times, directory services manage local information.
For the HDDS to function properly, the following conditions have to be fulfilled :
1)

The creation of new employee records in a directory service must be communicated
to the root of the HDDS, which holds an index of the whole HDDS. This index
contains important employee characteristics (e.g. UserlD, Name, Title) and the name
of the managing directory service.

2)

Every directory service used by the HDDS must provide a special Plugin. This allows
the directory service to process queries on employees that are not managed by the
local node. In this case the Plugin passes the query to the next higher directory service.

3)

The relocation of an employee to a different directory service necessitates his deletion
from his initial (home) directory service and the creation of a new entry in the target
directory service. Both processes must be communicated to the root node.
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Plugin
The Plugin must be installed on every host that uses directory services belonging to the
HDDS. Its main function is to process nonlocal information requests generated from the
local directory service as a result of the absence of local information.
The Plugin is implemented by extending the API provided by the producer of the directory
service used. Since the APIs of the directory services are not standardised a special Plugin
had to be implemented for each directory service.
Furthermore during the selection of the implementation of LDAP-compliant directory
services, it has to be checked that the offered API allows an extension, which can solve our
problem.
Since the requested information may not be located in the local data stock, the directory
service used must allow the execution of programs files and must be able to pass requests
originating from the DUA to the starting executable. The Plugin must perform the following
functions :
It passes DUA and Plugin requests to the next directory service in the HDDS
hierarchy. If necessary, the request is forwarded to the next higher directory service.
It accepts replies from directory services queried.
It automatically reports new record generation and deletion in the database of the local
directory service.

Backup Concept
The weakest point of the HDDS is the root and this is therefore set up in a redundant way
(i.e., there are at least two redundant root systems). This is made possible by the use of
dynamic DNS. When a node fails while the search process is proceeding, the Plugin
bypasses the node that broke down by discarding a sub-domain from the name of the
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directory service used, e.g. if the ’’ds.comp.dep.cit.ie” node from Figure 3.7 -1 is down, the
Plugin from the node ’’ds.gr.comp.dep.cit.ie” can access the next higher node ’’ds.dep.cit.ie”
directly by discarding the ’’comp” sub-domain. If the required information lies within the
failed node, the request will eventually reach the root node, which will have a reference to
the directory service that is down and the search will remain unsuccessful.
One solution lies in the redundant planning and usage of important directory services such
as directory services located at the root node. If this is not done, DUAs may have no directory
service to communicate with, since DUAs communicate with just one local directory
service.

Extensibility
Enterprises using the HDDS concept can easily integrate their Directory Services by
creating a higher instance to serve as a new root node. The original root’s Directory Service
will require a configurable Plugin to recognise the new higher instance (see Figure 3.7 - 2).

Figure

3.7 - 2

Extending the HDDS after the merging of two organisations
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If all the index information can be copied from the Directory Services of the original root
nodes, no new functionality is demanded from the new root. Otherwise, the names of all
the root nodes integrated into the new HDDS must be made known to the new root as the
latter processes a query from a former root node by passing on the query to all the other
former roots.

By using XML records the extensibility of the employee information stored in the
database of the Directory Service is guaranteed. First of all, XML-compliant browsers are
able to read and present the information records. Secondly, XML records contain structural
information and information about the way these information are displayed. Thus information
structures can be extended without any modifications to the relevant data stmctures.

Administration
The administration of the HDDS is similar to the administration of a simple local
Directory Service. The administrator has access to his local Directory Service only. For each
record addition or deletion in the local database, the Plugin automatically generates and
sends messages to the root. Specific administrative tasks include setting up the HDDS tree,
naming the nodes and installing the Plugin in the HDDS.
To increase robustness, duplicate copies of the Directory Services should be maintained
and the redundant nodes should use replication to guarantee that the same data stock is held.

Security
As the main role of the HDDS is to provide employee information, the information
requesting process is the weakest point in the system. This implies that both the links
between distinct DUAs and the local Directory Service, and the links between Directory
Services must be protected. The nodes and Directory Services involved can identify
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themselves using X.509 compliant certificates.
For practical reasons we prefer the Secure Socket Layer Protocol (SSL) as a standard
protocol between two endpoints. Therefore, we need to install a certificate on every
Directory Service and on every DUA. These measures guarantee authentication and secure
data transfer.
However, a big security breach still remains : whoever has administrative rights on the
Directory Services and DUAs involved can access the complete information stored in the
HDDS, e.g. passwords, private keys, certificates, etc. This problem can be resolved by the
use of smartcards, which contains, among other information, a second ’’private key for
encryption” (see Figure 3.7 - 3).

Directory Service

DUA using Smartcard

K1pub, Kipriv,

1

K2pub

Secure Channel

K2priv(Message)
Smartcard
K2priv

X.509 certificates
------ --------------- ■

1

..

Message = K2pub(K2priv(Message))

Figure

3.7 - 3

The Smartcard solution

The Directory Service that manages the users’ data uses a second public key to encrypt
the messages encrypted with the second ’’private” key stored on the smartcard. Only if the
correct key combinations have been used access to security relevant data like passwords will
be allowed.
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Usage
By means of the HDDS, it is possible for every employee to access, without big risks, data,
settings, certificates, different keys, etc. from any workplace in the enterprise. For example,
it is possible to set up Windows NT as aDUA. This will then receive accounting information
from the HDDS, allowing users that are not known on the local system to log in.
Services with their own infrastructure can be integrated without problems, e.g. key
management in a public key infrastructure, access to a central certificate pool needed to
install local systems.

Advantages using HDDS
Simplified administration since only the local view of the administrators need to be
maintained, data volume is limited and assignment responsibility is simple, as in
central systems.
More up-to-date information compared with replication / synchronisation as there is
no latency during information modification (important when accounting information,
e.g. password, are modified).
No need to match Directory Services (using replication / synchronisation).
The use of open standards between the nodes of the HDDS as well as between a DUA
and ’’its” Directory Service.
Location transparency for the DUAs.
Usually a local usage of the Directory Service. It has been proven that department
wide information are seldom needed. This results in less network load than in the
central model using replication / synchronisation.
Robustness since the information is distributed among different systems.
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Disadvantages using HDDS
The failure of the root will prevent a node from accessing HDDS nodes located on a
different sub-tree in the hierarchy. A possible solution is to set up duplicate roots.
Information can be attacked enterprise wide.
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3.8

Commercial Intranet Applications

3.8.1

All-in-one Packages

"Intranet out of the box"
Computerlinks [Computerlinks97] has offered a packaged Intranet solution since 1997 in
the form of their product 'Intranetics 97'. The package includes 17 different applications,
with which company structures and processes can be portrayed. An option to produce
Circulars in the Intranet and install discussion forums is included. Also present is software
for Workflow, Document Management, Appointment Management, Group Email and to
perform searches on ODBC databases. There are two special packages for the Netscape and
Microsoft Webservers .

Intrexx
The 'Intrazone' product is now known as 'Intrexx' [intrexxOO]. The Product provides
applications in the areas of Newsletter, Discussion Forum, Blackboard, Calendar, Resource
Management, Document Management (Knowledge Base), Meeting and Protocol Manage
ment, FAQ und self-defined Datatables. Intrexx also offers a function to document and
manage employees. Data can be imported, e.g. from Microsoft Exchnage Server. A
company hierarchy can be portrayed complete with all departments and management
positions. Employees can be assigned departments and access rights defined as desired.
The development of applications without any programming experience is also possible.
Database access is however confined to Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL-Server in
Version 6.5 or newer or Informix Dynamic Server out of the box. For further database access
the seperate Bizwalker Module is needed.
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Intrexx is useful in an Intranet and also for the limited external access of an 'Extranet'
situation. Here the optional Public-Access-Module is needed.

3.8.2

Database Publishing

Odars-2-Web
With their Odars-2-Web product [Odars98], Odars makes it possible to publish databases
to the Web. The product consists of the following tools:
•

a tool to convert ODBC databases (or other proprietary DBs) to a special Odars
compatible file format

•

a tool that integrates special Odars Tags in HTML pages

•

a Server, which fills the requested HTML pages with content from the database, by
interpreting the special Odars Tags
The biggest disadvantage with this product is that as far as can be ascertained, databaases

can only be read with it and not changed.

3.8.3

Host Connection

Companies that use applications on Mainframes can use this Web-To-Host Gateway,
instead of implementing the usual terminal emulation on the operating system platform.
There are two different strategies to provide access to a host application here :
•

Terminal emulation by means of a Java Applet together with a Webserver extension.
Here the application is displayed 1:1, i.e. the text-oriented Interface is retained

•

Intelligent, learning terminal emulation, which makes it possible to analyse the host
application and produce a graphical interface by, for example, recognising menu
structures and portraying them as menus in a Java Applet. Some Host connections of
this type also allow the user to make changes. For instance, menu entries can be
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ordered differently or deleted, in order to cater for the personal requirements of
particular users.

3.8.4

Search Engines

Many manufacturers of Internet Search Engines offer the actual Search Engine for use in
local Intranets or as part of the Internet presence of a company. This Search Engine can then
be installed and driven on a local Server. Examples include Altavista, which is free but
limited to a certain number of pages, and Deimos Search, which costs about 150 Euros.

3.8.5

Online Shopping

At first glance the inclusion of an Online Shopping System in an Intranet is not
particularly sensible. However, under certain conditions such an apllication can actually
make sense, for example :
•

Consumables - Requirements from a central Service Department

•

Purchasing of IT resources from a central IT Department

In an Extranet, on the other hand, there is also the added role of virtual marketplace. Using
this function. Partners can offer each other their own products and in so doing, generate their
own distribution inside the Extranet. This functionality is, however, not offered by many
Online Shopping Systems to date.
The greatest advantage at the moment in a fully-fitted Online Shopping System as
opposed to a self-developed solution, is the flexibility allowed in the configuration and
maintenance of the Shop. Many systems also now offer connection to Back Office and
Warehousing or ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems. This simplifies internal
invoicing and also allows the automatic comparison with inventory levels etc.
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We present a selection of Online Shopping Systems and highlight their particular features.
In addition, the situation in which each can be best employed is also given.

Intershop iv
Intershop represents at present the standard solution for very large shopping systems and
accounts for a good deal of the total market. Connection is possible to both Warehousing
systems and to ERP systems such as SAP R/3. Also possible is the the construction of a
simple marketplace and B2B scenarios can also be created.
Intershop consists of a database and one or more application servers. The database is used
here in a classic Client Server Model. By using several Application Servers, Intershop
allows for very easy scaling.
Managing the Shop is carried out via a Web Interface. Unix and Windows NT are both
supported as Platforms. However, Intershop has to run on its own Server.
Intershop belongs in the higher price range, costing ca. 5,000 Euro upwards.
Intershop seems like a good solution when a Marketplace or a B2B solution is necessary
in an Intranet. Use also recommended for very large Online Shops. As Intershop scales well,
combining use in an Intra/Extranet and in the Internet is also possible by constructing
different shops on the same system. The connection to Back Office systems is in such a
scenario particularly interesting.

Openshop Business
Openshop is also aimed at large Shop systems. Connection to various different Warehousing
systems is possible.
Openshop needs both an external Database, such as MS SQL Server, mySQL or other
ODBC DBs and ein external Webserver (Netscape, MS IIS or Apache).
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Windows NT, UNIX and Linux are all supported as platforms. The management of the
Shop is by means of an HTML Interface.
The specialities of Openshop include a very sophisticated shopping basket and Javabased tools for the modelling of processes and analysis of client tendencies.
Openshop lies in the higher price range, beginning at around 5,000 Euro.
The use of Openshop is recommended in very large Shops, such as a central Purchasing
Department. Due to the current absence of B2B support, Openshop is not suitable for use
in an Extranet.

Internolix
Internolix offers several eCommerce solutions, which are divided into the 'professional'
line for exacting applications and the 'easy' line for more economic systems.
The solution known as the 'Small Business' system needs an external database (e.g. MS
SQL Server, AFDABAS D) and an external Webserver (MS IIS or Apache). As platform
Windows NT, Linux and Sun Solaris are all supported. The management of the shop is
carried out with the 'Shop Manager', which is designed to be simple to use. Internolix Small
Business costs around 2,400 Euro.

The smallest offering from Internolix is called 'Mini Market' and costs just 45 Euros,
whereas the largest, called appropriately 'Large Business' is priced around 10,000.

Internolix is particularly interesting for the user whose requirements are constantly
evolving, as working with all components is very similar and there is a solution for just about
every situation in the product range. For example, a very small solution (Mini Market) could
be offered in an Intranet, a very high performance system (Large Business) in an Extranet
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and a medium-sized system (Small Business) in the Internet.
Also of interest are the many add-on modules, offering for example extended statistics or
making the Shop available on CD.

SmartStore 2000
SmartStore 2000 is more targetted towards the construction of small shops. One
advantage of this system is that no database or modules are needed on the Webserver.
Construction of a Shop is carried out with a special tool running on an MS Windows
machine. After the Shop has been configured, the tool produces HTML files on the harddisk,
which are then simply published on any Web Server. The output of orders from the shop is
carried out by email, as no database is used. Of course, the number of functions and the
design possibilities offered by this solution are both very limited.

SmartStore 2000 is free up to a limit of 20 products, and the larger version (up to 500
products) costs 400 Euro.

SmartStore would only be sensible for very small Shop Systems in an Intranet, such as
for the internal ordering of IT office requirements, naturally costing nothing up to the limit
of 20 products.

Further details of Online Shopping Systems are included in [CurOO].

3.8.6

Authoring-and Publicationtools

Simple Authoring Tools
Simple Authoring Tools can be used to produce single HTML pages or for the management
of small sites, but are in practise not suitable for the management of medium to large-sized
Intranet or Internet Sites.
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For example :
a)

Adobe GoLive
simple Site management, simple page design

b)

MS Frontpage
simple Site management, simple page design

c)

Macromedia UltraDev
simple Site management, simple page design, supports dynamic systems as well, such
as publishing of databases, interaction with Clients etc.

Content Management Systems

To manage large numbers of pages in an Intranet or Internet presence. Content Manage
ment Systems are the recommended method. These can assign individual employees
different roles, so that each employee can contribute his information to the system. The
following roles are normally defined :
•

Information Manager
supervises the structure of the information, assigns roles to employees

•

Template Designer
designs pages, which are then filled with content by individual editors

•

Editor
provides information using the appropriate templates provided

•

Chief Editor
checks and publishes the information from the individual editors
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The number of Content Management Systems on the market is experiencing a sharp
increase at the moment. There are two basic kinds of Application Server :
a)

Web Content Management Systems are designed solely for the creation and
maintenance of Websites. They support the role-based authoring and publication of
individual pages and also normally manage the time dependencies between different
documents, i.e. if one document is deleted as its expiry date has been reached then all
references to it have to be removed as well.

b)

General Content Management Systems also bring the content of back-end systems,
such as Document Management systems or Enterprise Resource Planning systems,
into the managed content zone.

3.8.7

Terminal Server via Browser

Citrix MetaFrame allows standard desktop applications to be installed and managed on
a central server. The Citrix tool NFuse [CitrixOO] then makes these applications available
over a Web Browser. Standard business applications, such as the various Office suites, can
then be used in the Browser without any local installation having taken place. However, very
high performance servers are required here, which can serve between 10 and 100 users,
depending on the individual demands of the applications being used.
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Intranet Applications using Workflow
Technologies
Why Workflow in the Intranet ?

4
4.1

There are essentially three reasons for the usage of workflow management systems in an
Intranet:
a)

Division of work

b)

Complexity of the applications

c)

simpler adaptation to the business processes of a company

Division of Work / Complexify
The applications portrayed in the last chapter required relatively little work from a few
co-workers. The more the development work is divided, the more difficult it becomes to co
ordinate the individually developed applications. Furthermore present-day business
applications are so complex that a sensible course of action is to define individual steps and
develop one particular small applications per step.

A separation into individual work-steps, that are worked on by different co-workers,
requires the following measures :
Identification of the responsible co-worker according to the following criteria :
- Availability of the co-worker, bearing in mind how busy he is, his health, holiday
etc,
- Expertise
- technical equipment, can the co-worker use the needed tools / applications ?)
Hand-over to this co-worker
Ensuring adherence to deadlines, i.e. escalation-management.
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If one prepares these functionalities in each application, one re-invents the wheel in each
case. It makes sense in such a case to use an infrastructure that provides these functions
centrally. The infrastructure, that offers itself here, is called a Workflow Management
System (WfMS).

Adaptation to business processes
Increasing numbers of companies are changing their structure to attain competitive
advantages. The trend is moving from functional orientation (Taylorist) to a more process
oriented view. One speaks here of so-called business processes . Instead of seeing only
individual functions within a unit of work, one looks at the entire process. Typically such
a process begins and finishes with the customer. Such an approach allows a holistic view
of the entire production process of the company. Furthermore, the customer-orientation is
enhanced.
By making business processes leaner, the efficiency within a company can be improved
greatly. One speaks here of businessprocess reengineering.
Thus, the major goals of Workflow Computing are :
•

The acceleration of business processes (leaving paper-based business behind)

•

Increased transparency

•

More flexibility (the redesign of a process is much simpler than with classicallydeveloped applications)

•

Improving quality (reduction of mistakes)

•

Standardisation of tools

•

Increasing the responsibility of the individual employee (away from Taylorismus)

•

Binding in existing and standard applications.
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Overview : Workflow Management

Workflow = “The computerised facilitation or automation of a business process, in whole
or part.“ [Hol95]

Workflow Management System = “A system that completely defines, manages and
executes ‘workflows’ through the execution of software whose order of execution is driven
by a computer representation of the workflow logic.“ [Hol95]

To clarify some relationships, we use here as an example business one small, regional
credit institution by the name of “Loan Shark Enterprises (LSE)“ with a headquarters and
four branches.

4.2.1

Elements of a WfMS

A working WfMS requires the following :

Definition of the process structure
The process structure describes the process steps.A business process can be modeled
using graphic elements. One speaks here of a Workflow definition. The following structural
elements are available in most WfMS ;
Steps, which can be executed both sequentially and in parallel
Conditions, which are either controlled according to the decisions of the relevant co
worker or the WfMS,
Loops, usually combined with conditions.
Modularity: steps can optionally be complete WF definitions.
Escalation Management
The term Workflow thus repesents an instance of a Workflow Definition.
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Definition of the organizational structure
The structure of the business is also graphically portrayed by means of the following
elements :
Organisational unit; this can be, for example, a department, a team, a group or a place
of business.
Position: so-called budget positions are assigned to the individual organisational
units.
Co-workers: a co-worker occupies a position
Roles : a co-worker possesses certain roles. With help of the roles, a reference to the
process structure is produced. For example, only a member of the credit department
of the above-mentioned company, LSE, is authorised to grant credit.
Authority: normally a further restriction of the role. For example, a co-worker of the
credit department of the above-mentioned firm is only allowed to grant credits up to
a certain amount.

The different manufacturers of WfMS use the named elements very differently. Some
WfMSs support for example no areas of authority, restricting themselves to roles. Each
business must now try to portray its organizational structure as well as possibleusing the
structural elements placed at its disposal. In order to clarify this, we can employ the
previously mentioned business. A possible structure for the organizational structure will be
represented in Figure 4.2 - 1. A model of LSE, the example business, is represented by
Figure 4.2 - 2.
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4.2 - 2

LSE Structure

Workflow Engine
The WF Engine interprets the Workflow definition and guarantees the correct operation
of the Workflows. It assigns the co-workers tasks according to their roles and areas of
authority, provides them with the relevant information and oversees the implementation of
the individual steps.

Worklist / Worklist Handler / WF Client
The Worklist of a co-worker holds the tasks assigned to him. By a task, one understands
a section of the work in the execution of a process. A task can consist of one or several steps
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from the Workflow definition. One names the individual sections of a task Work Items. In
most cases, these Work items represent steps of the Workflow definition.
The Worklist Handler makes it possible for the User to interact with the WF Engine and
makes the Worklist available to it. Often, the Worklist Handler is also described as a WF
client. The following functionality is usual :
Sorting of the Worklist according to different criteria
Selection of a task to be handled
Handover of Work items
Provision of a re-submission function
Start up of needed applications

4.2.2

Workflow vs. Workgroup

The basis for Workflow Management Systems is formed by the Computer Supported Co
operative Work Systems (CSCW systems).

The three basic functions of CSCW systems are : (a) Communication - supporting the
exchange of information between different users in a synchronous (time-dependent, e.g.
video-conferencing) or asynchronous (time-independent, e.g. email) manner; (b) Co
operation - supporting people working together to achieve common goals (e.g. the
provision of a common database), and (c) Co-ordination - guiding a common project, so
that, for example, particular activities take place in a pre-defined order (e.g. through
Workflow Management Systems).

Systems are described as Workflow or Workgroup systems according to how structured
they are.
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Workflow Management System (WfMS) - when the system makes it possible to
model processes and goes on to use this model to co-ordinate the processes

•

Groupware Platform - if process modelling is not included and the system only offers
a passive infrastructure, leaving the user to control the actual execution of processes.

4.2.3

Classification of different Workflow Models

There are diverse criteria used to classify Workflows , e.g.. Degree of structure,
Frequency / Repetitiveness, Economic importance. Complexity, Frequency of change.
Degree of distribution, Sphere of influence (local or world-wide). Cycle length. We give a
brief summary of each of the most important classification criteria.

Restriction of the Criteria in Practice
The degree of structure and the frequency and repetitiveness have come to be recognised
as the most important of the previously described criteria. On the basis of these criteria, one
distinguishes between Ad hoc Workflow, Collaborate Workflow and Production Workflow
(see Figure 4.2 - 3). As Ad hoc Workflow has very little practical relevance, just two classes
of WfMS are generally distinguished, according to their level of support for co-ordination:
•

Production WfMS, for strongly structured processes, defined by a process model and
offering very little or no support for the flexible development of processes

•

Flexible WfMS, for semi-structured processes, offering a significant number of
functions for the flexible development of processes - used for Collaborate Workflow
and sometimes also for Ad hoc Workflow.

Further, depending on the informational objects used, one can distinguish between a
•

data-oriented WfMS, and a

•

document-oriented WfMS.
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Figure 4.2 - 3

Criteria for Classification of different Workflow Models

Messaging versus Server-based WfMS
The different WfMS systems on the market today can be divided into messaging-based
and server-based systems. Messaging-based systems are defined as those that send both a
Worklist and the necessary documents and data to the user via a messaging client. Normally
an email system would be used for this purpose. The disadvantage of such a system is that
a piece of work that has arrived at a user lies in the user's mailbox and cannot be deleted from
there, although another employee may complete the job before the user gets around to it. In
all systems in which more than one user has the authority to deal with a piece of work, an
employee is not informed if someone else has already dealt with the matter.
In a Server-based WfMS the Worklist Handler communicates with the Server, listing only
those jobs which have to be dealt with in the Worklist. Work already being dealt with by
colleagues is therefore not displayed.
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A further disadvantage of an email-based system is that the data and documents to be
worked on are redundantly sent to more than one user, although they will only actually be
worked on by one of those users.

4.3

Standards

Workflow Reference Model of the Workflow Management Coalition
(WfMC)
The WfMC has defined itself the goal of developing a framework model, which should
make it possible for different WfMS to work together over common interfaces (see Figure
4.3-1) [Hol95]. The Workflow Enactment Service consists of 1 or n Workflow Engines and
provides a Runtime Environment for Workflows.

Process
Definition

Figure

4.3 - 1

WfMC Architecture
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5 Interfaces are defined :
IF 1: Definition of processes using an abstract language (tools for the analysis and
modelling of business processes, BPR-Tools)

IF 2: Interface between Workflow Engine and Client Applications (integration of individual
or standard software in the WfMS)

IF 3: Interface between Workflow Engine and so-called Invoked Applications (server
based applications without user interaction). As IF3 hardly differs from IF2, this
specification was recalled and one restricts oneself to IF2

IF 4: Interaction between different Workflow Engines
IF 5: Management of the Workflow Engine through administration and monitoring tools
(the common administration and monitoring of different WfMS)

Unfortunately, IF 4 has proved to be impractical as it is too complicated and, in order to
hand over a Workflow from one Engine to another, the entire Workflow Specification must
be handed on as well. From a security viewpoint, this is obviously often completely
unacceptable. Moreover, only the functions are standardised in IF2 - the parameters
required are left totally open.
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Simple Workflow Access Protocol (SWAP) Initiative
The SWAP Initiative groups itself with the W3C. The aim is to make interaction between
different WfMS over the Internet possible. There is a desire to move away from complicated
standards such as the IF4 from the WfMC. Since January 1999 there is no more activity of
the SWAP working group. The ideas of SWAP has been taken over by the WfMC to develop
a new Standard based on XML : Wf-XML.
Wf-XML could become an alternative to the WfMC IF 4. It is not discussed here because
their is no practical use of it before the standardisation finishes.
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4.4

Special requirements of Workflow
Management Systems used in the
Intranet

4.4.1

Workflow Client Integration

One of the most important criteria concerning the integration of a WfMS in an Intranet,
is the question of whether and how the Workflow Client can be displayed in a Browser.
There are currently two strategies in this area :
a)

The Client runs as a Java Applet and communicates with the Workflow Engine

b)

A Web Server is placed between Client and Workflow Engine. The Client
communicates with the Web Server, upon which an application is running, which in
turn communicates with the Workflow Engine. The Client here could be a Java Applet
or a HTML Client.

4.4.2

Integration of Client and Server Applications

At the present time, desktop applications are frequently used to carry out Workflow steps.
These are defined as applications that are installed on Client PCs, which are then started
from a Workflow Client. When an application starts, data is provided in a number of ways:
•

command line : the application is provided with data via the command line interface
of the application (often in conjunction with the local file method)

•

COM / OLE / DDE: the application is provided with the necessary data via Microsoft
Windows standard technologies and the interfaces of the applications

•

local file : the application is provided with the necessary data, by saving it in a local
file in the application specific format
The problem with this approach is that the applications to be used must be installed on all

workstations.
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Starting applications from within the Browser is awkward. There are several solutions to
this :
a)

A certified Applet starts the application. This requires that each Client has the correct
certificate installed, which is itself currently awkward. A Java Applet without a
certificate has no authority to use local resources.

b)

The application to be started is assigned a MIME type. The application then starts
automatically whenever a URL points to this MIME type, but this only allows files
that are situated on the Web Server to be started. The files on the Server can be created
by a server application and provided with the data to be processed. In this way, a Rich
Text file with a serial letter could be saved and started on the user's workstation with
a text editor. The problem here is when it comes to saving changes: the Browser has
actually copied the file to the local hard disk, so changes will only be saved locally

c)

Using a 'helper' application: this could be started as in b) via a MIME type and, in turn,
start the desired desktop application. It could communicate with the Workflow Server
and the desktop application (over their interfaces). However, this helper must also be
installed on the Client machine, either as a Plug-In or as a full-blooded application.
Server Applications normally feature a suitable interface, allowing them to be addressed

directly from the Workflow Server. In practise, all WfMS are able to start Server
Applications on a very basic level and communicate with them.

4.4.3

A New Paradigm : Server-oriented Applications

Over the last three years there has been a general movement away from business
applications that are locally installed Client desktop applications. The management of
locally installed applications represents a major problem. One can imagine trying to cope
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with 10,000 workstations, all of which have to be maintained and updated, to see the size
of the headache.

Currently, the most modern method of developing server applications is represented by
Application Servers. Most Application Servers stem from Web Application Servers (see
2.2.1.5). All Application Servers have now switched to the Java programming language and
should offer at least the following technologies: Java Server Pages, Java Servlets and Java
Beans. The most modern Application Servers support Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs)and
may also support the J2EE [SunEEOO] specification from Sun. J2EE provides other services
alongside EJBs, which are very useful in the development of modern business applications.

4.4.4

Integration of WfMS and Application Server

The challenge of the future will be to enable the integration of WfMS with Application
Servers (App. Server), as in the future these will play an ever more important role. There
are several ways of achieving this :
a)

equipping the WfMS with interfaces to allow it to be accessed by Java applications,
which would be running in an App. Server. This could for example be realised with
CORBA

b)

the complete integration of the WfMS in the App. Server. This would, however, entail
the development of the necessary functionality with Java technology.

A good approach would be to concentrate on the Workflow Engine as core technology,
to develop this as a Java Bean / EJB and to integrate it into an Application Server. All the
tools normally used for the definition of organizational structures and processes, for
example, could then be used just as before. If the Workflow Engine running in the App.
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Server has the correct interfaces, even the tools needed for runtime management could be
used, with only minimal changes.
Concentrating on just those applications that are most often used in practise means
delivering only the following functionality :
•

the collection of a Worklist by a Client

•

Starting a Workflow (by a Client or an application running on the App. Server)

•

Starting a Workflow Step (by a Client or an application running on the App. Server)

•

Processing a Workflow by parsing the Workflow description and generating the
Worklists

•

Monitoring a Workflow (Timeouts etc.).
A 'WfMS light' would also be possible if only the functionality that is most often required

by business applications is offered. This would mean that a completely defined Workflow
would no longer be possible, but the development of business applications would be
simplified by the following services :
•

ad hoc forwarding of a role to a colleague

•

security principle: one employee authorises the actions of another

•

mapping the organizational structure onto executable actions, i.e. finding out who is
responsible for a particular action and assigning this action to his Worklist.
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Criteria for the selection of a Workflow
Management System

The following issues must be considered when selecting a workflow management
system:

Technical Criteria
a)

Class of WfMS

-

Flexible or Production WF

-

Data or document-oriented

-

Workgroup functionality?

b)

Platform

-

wServer (Workflow Engine) Operating System

-

Operating System of the Modelling and Administration Tools
Client Operating System (is a fat client desired and, in Web-based systems,
availability of the standard software to be bound in and the programme-call
functionality under the Operating System employed)
databases supported
communications infrastructure (e.g. Lotus Notes or MS Exchange)

c)

Modelling Criteria

Process Structure
Is a Modelling Tool offered or can an external tool be used?
Are Simulation and Analysis possible?
Organizational Structure
Modelling Concept (Roles, Groups, Employees, Posts etc.)
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Is the use of a central Directory possible? (e.g. over LDAP/X.500 or through an
API)

d)

Flexibility

Are Ad hoc changes between defined Workflows steps possible?
Is it possible to interrupt a single process step? (e.g. by a re-present mechanism)

e)

Interfaces

Are the Interfaces compatible with the standards? (see 5.3)
What other Interfaces (API) are offered?
The Programming Language of the API
f)

Workflow Client

Web ability (see 5.5)
Can a standard Client be used or must an individual Client be developed?
Is there a mechanism for re-presentation or must this be individually developed
Concept for the integration of Client and Server Applications
g)

Scalability

h)

Can the system be bound into an existing INSM ?

i)

Data and Documents Handling

Data modelling - how are the documents necessary for a process step produced ?
Archiving of data/documents during the development of a Workflow or upon
termination of a Workflow
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Integration of a Document Management System (DMS) or provision of DMS
functionality through the WfMS itself.
Assessment of Manufacturers
j)

Market Relevance of the Manufacturer

k)

Market Relevance of the Product
Reference installations
Strategic importance of the WfMS for the manufacturer
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4.6

Review of Some WfMS

We review some current WfMS using the criteria listed in the preceding section :

4.6.1

lABG : ProMlnanD 2.5

ProMInanD is qualified for the use in synthesises and in flowchart modelling for the
support of very good structured business processes. This is possible because of it's great
functionality.
Changes in the application flow as well as in the amount of information objects, make it
possible to differ from predefined processes. This product is eligible for semi-structured
application flows.
A process, which has been controlled by ProMInanD, consists of a description of the
covered way and of the transported content ( a certain amount of documents)
Unfortunately, the Management of the lABG has decided to cancel the product business
and to orient only on the project oriented business. This is the main reason why the
development of ProMInanD has been canceld. As the concept of this product has convinced
me and the stability of the product is high, we have decided to keep ProMInanD in the
section ’Market Overview’ on first position.

a)

Class of WfMS
It is a flexible document-oriented Workflow. But no Workgroup functionality is available.

b)

Platform
The supported server OS are IBM AIX, MS Windows NT.
The OS of the modelling and administration tools are IBM AIX, MS Windows NT.
The Client OS is MS Windows NT.
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Possible databases are Informix-Online (up to version 7.22), Informix SE, Oracle,
Transbase and DB2.
No special communication infrastructure is required.

c)

Modelling Criteria

Process Structure
Modelling tool : The FlowDesigner represents processes graphically. Up to now,
interfaces to external tools are not available.
Simulation and analysis : The simulation of a workflow is possible. Further analysis
possibilities have not been offered.

Organisational Structure
Modelling Concept
The organisational structure and resources can be graphically designed using the
ProMInanD OrgDesigner. Employees can be defined. They can be assigned to certain jobs.
These jobs can be hierarchical structured into organisational units.
Even (temporary) working groups can be represented. Using the notion of a function
(abstracting from concrete employees) tasks or task areas (e.g. heads of department) can be
described. In ProMInanD are existing additional possibilities to represent competence
using competence criteria, whereby certain criteria can be assigned to certain employees.
This will have an influence on the process handling (e.g. Mueller has the competence to
handle processes with a damage bigger then 1000 Pounds).
The assignment between activities and employees is done using a role. A role is assigned
to an activity. With ProMInanD an employee can have roles, which are determined by his
position. This position results from the functions assigned to the employee. Roles can also
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be determined by the role "person" (assignment of a certain employee).
For using of a central directory there are no tools available. Using the ProMInanD
database solutions are available.
d)

Flexibility
Ad hoc changes between defined Workflows
The following transactions are possible: the addition of a single process, retracting/
fetching back a certain process, returning a certain process, queries to a previous
official in charge, skipping a certain step, diverting a process.
Interrupt a single process step : the Standard Client and also the API supports a
representing mechanism.

e)

Interfaces
No standard interfaces are available to other WfMSs.
Other Interfaces (API): The whole functionality of ProMInanD is available through
the API.
API Programming Language: On the client side a Windows NT DLL can be used. The
use of different programming languages is possible. On the server side (AIX) C, C++
and Java are supported.

f)

Workflow Client
Web ability: JAVA Clients, which use RMI to communicate with the server, are userspecific. A HTML client is also available.
Standard clients or individual clients : Standard clients have never been used by
customers. Customers have only used individual clients, which have been developed
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especially for them.
Representation mechanisms are part of the standard client. They can be used for
further development using API's.
The integration of client and server applications can be done using APIs.
g)

Scalability
The manufacturer recommends a configuration with a central server, where many servers

run on different workstations using a central database in a local area network.
h)

Can the system be bound into an existing INSM ?

At the moment this is not possible !
i)

Data and Documents Handling
Data modelling
For each process type the designer specifies main documents. These documents are
used to handle the process.
A main document can consist of text, forms, a reference to a record of a database or
an object from an archive. A form can be generated using a form editor.
During one step main documents can only be assigned to one activity. Using the
workflow client the electronic floating file can be viewed during step processing.
The main documents that were defined during the modelling of this step are located
here. Also contained are the Memo, an ASCII document for the forwarding of short
messages, and the Attachment. The Attachment comprises a document or several
documents that provide help on the current process, but were not defined during the
modelling stage.
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The operator can have access to the appendix. He can access the full set of documents.
Additionally import, export and deletion of documents is possible.
Archiving of data or documents during the development of a workflow or upon
termination of a workflow can be done using the ProMInanD database.
Integration of a DMS is done project specific by the manufacturer.

Assessment of Manufacturers

j)

Market Relevance of the Manufacturer
lABG is a manufacturer with small market relevance.

k)

Market Relevance of the Product
Reference installations have been implemented in the area of public administration
and financial services sector ( e.g. Dresdner Bank (Germany), Deutsche Bank
(Germany), and some Ministries (Germany)). lABG is a service provider that does not
sell products. This is the reason why the above mentioned product has not been sold.
It has been used only in selected projects.

My Assessment of the Product
ProMInanD has been developed whithin the limits of some EU / EEC projects. Custom
oriented projects have made a product of it. ProMInanD is based on the electronic floating
file idea.
ProMInanD is characterised by its great flexibility. Employies are able to attach
additional documents and to insert or to revoke additional steps.
The consequent use of the APIs allows integration of all Back-End Systems and simple
client development. For this self developed solutions are necessary. The lABG offers such
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(project oriented) solutions.
Before lABG ProMInanD has been taken from the market, it has been my favorised
WfMS. The experience, we had gathered in the field-test, was excellent. The product was
working stable. The critical point in the scalability was the centralised database. An
improvement might consist in the formation of individual, independent cells. This allows
a higher scalability. But the hand over of a workflow to another cell is no longer possible.

4.6.2

Staffware : Staffware Workflow 97

Staffware [StaffwareOO] is oriented on product workflow, in particular on high performance
business processes. The focus lies on strong structured processes in the bulk business.
The Graphical Workflow Definer (GWD) can be used to model processes and the
Graphical Forms Designer (GFD) can be used to define forms.

a)

Class of WfMS
Staffware is a data-oriented production workflow. The workgroup functionality can be

used with Exchange via Staffware.

b)

Platform
OS IBM AIX, MS Windows NT and other UNIX systems can be used as server.
The OS of the modelling and administration tools is MS Windows NT.
Possible Client OS are MS Windows 3.x, MS Windows 95, MS Windows NT and
JAVA based Web Clients.
The following databases can be used : Oracle, Informix, ODBC.
No special communication infrastructure is required. An integration with MS
Exchange and Lotus Notes is available.
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Modelling Criteria

Process Structure
Modelling Tool : Processes can be modelled graphically using the Graphical
Workflow Designer. An interface to the ARIS - Toolset and StructWare is available.
Simulation and analysis : StructWare offers only simple simulation possibilities.
Organisational Structure
Modelling Concept:
Users can be defined. Roles are abstractions from the specific username. In contradiction
to most of the other WfMSes, a certain role can only be assigned to a single user. But
a single user can hold many roles. Different users can be pooled into groups.
If during a workflow a specific group has been addressed to a specific activity, then
every member of the group is offered this activity. This activity must be included in
the activity list of the group. Only one person can handle the activity.
The modelling of hierarchical organisational units is not supported. As well no
representatives can be specified.
Use of a central Directory: X.500 Interface, self developed solutions which use APIs.
d)

Flexibility
Ad hoc changes between defined workflows are not possible !
In a standard client it is not possible to interrupt a single process step.

e)

Interfaces
Available standard interfaces : WfMC IF 4, Interface to SAP.
Other available interfaces (API): The whole functionality is offered through the API,
OLE / COM / CORBA interfaces.
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API Programming Language : C / C++, Visual Basic, VBA and JAVA.

f)

Workflow Client
Web ability : Staffware Global incorporates a Java client, which is not able to start
external programs.
Standard client or individual client: The standard client offers sufficient functionality
and configuration possibilities for the practical use.
Mechanisms for representation aie not included in the standard client.
Integration of client and server applications ;
On Staffware servers it is possible to start programs without interaction from a certain
user. This can be done by using automated activities. On the Client side :
1)

Delivery of parameters via the command line interface to an external application.

2)

Communication with DDE with the application.

3)

File based parameter delivery in a specified format.

In all these cases data will be transfered between Staffware and the application. This
can be done using fields, which have been defined by a process.

g)

Scalability
Staffware offers a multi-node version, which supports spatial distributed processes.

Processes will always be defined on a server. The execution can take place on different
servers.
These servers do control different tasks of the process and contain copies of the
transaction specification and of the transaction data. Every server manages its relevant data
in its own database.
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Can the system be bound into an existing INSM ?

Only by use of third party products.

i)

Data and Documents Handling
Data modelling : Staffware offers no possibility for data modelling. The needed
transaction data are defined by using field variables.
Archiving of data/documents during development and termination of a Workflow :
No functionality for automated archiving of workflow data after the termination of a
workflow is available. Various third party products are available.
Integration of a DMS : Various third party products are available.

Assessment of Manufacturers
j)

Market Relevance of the Manufacturer
Staffware can be considered to be market leader in the WfMS domain. A study of the

Gartner Group (1998) attests Staffware a market share of 25 %.

k)

Market Relevance of the Product
Reference installations have been implemented world wide in various industries (e.g.
BMW (Germany), HypoVereinsbank AG (Germany), some Ministries (Great Britain)).
More than 300.000 end user licenses have been installed !
The strategic importance of the WfMS for the manufacturer : Staffware offers their
products exclusively for the WfMS market.

My Assessment of the Product
The number of available interfaces and third party products show the flexibility of the
WfMS. The long history of the product (the first version appeared in 1987) allows us to draw
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favourable conclusions on the quality of the product. Staffware offers different extensions
for the mentioned product: Staffware Global with a Java client as a Intra- / Internet based
System and, Integration with MS Exchange and Lotus Notes as an extension to offer
Groupware functionality.

The only weak point is the support of ad hoc functionality. If very flexible workflows are
needed Staffware offers few possibilities. The workgroup functionality is not sufficient
either but this functionality has been made possible by the integration of MS Exchange or
Lotus Notes. Since the prerequisites, e.g., existing CORE A interfaces are currently met, I
am sure that Staffware will develop in the direction of Web based solutions as shown in
Section 4.4.

I would like to recommend Staffware for use as a production WfMS. As soon as flexible
WfMS are required, it will be necessary to select another product and/or version. Staffware
2000 is on the market. But it could not be considered here, because of the lack of available
information and experience.

4.6.3

IBM : MQSeries Workflow 3.1

MQSeries Workflow [IBMOO] is a data oriented production WfMS. The most important
part is the control of the sequence of activities, which can be linked to different applications.
The control flow defines the sequence of activities. Between activities the data flow must
be defined.
The MQSeries Workflow draws the distinction between :
the Buildtime,
the Runtime.
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This distinction can also be found in the architecture. This client-server architecture is
based on three layers. The database server can be found on the lowest layer. The next layer
consists of the workflow server and is based on the first layer.
The Buildtime-client and the Runtime-client are parts of the highest (third) layer of the
architecture. The Buildtime-client contains the workflow definition, while the Runtimeclient is needed by the user to execute and report activities, that have to be done. The third
layer is connected to the second layer (workflow-server).

a)

Class of WfMS
This workflow is a data-oriented production workflow. No workgroup functionality is

available.

b)

Platform
The Server OS are IBM AIX, IBM OS/390, MS Windows NT.
The OS of the modelling and administration tools is MS Windows NT.
The client OS is MS Windows NT.
The DB2 database is part of the product.
No special communication infrastructure is required. A Lotus Notes client is available.

c)

Modelling Criteria

Process Structure
Modelling Tool : The Buildtime-client is needed for graphical process modelling.
Interfaces to external tools are not available. Third party products are available
(MQSeries Workflow supports all interfaces of the predecessor product FlowMark).
Simulation and analysis are not possible !
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Organisational Structure
Modelling Concept
The definition of the organisation takes place in the Buildtime. It is important to
distinguish between organisation, roles, people and hierarchies (levels).
Organisations can be e.g. departments. An example for a role can be a group of
employies with the same tasks. Hierarchies can be defined. In this way it is possible
to assign activities depending on qualification and on experience.
The use of a central directory is not possible. Import of structures can be done using
FDL (Flow Definition Language).
d)

Flexibility
Ad hoc changes between defined workflows are possible !
With a standard client it is not possible to interrupt a single process step.

e)

Interfaces
No standard interfaces to other WfMS are available.
Other interfaces (API): A part of the functionality is offered using the APIs. ActiveX
Controls are available for client development.
The following API Programming Languages are supported: C / C++ und Visual
Basic.

f)

Workflow Client
Web ability : The web client and the JAVA API are in planning stage. No
implementation is available.
The standard client offers enough functionality, but has only a few configuration
possibilities.
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Mechanisms for representation are not included in the standard client.
The integration of client and server applications can be done via APIs. The launching
of client and server applications is possible.
g)

Scalability
Different Runtime-Server can work with a central database. Every Runtime-server can

consist of several Execution-server.
h)

Can the system be bound into an existing INSM ?

The system can be bound into existing INSM only by use of third party products.
i)

Data and Documents Handling
Data modelling : With MQSeries workflow it is possible to model data structures at
type level in the Buildtime. These data structures can be assigned to Input- and
Output-container of certain activities. They are comparable with the "struct" construct
in the C language.
Archiving of data/documents during the development or termination of a workflow:
The MQSeries workflow is not designated for archiving of data in a workflow. If the
archiving of data has not been provided in the workflow implementation, then data
administered by the MQSeries workflow will get lost.
The integration of a DMS can be done only by use of third party products.

Assessment of Manufacturers
j)

Market Relevance of the Manufacturer
According to the Gartner Study from 1998, in the WfMS sector IBM is considered to be

only a offerer between others with about 5 % market share.
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k)

Market Relevance of the Product
Reference installations can be summarised in about 30 installations in the financial
services sector (e.g.. ANZ Bank (Germany), Ziiricher Kantonalbank (Switzerland)).
Strategic importance of the WfMS for the manufacturer: MQSeries Workflow is part
of IBMs IT concept for corporation-wide solutions. MQSeries is a messaging
middleware developed by IBM, which supports the integration of applications on
heterogeneous platforms. But the MQSeries workflow represents for IBM only a
product among others. This is the reason why the importance of the MQSeries
workflow cannot be estimated.

My Assessment of the Product
The most important fact of MQSeries workflows is the possibility to execute external
programs, which can be assigned to different activities.
Usually the above mentioned application are desktop applications. In the future this
strategy will be replaced by server based systems (see 4.4). Another weak point is the absent
support of ad hoc functionality.
I would like to recommend the MQSeries Workflow for the use as a production WfMS
if the use of desktop applications is necessary for the processing of every step.

4.6.4

Other WfMS

4.6.4.1

COSA Solutions Standard software GmbH :
COSA Workflow

COSA Workflow is a data-oriented Production WfMS.

The following products are part of the COSA product line :
the "COSA Networkeditor" for the graphical sequence definition using Petri-nets,
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the "COS A Networkeditor" for the definition of hierarchical organisational structures,
the additional simulation tool "COSA Simulator",
the archive system "COSA Archiv",
the simulation- and optimisation-tool "COSA FlowModeller",
"COSA Softlink" for the integration in the groupware MS Exchange and Lotus Notes,
"COSA IntraNet" providing access to COSA via WWW using Internet Browsers,
"open COSA", for the representation of the COSA Workflow API.
COSA Workflow provides a very flexible concept for the integration of client- and serverapplications. A representation mechanism with term manager is included in the client.
The scalability is quite good, since the whole COSA product line has been developed as a
distributed system.
Since every server can work with his own database no central database is necessary.
The weak point here is the missing of ad hoc support.

4.6.4.2

Filenet GmbH : Panagon Visual Workflo

Visual Workflo is a document-oriented production WfMS. Filenet specialises on products
in the following areas : document management, archiving and workflow. Visual Workflo
itself is based on the IDM Image Service Archiving System. This archiving system must be
licensed separately. Visual Workflo is based on the same concept as ProMInanD. Both
systems use an electronic floating file. Visual Workflo offers a graphical editor for the
definition of the process structure and provides an interface to ARIS. The organisational
structure has to bo administered by Visual Workflo. Interfaces to IBMs Tivoli are available.

A product line offers the utilisation of Visual Workflo through the Intra-/Internet. It is
necessary to have a web server, which is linked together with the visual Workflo Server, and
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a JAVA Client, which is communicating directly with the visual Workflo Server. Its weak
point is the similar lack of ad hoc support.

4.6.4.3

PC Koncept : PowerWork

PowerWork is a document-oriented flexible WfMS. It is based on MS Exchange and
represents a solution for small and average projects. Though the licence model can
administer 1000 users, in practice this is not a realistic proposition. PowerWork consists of
the following elements :
The "Designer", which serves for the graphical definition of processes,
the "Client" is the working environment of the end-user and works together with the
Exchange Client or Outlook.
the "Engine" takes over control and administration of all workflows. It also uses the
central ODBC database,
the "Admin" serves for the definition and the administration of the organisational
structure, for the enabling of workflow types and for the specification of which
workflow can be started by which user,
"Control" the statistic & reporting tool,
"Trigger" serves for the start of a workflow from an external, e.g. by the reception of
an email, which have been sent by a person or an external system,
"Add-ons" extend the system with DMS functionality, a graphical representation of
the workflow status, etc.
A strength of PowerWork is the ad hoc functionality, which supports the appending of
documents to a workflow.
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CSE Systems Computer & Software Engineering : CSE Workflow

CSE Workflow is a document-oriented flexible WfMS. It is one of the key player on the
WfMS market. This product also uses the concept of the electronically floating file, which
can consist of different documents, e.g. MS Office documents. A Intra- / Internet version
has been implemented in the WebDesk client. This client does not offer the same
functionality as the standard client, which is very powerful and can be completely
configured. Another way to integrate into the Intra-/Internet is given by the JAVA
framework "NoLimitsWF". This supports the development of web based applications that
have access to workflow servers.

Interfaces to different DMS are available, e.g. Easy Archiv, MegaMedia and ARCIS. CSE
Workflow supports IF 4 of a WfMC for the exchange with other WfMSs. Ad hoc deviations
from the predefined workflows are possible. During a certain step, the workflow can be
passed to another user. A representation mechanism is also provided.
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We also looked at some additional WfMS, namely,
Kodak Eastman Workflow for Windows NT (also known as Eastman Workflow )
This is a document-oriented production WfMS.
DIALOG Imaging Software GmbH : Keyflow is a data-oriented flexible WfMS.
ONEstone Information Technologies GmbH : Processware has been taken over by
Lotus. It is also known under its new name Domino Workflow, and is aswell a dataoriented flexible WfMS.
Digital / Compaq : LinkWorks, which is a document-oriented flexible WfMS.
COI Consulting fiir Office und Information Management GmbH: COI - BusinessFlow
is a document-oriented flexible WfMS.
Dialogika Gesellschaft fiir angewandte Informatik mbH : multiDesk Workflow,
which is a document-oriented flexible WfMS.
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Design and Implementation of a
Workflow Application

Requirement
A Workflow extension of the Circular Letter Application in Section 3.3 will be developed.
The present Circular Letter Application makes it possible to send a Circular that has not yet
been published to somebody else in an organisation, but the route taken by such a letter is
not defined. Each employee must decide for himself the person who should carry out the
next step in the Workflow and then select this person from a list. The extension described
in this section assigns a predefined Workflow in such a situation based on who the author
of the Circular is. The WfMS called PowerWork, described in Section 4.4.4.3 is used in this
extension.

Design
The organisational structure of the company is constructed as shown in Figure 4.7-1. It
should be noted that each Head„of_Group can also be represented by his senior, the
Head_of_Department. Normally the Head_of_Department also has a deputy who can step
in for him. The roles of Editor or Lector can be played by any Member_of_Group.
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Dresdner Bauspar AG Organizational Structure

The Workflow is now very simple to define (see Figure 4.7-2):
a Member_of_Group (named as Editor) authors a Circular Letter
he can then send this to any other Member_of_Group (then known as a Lector) for
checking and correction, or send it directly to his Head_of_Group for approval. A
Lector can in turn also send the Circular Letter to a further Lector or direct to the
Head_of_Group for approval.
The Circular is sent to the Head_of_Group for approval. He can then either send the
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Circular to a Lector for checking and correction, delete it, or publish it in the System.

In the case of exceptions, only one Fallback is used. This means that if a particular Step
cannot be carried out within a defined time, the last employee who had the job is informed
and can then select a different route to use. This would be the case, for example, if the
Member_of_Group who should be carrying out the next Step is not present due to illness.

Implementation
PowerWork contains an optional component called a Trigger'. This monitors a public
folder of MS Exchange. After a Circular has been written (shown in Figure 3.3-1), the
Circular Letter System (see Section 3.3) sends an email to the public folder of Exchange that
is being monitored by the PowerWork trigger. PowerWork recognises the Editor of the
Circular by means of the Sender Address and starts a Workflow. The process is shown in
Figure 4.7-2. After the Workflow has been successfully concluded, PowerWork gives the
information to the automatic Step (see Figure 4.7-2 : publish -> AutoStep), which then
works in exactly the same way as described in Section 3.3 and transfers the Circular to the
Intranet System for publishing.
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Results & Conclusions

The development of simple Intranet applications using the C++ CGI Library described in
Section 3.2.4 is not difficult. The CGI standard is adhered to by all Web Server manufacturers
and is in general very stable. In those places where the continual creation of Server Processes
presents problems, FastCGI provides an effective solution (see Section 2.2.1.2). The only
projects that should be developed in the future using CGI technology are very small-scale
developments such as a guest book for a Website.

However, above a certain level of complexity, plotting a Workflow with a standard
programming language like C++, Java or PERL becomes very exacting. The integration of
a WfMS in such a situation can make development a lot simpler. In addition, it is easier to
maintain a system with a WfMS as the Workflow can be defined with graphical tools.

Most WfMS can be integrated into Intranet applications developments quite simply. The
APIs presented by a WfMS mean that most can be accessed from inside Intranet applications
developments, so parts of the application can be performed by them.

Developing new projects based on Application Servers
New projects should be based on modem Application Servers, which should fulfill the
Sun J2EE specification [SunEEOO]. i.e.. Servers such as BEA WebLogic, IBM WebSphere,
NetScape iPlanet or the OpenSource products JBoss and Enhydra are needed. These
products represent the further development of the Web Application Servers discussed in
Section 2.2.1.5.

The integration of Workflow functionality allows the creation of complex systems. The
flexibility of the applications developed can also be largely increased through the ad hoc
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functionality of a WfMS without demanding that too much development effort be expended
on each individual feature. The highly capable exception handling offered by a WfMS can
also help enrich a new development.

In March 2001 BEA, the vendor of the BEA WebLogic Application Server, surprised us
by launching a new Product called "BEA WebLogic Process Integrator" which is a
workflow engine that automates workflow, business-to-business processes, and enterprise
application assembly. BEA WebLogic Process Integrator runs on the WebLogic Application
Server and is a robust, J2EE standards-based workflow and process integration solution.
Using an intuitive flowchart paradigm, business analysts can use the WebLogic Process
Integrator Studio to define business processes. Developers can use WebLogic Process
Integrator to assemble application components quickly without programming. The assembled
applications are proactively executed and managed by the WebLogic Process Integrator
engine. [BEA2001]

To cater to the trend of developing applications using an Application Server, WfMS
manufaturers should make interfaces available to such Servers. As discussed in Section
4.4.4, the further integration of a WfMS in an Application Server is also possible (like the
BEA WebLogic Process Intrgrator).

One problem that arises is that up until now it has not been a trivial task to take source code
developed for one Application Server and adapt it for another Application Server. Although
all relevant Application Servers currently fulfill the Sun J2EE [SunEEOO] specification, it
is not enough to take a Java Bean or EJB [SunEJBOO] / a Java Servlet [SunJSVOO] / a Java
ServerPage [SunJSPOO] and simply transfer it to another Application Server.
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Header of CGI Class

NB: As the CGI Class was developed for a German Company, the names of variables and
methods are partly in German !
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Class Definition CGI
// File
: /lib/cgi.h
// latest change
: 25.05.2000 (Robert Loew)
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include <afx.h>
#include "const.h"
#ifndef CGI_H
#define CGI_H
class CGI

{
//############################

//
Membervariables
//############################
private:

// PRIVATE Membervariables

CString

m_InputString;

// parameter received via commandline
// or stdin
CString m_CookieString;
// Cookies
CMapStringToString m_FormInputList;
// to MFC StringMap converted m_InputString
CMapStringToString m_CookieInputList;
// to MFC StringMap converted m_CookieString
int m_HexValue[256];
// array, to translate hex chars
//to ASCII
BOOL m_LoadFromFileOK;

// TRUE, if CGI Object loaded from file

//############################

//
Initialization of CGI class
//############################
private:

// PRIVATE Memberfunctions

void Parseinput(); // integrated in Constructor !!!
// Reading of form variables, replace special internet chars to
// ASCII, adding of form values / Cookies to m_FormInputList /
// m_CookieInputList
void parse_string(CString input, CMapStringToString* aktmap);
//
parses the overgiven Cstring input to name value pair
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public:

// PUBLIC Memberfunctions

CGI ( ) ;
CGI(int ART);
CGI{CString DateiName);

//
//
//
//

Constructor
Constructor for Batchmode
Constructor to load a CGI class
from file

BOOL Serialize(CString DateiName, UINT Modus = CArchive::store);
// Serialization of the private Membervariables
// in or to file
BOOL IsSerialisationOK();
// TRUE, if CGI Class loaded from file
// FALSE if Standardconstructor used

//

############################
Security Functions

//

############################

//

private:

// PRIVATE Memberfunctions

static char

LockChar(char ch_l, char ch_2);
// codes a char
static char
UnLockChar(char ch_l, char ch_2);
// uncodes a char
static CStringMkNumeralString(CString key);
// translates key into a String,
// which only includes numerals
static CStringMkCharString(CString key);
// retranslates a with MkNumeralString
// produced string
public:

// PUBLIC Memberfunctions

static CStringVerschluessele (CString Wert, CString key = SECUREKEY)
// codes a string
static CStringEntschluessele(CString Wert,
BOOL ComesFromCookie = TRUE,
CString key = SECUREKEY);
// uncodes a string
static

CString MkZufallszahl();

// generate random number

public:

// PUBLIC Memberfunctions !!!

//

//

//
//
//

############################
String Lib
############################
static
static
static

int StringToInteger(CString str);
// transcodes string into int
CString IntegerToString(int Wert);
// transcodes int into string
CString Replace(CString Original, CString Replace,
CString With) ; // replaces parts of a string
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BOOL IsStringInString(CString Suche, CString Suchein);
// searches the string Suche in string Suchein
void AddTextToTextWithLength(CString &OriginalText,
CString AddText, int Length);
// adds a string to another
CString GetNextPartString(CString &str,
char Trennzeichen = TRENNZEICHEN);
// find first entry
CString
KonvertiereOhneUmlaute(CString in);
// convertion of e.g., a to ae

//############################

//

Date and time functions

//############################

static
static
static

CString GetUhrzeit();
// returns time (hh Uhr mm)
CString GetDatum(BOOL Formatted = TRUE);
// returns date (DD.MM.YYYY)
CString GetDatumY2Kok(BOOL Formatted = TRUE);
// like GetDatum

//############################

//

Genererating IDs

//############################

static

static
static

CString MkID(CString Zusatz = "noname");
// creates a unique ID (DDMMJJJJ_HHMMSS_
// + value of Zusatz)
CString GetDatumFromID(CString ID);
// retranslates an ID to a date (DD.MM.JJJJ)
CString GetSortedDatumFromID(CString ID);
// retranslates an ID to a timestamp (JJJJMMDDhhmm)

//############################

//

File functions

//############################

static
static
static
static

static
static

CString MkTempFile(CString Inhalt);
// creates a temporary file in TEMPDIR
BOOL DelTempFile(CString DateiName);
// deletes temporary file
CString GetATempFileName();
// returns a unique temporary filename
CString ReadFile(CString datname);
// reading of small files
// max Length = BUFFERLEN
CString ReadBigFile(CString datname);
// reading of large files
BOOL WriteFile(CString WriteFileDirectory,
CString WriteFileName,
CString AusgabeText,
BOOL Kopfzeile = FALSE,
BOOL FileCreate = FALSE);
// writes a file containing AusgabeText
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BOOL CopyFile(CString Quelle, CString Ziel);
// makes a copy of a file (from Quelle to Ziel)
BOOL RenameFile (CString OrgDateiName, CString NewDateiName) ;
// renames file
CString GetFilesInDirectory(CString Pfad);
// returns a list of all file names in directory (Pfad)

//############################

//

CGI specific file functions

: working with Templates

//############################

static

BOOL MkFile(CString MkFileName, CString TemplateFileName,
CString Inhalt,
CString Title = "",
CString Autor = "");
// creates a file using the template TemplateFileName
// replacing <TITLE> and <AUTHOR> HTML Tags
static
BOOL MkFilelnSpecialDirectory(CString DirectoryName,
CString MkFileName,
CString TemplateFileName,
CString Inhalt, CString Title =
CString Autor = "");
// creates a file in a special directory (DirectoryName)
static
BOOL GetTemplate(CString FileName, CString& Header,
CStringSc Fooder) ;
// reads template, which is divided into Header and Fooder
//by the value of the global var.KOMMENTAR
BOOL TemplateAnzeigen(CString DateiName);
// Displays a template, replaces form variables
//############################

//

Windows NT Registry functions

//############################

static

static

static

static

BOOL RegistrySetValue(HKEY key, CString subkey,
CString name, CString value);
// set value in registry
CString
RegistryGetValue(HKEY key, CString subkey,
CString name);
// read value from registry
BOOL RegistryAddValueToKey(HKEY key, CString subkey,
CString name, CString value);
// append a string
BOOL RegistryDeleteValueFromKey(HKEY key, CString subkey,
CString name, CString value);
// deletes a registry value

//############################
//
CGI Helper functions
//############################

static

static

CString GetURLofThisCGI_Program();
// URL of the called CGI Script
// e.g. http://www.domain.com/cgi-path/filename.exe
CString GetURLofThisServer();
// URL of the called Server
// e.g. http://www.domain.com
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//############################

//
Java Script Message Boxes
//############################
static
static

CString GetMsgBoxJavaScript(CString path = "");
// displays a MessageBox using Java Script
CString GetMsgBoxJavaScriptSecure();
// displays a MessageBox using Java Script
// with internal infos

//############################

//

CGI Cookie functions

//############################

static

CString
DecodeCookie(CString Cookie);
// replaces '%xx' with char / '+' with Space char
static
void SetCookie(CString Name, CString Wert,
int Expires=EVER,
CString Path="/");
// creates a Cookie in client browser
static
void SetCookiePerJavaScript(CString Name, CString Wert,
int Expires=EVER,
CString Path="/");
// creates a Cookie in client browser
// using Java Script
static
void SetCookiePerJavaScriptCaseSensitiv(CString Name,
CString Wert,
int Expires=EVER,
CString Path="/");
// creates a Cookie in client browser
// with Capital letters
void DeleteAllCookies(BOOL Ausgabe = TRUE, CString TRENN = "<br>");
// deletes all Cookies of this server
void DisplayAllCookies(CString TRENN = "<br>");
// displays a list of all Coolies of this server
static CString GetTextToSetCookiePerJavaScript(CString Name,
CString Wert, int Expires=EVER,
CString Path="/");
// returns the Java Script Text to create a Cookie
//############################

//

CGI Output functions

//############################

static

static

static

void PrintHtmlHeader(CString Title,
CString BodyErgaenzung = "",
CString HeaderErg = "");
// displays a standard HTML header
void PrintKopfTabelle(CString Ueberschrift,
CString HinweisOption = "");
// displays a standard HTML headline
CString
GetCDKopfTabelleText(CString Ueberschrift);
// returns the Text which would be displayed by
// PrintKopfTabelle otherwise
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static

static

CString

static
static

void PrintMsgBox(CString Titel, CString Ueberschrift,
CString Inhalt,
BOOL Bonderformatierung = FALSE,
CString BodyHeaderOption = "");
// displays a MessageBox with standard headline,
// various Text and a 'Close' - Button
CString GetTextForOpenMsgBox(CString Ueberschrift,
CString Inhalt);
// returns the Text which would be displayed by
// PrintMsgBox otherwise
GetAllFormInput(CString TRENN = "<br>",
CString TRENN2 = " = ");
// returns all given variables of the form
void WaitAndGotoURL(int sec, CString URL);
// delay of sec Seconds before calling a URL
void WaitAndGotoHistory(int sec, int history=0,
CString URL=HOME_URL);
// delay of sec Seconds before going back in browser histrory

//############################
//
CGI Form Variables funktions
//############################
// returns the value of the Form variable given in key
inline CString GetFormValue(CString key)

{
CString tmp;
key.MakeLower();
if(m_FormInputList.Lookup(key,

tmp))

{
return tmp;
}
else
{
return "";

}
}

// set the value of a Form variable
// (key = VarName, value = Varinhalt)
inline BOOL SetFormValue(CString key, CString value)

{
CString tmp;
key.MakeLower();
m_FormInputList.SetAt(key, value);
return TRUE;

}
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// returns the in Cookie key given value
inline CString GetCookieValue(CString key)

{
CString trap;
key.MakeLower() ;
if (in_CookieInputList. Lookup (key, tmp) )

{
retiirn tmp;

}
else
{
return "" ;
}
}
// returns the in the Environment variable key given value
in].ine static CString GetEnvValue (CString key)

{
char *p = NULL;
CString EnvValue;
p = getenv(key);
EnvValue = p;
if(key.CompareNoCase("HTTP_REFERER") == 0)

{
// Referer MakeLower !!!
EnvValue.MakeLower();
// replace space char in Referer by _
EnvValue = Replace(EnvValue, " ", "_");
EnvValue = Replace(EnvValue, "%20", "_");
// replace ? char in Referer by ~
EnvValue = Replace(EnvValue,
"-");
}

return EnvValue;
}
// sets an Environment variable
// (ONLY DURING THIS PROCESS IS RUNNING !!!)
inline static BOOL SetEnvValue(CString VarName, CString Value)
{
CString
EnvValue = VarName;
EnvValue += " =
EnvValue += Value;
_putenv(EnvValue);
return TRUE;
}
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// compares the value of a Form variable with the value of With
// (not case sensitiv)
inline BOOL Compare(CString FormKey, CString With)

{
CString
FormValue = GetFormValue(FormKey);
if(FormValue.CompareNoCase(With) == 0)
{

return TRUE;
}
else
{
return FALSE;
}
}
// sets a Form variable
// (ONLY DURING THIS PROCESS IS RUNNING !!!)
inline BOOL SetData(CString key, CString value)
{
m_FormInputList.SetAt(key, value);
return TRUE;

}
// prints a description followed by the value of Var
inline void print(CString Var =
CString Beschr = "")
{
if(Var.IsEmpty())

{
printf("\n");

}
else
printf("%s%s\n",Beschr,Var);
}
// returns copy of m_FormInputList
inline void GetFormInputList(CMapStringToString& List)
{
POSITION pos;
CString
key;
CString
value;
for(pos = m_FormInputList.GetStartPosition(); pos != NULL;
{
m_FormInputList.GetNextAssoc(pos, key, value);
List.SetAt(key, value);

}
}

#endif
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Header of CEmail Class

NB: As the CEmail Class was developed for a German Company, the names of variables
and methods are partly in German !
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Header of CEmail Class (Sending of Emails via CGI Script)
: /lib/email.h
// File
// latest change
: 22.12.2000 (Robert Loew)
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////
#ifndef EMAIL_H
#define EMAIL_H
tinclude <afx.h>
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Using of Class CEmail
1. step : setting of all member variables
- SetSubject()
- SetFrom()
- SetFromAddress()
- SetToO
- SetToAddress()
- Setinhalt()
2. step : sending of the mail using the Send()

function

//

class CEmail

{
//

public:

// Public Membervariables

. . .

//

CString
CString
CString
CString
CString
CString
CString

temp;
m_Subject;
m_From;
m_FromAddress;
m_To;
m_ToAddress;
m_Inhalt;

//
//
//
//
//
//

subject of the Mail
sender name
sender address
recipient name
recipient address
content

//

public:

// Memberfunctions

//

CEmail();
-CEmail();

// Constructor
// Destructor

BOOL Send >

// sending the mail
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CString GetAllMailInfos(CString Trennzeichen =
BOOL TrennungErsetzen = FALSE);
// display the mail
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

//
inline functions to set member variables
//----------------------------------------------------------------------// set subject
inline void
SetSubject(CString subject)
{
m_Subject = subject;
}
// set sender name
inline void
SetFrom(CString from)
{
m_From = from;

}
// set sender address
inline void
SetFromAddress(CString fromaddress)
{
m_FromAddress = fromaddress;
}
// set recipient name
inline void
SetTo(CString to)
{
m_To = to;
}
// set recipient address
inline void
SetToAddress(CString toaddress)

{
m_ToAddress = toaddress;
}
// set content
inline void
Setinhalt(CString inhalt)

{
m_Inhalt = inhalt;

}
};

#endif
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